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DEPLETION ALLOWANCE

MONDAY, MARCH 17, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
StuBcommdiryE oN EiMoGY OF THE

CoMMrrE oN FINANCE,
Waahingtan, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Mike Gravel (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Gravel, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, Packwood,
and Brock.

Senator GRAVEL. The hearings will come to order.
By way of introduction, let me just say that we tried to secure the

presence of Senator Hollings and Senator Kennedy at these hearings
so they could amplify their proposal on the depletion wipeout. They
were not able to be present to testify before this committee. I then
inquired of Congressman Green if he would be willing to put together
a panel to bring them forward and testify before the committee and
expand upon the data involved. He was not able to accommodate his
schedule to this offer of testifying before this subcommittee.

In addition to that, I had sent a letter to Senator Iollings and to
Senator Kennedy reaffirming the request which was made here by me
at the hearing a week ago, Monday or Tuesday, I believe it was a week
ago Monday, requesting them to provide specific data on the profits
and taxes and on the counterproductivity that they alleged of deple-
tion allowance.

These hearings will just be for today. It will be for the Finance
Committee to try to get some grip on the subject, so that we can re-
port to the Senate in the course of that debate which will take place
tomorrow or Wednesday.

[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY SETS IIEARINGs ON DzPI.xTioN, OTHER ENERGY-RF.ATVD
AMENDMENTS TO ANTI-RECESSION TAX CUT BILl, (II.R. 21041)

The Hlonorable Russell R. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the St'l'ate Committee
on Finance, and the Honorable Mike Gravel (D., Alaska), Chairman of the Fl-
nance Committee's Subcommittee on Energy, announLed today that the Subcom-
mittee on Energy would hold a hearing on the provision of hI.R. 2166 (the anti-
recession tax cut bill) repealing percentage depletion on oil and natural gas,
as well as amendments to HI.R. 2166 pending in the Committee which (teal with
the subject of energy. The hearing will be held Monday, March 17, beginning at
10 a.m. in room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

(1)
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'Tie witnesses who will present testimony Include the following:
Johu S. Clialsty, President, Donaldson, Lufkin and Jenrette (securities

corlioration) ;
C. John Miller, President, Independent Petroleum Association of America ; and
Paul A. MacAvoy and Robert S. Pindyck, Professors, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.
irlfteii Statcments.-Persons who desire to present their views to the Sub-

committee, are urged to prepare a written statement for submission and Inclusion
In the printed record of the hearings. These written statements should be sub-
rited tit Michael Stern, Staff Director, Commnittee on Finance. Room 2227
I)irksen Senate Office Building no later than Monday, March 17, 1975.

Senator GR.NvT.. We are privileged to have as our first witness a
member of the Finance Committee, and also a person who is probably
thle most expert individual within the Senate on this particular suib-
ject since it so vitally involves his constituency. I am glad to welcome
as our first witness the Ihonorable 0loyd Bentsen. Senator from the
State of Texas. who wvill now make his presentation on the subject. I
hope he will then join us in the hearing to hear the balance of the
wit uesses.

Senator Bentsen ?

STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Senator BF,,','TSENF. Thank you very -much, [r. Chairman. I partien-
larly appreciate your generous remarks considering your long interest
and experience in this field and your expertise in it.

Mr. Chairman, as this committee is well aware, the House of Repre-
sentatives has voted in I[.R. 2166 to repeal the percentage depletion
allowance for oil and natural gas production. Later today I willintro-
(111't an amendment to 11.11. 2166 to limit the use of the percentage de-
plhtion allowance for oil and natural gas to the first 3,000 barrels of
average daily production of crude oil and the first 18 million cubic feet
of average dailv production of natural gas. The-exemption will not be
availal)le to any producer who is engaged in marketing or distributing
r1,fintd l )trolenim products. This amendment, is simply an embodiment
of the recommended reform of percentage depletion contained in the
congressional program of economic recovery and energy sufficiency
adopted in February of this year. The 3,000 barrel per day figure was
chosen by the ]Iouse Ways and Means Committee as a definition of a
small pr )ducer after extensive consideration last year. The 18 million
cilic feet of natural gas is the general energy equivalent of that level
of crude oil production.

I however, in addition to my amendment limiting percentage deple-
tion to the generally accepted levels of a small producer, it makes the
additional reform of limiting these l)ermanent exemptions from the
repeal of percentage depletion only so long as the producers to which
they apply reinvest the tax savings into additional oil and gas related
activities.

This additional requirement will insure that independents' percent-
age depletion accomplishes its purpose of providing our Nation with
new oil and natural gas reserves.

'r. Chairman, I regard the exemptions to any repeal of the percent-
age depletion providled in this amendment as being absolutely essential
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for two reasons of national importance. First, it will further the cause
of greater self-sufficiency in that it will retain a necessary tax incentive
for the independent producers who are looking for and finding the
new domestic oil and gas reserves in this country.

Second, it is the only way we will be able to prevent a further
concentration at every level of the domestic petroleum industry. Any-
one familiar with the domestic energy industry is aware of the ex-
traordinary contribution of the exploration eforts of the domestic
independents. While independent producers with no retail outlets
.ontrol only 27 percent of the Nation's present oil production, they
drill over 85 percent of the exploratory wells; and even when off-
shore exploration, where independents operate at a serious disad-
vantage, is included, when only the continental United States is con-
sidered, that figure is 88 percent of the exploratory wells. The dom-
inance of the independent exploratory efort is apparent at every
depth of exploration. At the 12,000 to 15,000 foot range, they still
drilled 70 percent of the exploratory wells. Even at the extreme
depths of 20,000 feet, independents drilled more exploratory wells
than major oil companies.

Mr. Chairman, they are not just drilling wells. They are finding new
reserves. Last year there were over 7,000 more successful wells brought
in than in 1973. Independent producers brought in almost 80 percent
of those new wells. Every one of them added to the future domestic
energy supplies of this Nation. I believe it is worth noting that that
is the largest number of new wells completed since 1969, when the
depletion allowance was last reduced. The repeal of the percentage
depletion allowance for this group of producers would put an end
to this extraordinary effort they have underway to help this country
achieve greater energy independence.

Independents have no profits from sales of refined products and
no means of passing on the higher burden resulting from loss of deple-
tion. Independents rely heavily on outside risk capital to finance their
exploratory activities. Without the benefits provided by the percentage
depletion allowance, these funds will become increasingly unavail-
able, and force a substantial reduction in exploration budgets.

Independents engage in the higher risk operation of drilling in
unproven areas as indicated by 88 percent of their production from
discoveries in Texas, between 1967 and 1971 coming from previously
unproven areas. while only 11 percent of major oil companies' pro-
duction came from discoveries in unproven areas during the same
period.

In short, the independents find the fields; the major develop them.
The independents take the big risks and the majors come in later,
buying up the leases, to develop for their refineries and retail mar-
keting. That has been the traditional pattern of the industry. But it is
only a partial explanation of why the independent segment of the in-
dustrv has traditionally done 80 percent of the exploration, but pro-
duces less than 30 percent of the reserves.

The other answer is that until very recently the oil industry was not
profitable in the absence of down stream refining and marketing oper-
ations. During the l)eriod of 1958 to 1972, approximately 10,000 inde-
pendent oil and gas producers went out of business, selling their in-
terest to the major companies.
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Mr. Chairman, I am sure that you and Senator Hansen have gone
to some of those association meetings over the years, and over the last
years you just did not see any young, new members coming into those
associations. People were going out of the birsiness. There was not any
new blood coming into it. Now, for the first time, you are seeing addi-
tional capital moving in, and you are seeing young people moving into
that business, and you are seeing a great 1i-ncrease in the exploration
effort.

A study released by the Federal Trade Commission last year indi-
cated that between 1957 and 1970, the 20 lArgest major integrated oil
companies purchased 106 substantial American oil and gas producers,
seven of which were large integrated companies themselves. The price
increases for domestic oil have changed this economic climate where
wholesale sellouts are no longer the standard practice. However, these
increases alone will not maintain this climate indefinitely, and cer-
tainly not in the absence of the depletion allowance.

Since the embargo, the average price of an average 4,800-foot ex-
ploratory well has risen from $85,000 to $165,000, a 100-percent in-
crease. Let me repeat that again. The cost of an exploratory well since
the embargo, a 4,800 foot average exploratory well, has increased over
100 percent, just since the embargo. Pipe, drilling line, rigs, labor,
everything connected with oil production is increasing, It will not take-
long for fliese price escalations to remove any initial windfall which
may have resulted from the sudden price increases.

Removal of the percentage depletion allowance will provide in-
dependents an economic incentive to sell their existing oil and gas
producing leases to the major oil companies who can take cost deple-
tion on the appreciated base. But that is only half the story. Removal
of percentage depletion will leave more of the Nation's ful'ire reserves
to the major companies by reducing the ability of independents to
finance their exploratory activities.

A recent analysis of independent producers' ability to finance future
explorations without percentage depletion has been estimated to be
between 15 percent to 30 percent lower due to reduced cash on hand;
less cash flow that they would have and an estimated additional reduc-
tion which would be very substantial, and I am sure far more than the
other, due to the unavailability of outside investment.

The repeal of the percentage depletion allowance without some form
of small producer exemption will not only increase major oil company
ontrol over the existing petroleum resources of this country, but will

insure their control over the bulk of those vet to be found. Such a
result can only further increase the market position of major inte-
grated companies in the areas of petroleum marketing and refining.

Mr. Chairman, there has been a great deal of discussion with Con-
gress over the last year and a half about the need to preserve a strong
and viable independent marketing and independent refining, sector. I
share those concerns and I know that the chairman does. I know that
Senator Hansen does. But we are not going to be able to preserve that
strong independent industry in the absence of the independent pro-
ducer. This industry is a-thr'ee-legged stool, and it is not goine to stand

- if Congress saws off one of those legs. That is what repeal of depletion
allowance would do.
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Mr. Chairman, years ago my brother and I owned a small group
of independent service stations, and I know what a tough time it was
to have supplies available. I know also that the competition of the
major was such that finally we sold out, and we sold out to a major.
It is a tough league that you are operating in there. We ought to do
all we can to try to keep that independent producer and marketer in
the competitive area where they can compete with the major.

Mr. Chairman, the repeal of the percentage depletion allowance
'4 on oil and gas with the small producer exemption provided by this

amendment, raises over two-thirds of the revenue that a complete re-
peal of the allowance would bring about. But it allows the independ-
ent producer to continue his efforts on behalf of self-sufficiency, and
avoids an additional concentration in an industry basic to our entire
economy.

I believe the American taxpayer and our energy consumers will be
very well served by its adoption, and I would ask, Mr. Chairman, that
some additional documents I have and the charts that indicate the
contribution of the independent producer be made a part of the hear-
ing record.

Senator GRAVEL. Without objection, so ordered.
[The charts referred to follow:]
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1974 TOTAL U.S. EXPLORATORY WELLS BY DEPTHS. CHASE GROUP AND OTHERS

To number of fee deep-

explor- 20,000
atory or

BOPO wells 1.249 2.499 3,749 4.999 7,499 9.999 12,499 14,999 17,499 19,999 deeper

Amer'ida Hess .. .. ................ .......
American Petrofina.--,----------
APCO -----------------------------------------------------
A sh la n 4 .. ...... .. ...........
Atlantic RicNfield -- . . . . . . .
British Petroleum -..... ...
Champlin - . . . ... .
Cities Service ................
Clark . . .
CF P (France)...........
Conoco ....... ...
E xa on ----- .--- .. .. . ..
Getty ---- -------------
Gulf
La. land &(xplor -.. .
Marathon .. .. ....
Mobil
Monsanto------ ...- -....-
Murp.hy...............
Phillips --- .
S hell ... . ..... .- --
SiRnal (Burmah) ,
Skelly...
Standard of Calforria chevronn)
Standard of Indiana (Amoco).
Standard of Ohio (Soio) .
Sun .........

Superior
Texrion .-.- .
Union .. ..---------

Total . . . . .
Percent of total .... . . ..
All others
Percent of total

108,082 16 1 0 0 1 5 2
17.315 7 2 0 0 0 1 2
3.430 4 0 0 1 1 1 1

12,293 12 0 1 1 0 0 2
270,484 33 6 0 1 1 13 3

~-----------0 0---- ---- .---- .---------34,737 |1 2 0 0 1 1 0

98,000 76 20 1 4 6 15 15
5 0 0 0 0 1 3

246,983
769, 726
158, 803
464,214

109.795
291.425

4,844
. .. . . .. .. 3, 978

. ... .. .. R8,014
.. .. . 681.441

101,800
- 53.668

599,627
-..... 527, 718

. 28.395

. 208, 745

667.956
----. 3T. 301

. .. --5,9318 14
1I3

2,389,624
8.7

Source Petroleum ln'nroation Corporatn Stuy, February 1975.

65 3 0 6 6 16
145 52 1 10 2 20
26 0 4 2 1 8
41 1 0 7 2 8
16 0 1 0 6 0
28 7 0 0 3 12
48 8 3 3 5 8
17 3 0 0 0 1
7 1 0 0 0 0

53 1 0 1 1 15
152 7 0 15 28 79

14 0 0 0 1 6
20 5 0 0 2 1
56 6 4 3 1 3

178 6 5 3 10 46
19 0 2 0 4 6
80 25 3 5 3 18
31 7 1 3 0 6

109 18 12 2 13 26
43 2 0 3 5 12

1,317 183 38 70 103 328
13.8 18.3 3 9 5.9 6.4 15. 4

8, 203 819 938 1 117 1 504 1,797
86.2 81.7 96.1 44 1 43.6 84.6

12
26
8
2

5
10
6
2

12
7
4
3

11
52

11
5

22
6

235
17.9

1.077
82. 1

71

5 1 1 0 0 141,871
1 0 1 0 0 49.950
0 0 0 0 0 22.381
4 3 1 0 0 124,732
7 3 2 1 1 300,034

4 1 2 0 0 102.891
13 0 2 0 0 447,964

0 1 0 0 0 42,464

8 9 4 1 0 531,434
16 6 8 3 1 850.963
4 2 3 0 1 216,688
8 3 0 1 3 357,911
3 2 2 0 0 135.772
1 0 0 0 0 146.220
6 3 1 0 1 318,908
6 0 1 0 0 146889
1 1 1 1 0 77,118

12 8 2 1 0 505 375
9 3 1 1 2 964,391
1 1 0 0 1 116.493
0 4 2 2 1 186,717
9 6 10 0 2 527,575

25 18 10 3 0 1,568,903
3 3 0 0 0 143,082

3 2 1 1 447.718
3 0 1 0 211,447

8 2 3 2 1 659.080
3 4 3 4 1 389,297

170 90 62 22 16 9,734,440
15 29.2 46.3 45.8 50 18
19 218 72 26 16 44,358.310
15 70.8 53.7 54.2 50 82

A
2

-p

Total
exploratory

footage
drilled

.+

---- ------- ---- ----

---- ---- -----

o.
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1974 TOTAL U.S. EXPLORATORY WELLS BY DEPTHS
PRODUCERS WITH RETAIL OUTLETS AND WILDCATTERS
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ANALYSIS OF TEXAS RAILROAD COMMISSION
DATA ON NEW DISCOVERIES IN TEXAS

1967- 1971
CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION IN BARRELS

THROUGH 12-31-73
FROM PROOTION

DiscOVI AO Iy
PAOD¢C1RS nix I T AiL

OIJTLETS

A. New Area
Wildcat Wells

B. Producing Area
Discoveres

(') Deeper produc-
tion found in
existing field

Iii) Shallower known
reserves brought
into production
("plug back")

(iWi) Lateral extan.
sion of existing
field

TOTAL

10.728,171

30,737,143

33,730,941

13,923,635

89,119,890

INOM PAODUCTiON
OISCOViAGO

%OF Iv
TOTAL %iLOCATTIRS

11.30

67.50

62.60

68.80

39.60

% OP
TOTAL

84.498,549 88.70

14,769,565 32.50

. 30,546,540 47.50

6,323,832

136,138,486

31.20

60.40

JANUARY, 1974.

EcoNoMIc IREPOIT.-CONCENTRATION LEVELS AND TRENDS
OF TilE U.S. ECONOMY

IN TiE ENR3,T SECTOR

(By Joseph P. Mulbolland and Douglas W. Webbink)

STAFF REPORT TO TIlE FEDERAL TRADE COMMI88ION

TABLE II64.-ACQUISITIONS OF CRUDE OIL PRODUCING COMPANIES BY THE MAJOR CRUDE OIL PRODUCERS
1955-70

Year of Assets
1970 crude rank, acquiring and acquired firm acquisition (millions)

1. Exxon Corp.:
I. Louisiana Furs Corp ..................................................
2. Monterey Oil Co.. ..................................
3. Lincoln Oil Co. (partial) ... .............................
4. General American Oil .................................................
5. Olin Oil & Gas Corp ..................................................
6. Pauley Petroleum (partial) ............................................

2. Texaco, Inc.:
1. Trinidad Oil (foreign) .................-.............
2. Seabeard Oil Co ....... .............................
3. TXL Oil Corp ........................................................

3. Gulf Oil Corp.:
1. Warren Petroleum Corp ...............................................
2. British Amerian Oil Co. Ltd. (partial) ..................................
3. Universal Consolidated Oil Co .........................................

4. Shell Oil Co.:
i. Section 30 Oil Co .....................................................
2. Bishop Oil Co .......................................................
3. Producers Oil Corp. American .........................................
4. Western Natural Gas Co. (partial) ......................................
5. McCullough Oil Corp. (partial) .........................................
6. El Paso Natural Gas Co. (partial) .......................................
7. E. E. Fogelson .......................................................

See footnotes at end of table.

1958
1960
1960
1961
1962
1962

1956
1958
1962

... °....... .°.

$102.2
...... ..... ...

......... .....

180.0
93. 1
36.7

1956 163.9
1956 ..........
1962 28.4

1960
1961
1961
1961
1963
1964
1964

.......... . .5.9
..... °o..

l.a
14.5

137.0
6.6
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TABLE III4.-ACQUISITIONS OF CRUDE OIL PRODUCING COMPANIES BY THE MAJOR CRUDE OIL PRODUCERS
195570--.4tined

1970 crude rank, acquiring and acquired firm
Year of Assets

acquisition (m ,ihions)

S. Standard Oil Co. Calif.:
1. Producing Properties Inc. (partial) ......................................
2. ML Diablo Co .........................................................

6. Standard Oil Co. Ind.:
1. Utah Oil Refining Co ...................................................
2. Kewanee Oil Co. (partial) ..............................................
3. Hondo Oil & Gas Co. (partial) ................................. ....
4. Honoluu Oil Corp. (majority of assets--other portion acquired by Getty)....
5. Midwest Oil Corp .....................................................
6. Genral Crude Oil Co ..................................................
7. Nahco Oil Gas Inc. (subsidiary of Chris-Craft Industries) ...................

7. AUantic Richfild Co.:
1. Houston Oil Co. of Texas ...............................................
2. Southern Production Co., Inc ...........................................
3. Daube Oil Department (partial) .........................................
4. Texas Paci&c Coal & Oil Co ........................
5. John W. Mecum .......................................................
6. Major Petroleum Co ...................................................
7. Buckley Scott Co ......................................................
8, Ari Cor .......................................
9 Corp. (partial) ..................................

10. Headwaters Oil .....................................
11. Dome Petroleum Ltd. (Canada), (partial) .................................
12. Calumet Creek Oils (Canada) ...........................................
13. Petro Gas Prod. (Subsidiary of Delhi-Taylor) .............................
14. Hondo Oil and Gas Co ..................................... ..........
15. Western Natural Gas Co. (partial) .......................................
16. Drilling & Exploration Co., Inc .........................................
17. Ambassador Oil Corp (partial) .........................................
18. Hiawatha Oil & Gas Co. (partial) ........................................
19. Texas Gulf Producing Co ...............................................
20. Penn-Ohio Gas Co .................................................
21. Richfield Oil Corp....... .. ... .... ...............
22. Oil Reserves (subsidiary of Barber Oil).... - -........
23. Sinclair Oil Corp ............................................
24. C. B. Wrightsman .....................................................
25. J. M. Rault Jr. & Associates (partial) ....................................
26. Davis Oil Co ..........................................................
27. Great American Industries, (Canada), (partial) ...........................
28. Wainwright Producers & Refiners, Monterey Petroleum, Le Duc Calmar Oil

Co., Canada, (partial) ................................................
1. Mobil Oil Corp.:

1. Hallmark Oil .........................................................
2. Basin Oil Co. of California .............................................
3. Liberty Bell Oil .......................................................
4. Franklin Fuel (partial) .................................................
5. Freeport Sulphur Co. (partial) ..........................................
6. Republic Natural Gas Co ..............................................
7. Anchor Petroleum .............. .................. . .............
8. Northern Natural Gas (primarily Canadian) ............... .. .......
9. Bayview Oil Corp .....................................................

10. Magna Oil Co. (partial) ...................................
11. Franco Wyoming Oil (partial) .............................
12. Texas Eastern Transmission ...........................................

S. Union Oil Co of California:
1. Paul Moss ...........................................................
2. Woodley Petroleum Co ................................................
3. Rockwood Oil Cor. ....... . . .........................
4. Dominguez Oil FieI'ds Co...............................
5. Davidson Drilling Co ..................................................
6. Texas National Petroleum Co .........................................
7. Albion-Scipio, Inc ....................................................
8. Rovsek & Volk Co. (partial) ...........................................
9. Williamson Oil & Gas (Canada) ........................................

10. Pure Oil Co .........................................................
10. Getty Oil Co.:

5. W heless N.H. Oil .....................................................
2. Honolulu Oil Corp. (partial, other portion acquired by Standard Oil Co. of

Ind.) .............................................................
3. Magee Oil Co. (partial) ...............................................
4. Claremont Oil .......................................................
5. Reef Corp. & J. R. Butler .........................................
6. Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp. (partial) .....................................

11. Sun Oil Co.:
1. Arkla Oil Co ............. ........................... . ........... .
2. Seneca Oil Co. (partial; 16 percent interest) .............................
3. Abaca Oil Co. (partial) .................................... .......
4. Band Oil & General Exploration (partial) ...............................
S. B. E. Oil Tex ..................................................
6. J. 0. Catlett Co. (partial) ..............................................
7. Mayer-McClellan (partial) ........... ----------------
8. Wobds Petroleum (partial) ........... .................................
9. Sunray DX Oil Co ....................................................

S"e fototes at ud Of table.

1962 1 4.2
1964 2.3

1956 $4.6
1960 '51.0
1960 ..............
1961 99. 2
1964 62.7
1964 i1.8
1965 16.0

1956
1956
1956
1958
1958
1959
1961
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1964
1966
1966
1966
1958
1962
1966
1967

77.5
77.4

.... o..........

62.7
..... o...... ..i6. 1
..... o.........

37.1
.o. .. .........

2.0
'8.7

.o............

1.3
27.1

'10.0
22. 9'4.6

6.. .. . 9. 7
1.1

499.6
'11.6

1,851.3
..............

11.0

1966 '1.6

1956 ..............
1956 1.3
1956 2.5
1958 ..............
1958 '100. 0
1961 48.0
1961 6.7
1964 78.0
1964 5.9
1964 '1.0
1965 ..............1967 ..............

1959 .............
1960 30.1
1960 ..............
1961 5.1
1961 .............
1962 36.1
1962 ..............
1962 ..............
1962 .............
1965 766.A

1960 1.0
1961 ..............
1962 ...........
1965 2.C
1967 ..............
1967 ..............

1957
1957
1962
1965
1965
1965
1965
1967
1968

1].5

.. o........ ..

749. 0
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TABLE iII-6.--ACQUISITIONS OF CRUDE OIL PRODUCING COMPANIES BY THE MAJOR CRUDE OIL PRODUCERS
1955-70--Contmnued

Year of Assets
1970 crude rank, acquiring and acquired firm ,A.qLsition (million)

12. Continental Oil Co ,
1. Condor Petroleum Co .................................................
2. Poland Drilling Co .................................................
3. Buffalo Oil Co ... .......... ..................
4 Hamilton Dome Oil Co subsidiary of Westates Petroleum (partial) .........
5 Fuhrman Petroleum Corp ..............................................
6 Ve~anee Oil Co (partial) ..............................................
7. San Jacinto Petroleum Corp ...........................................
P. Charles W . Scott .....................................................
9 Oak Hill Co ... ......... ............................................

10 Davis & Wegener ....................... .................
11. W F. Turner ... ..... ..................................... ......
12 Calvert Petroleum Corp ........................ ......................
1? Southwest Peources, Inc ..................................
14 ReVy.l Blie Venttrea, Inc ..................... .............
Jr DouzI!; O.1 Co. Cahforni. ..............................
1( Poppy Oil Co .. ............ ... . ... ........................
17. Asoman-Hillard Co. ............................ . ..
18. Pauley Petroleum, Inc ................................................
19. Victory Oil Co ... .... ..........................................
20 Hudson G s & Oil partlyl) ... ......... .. . ..............
21. Security Freehold Petroleums Ltd. (controlled by Hudson's Bay).......
22. Delhi Taylor 0:1 Corp (partial) (Other 50 percent acquired by Tenneco Corp ).
21 Mafair Minerals (partial) (Other portion acquired by Tenneco Corp) ......

13. Marathon Oil Co.*
1. Tower Oil Co ................................................
2. McClure Oil Co. (partial)................. ..................
3. Oregon Basin Oil & Gas Co. (partial). ..........................
4. Kinney-Coastal Oil Co ........ .............................
5. Plymouth Oil Co .....................................................

14. Phillips Petroleum Co.:
1. Consolidated Gas Co . .........................................
2. Union Oil Co. of California (partial) ................. ...................
3. Anton Oil Corp ......................................................

15. Cities Service Co.:
1. National Oil Co .......... .........................................
2. Llano Grande (partial) ...............................................
3 G C. Parker .........................................................
4. V. M . Harrison ..... ......... ................ .......................
5. L. R. Development Ltd (Argentina) ..................... ..............
6. Felmont Petroleum (partial) ......................................
7. Fairway Oil ....................................................
B. Valor Oil ............................................................
9. Tern Oil ....................................................

10. Harold D. Baker, et. al ................................................
16. Amerada-Hess:

1. Gulf Oil Corp. (partial) ..........................................
2. Delhi-Taylor Oil Corp. (partial) ........................................
3. Hess Oil & Chemical Corp .....................................

17. Tenneco:
1. Delhi-Taylor Oil Corp. (partial) other 50 percent acquired by Continental

Oil (50 percent)-.............................
2. Maylfir Minerals (partial), other portion acquired by Continental Oil.'.'.'
3. W icox Oil Co .... ..... ........... .................................
4. Leonard Oil Co .......................................
5 Middle States Petroleum Corp ...............................

19. Union Pacili::
1. Cnamplin Petroleum Co., Subsidiary of Celanese Corp ...............
2 Po -itia , R efining Co .. .. .. ... ..... ... . .. ... . .... . . .. . .. . . .. . . ...-

20. Signal Companies, Inc.:
1. H ancock O il Co ......................................................
2. Bankline Oil Co ......... ................................
3. Eastern States Petroleum & Chemical Corp......................

1956
1957
1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
19)9
1960
1960
1960
1061
1961
1962
1962
19S?1962

1962
1%3
1964
1964

1959
1960
1960
1960
1961

2.5.o.............

......... ..0

35.6

3.0
9.2

...... ... ..... °

.. .. . .18.2i

49. 1

'20.0
4.5

120.0

.o..o ........

.4
17.0

2.8
80. i

1958 ..............
1960 ..............
19 8 ..............

1957
1957
1960
1960
1961
1961
1961
1965
1965
197

2.5

6.7

' 13.9

20.0

1960 .............
1%3 2 .51969 491,.5

1964
1964
1954
1965
1958

.......... 13 )
13.7

......29.6t

1970 '240.0
1970 ..............

1958 62.7
1969 13.1
1959 ..............

I Consideration paid.

Note: "Partial" indicates partial acquisition.

Source: U S. Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics, Statistica IReport No. 7, "Large Mergers in Manufacturini -

and Mining 1948-70"; "Moody's Industrial Manuals, Various Years."

Senator GRAveLg,. Would the Senator repeat what he was saying
about two thirds? Would you repeat that point again?
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St.nator Bfi:xist:x. The point is that the repeal of the percentage
(lepletion allowance oni oil and gas withl the small producer exemption
)rovided by this anlendent would still raise over two-thirds of the
revenue that you would receive froin a complete repeal of this
allowanalce.

Senator GRAvr:L. Very good.
%,.-iator lMx,,sis. Mr. Chairman, another point has been made by

soiii t iat the indepeident tohlya-y-and they cite some figures-has been
getting a very sulstlnt imal return on capital. Well, he is getting a better
retnwit on. capital than he did in the past, and that is why you are

Seilliui all Ilcrealase III exploratory effort there. But the figures that are
cite l,.ce1t l ill this del)ate. I lhad! a chance to examine them; they sup-
posedly took a random survey of small publicly owned U.S. oil ald gas
pihoIticers. But I really cannot agree with t hat kind of a description,
wilt I note that over one-third of t hse conIpanies tlat are listed here
art, ( ottjianies tlat hiave, over 3.00 barrels a day in production. And
vtet. ainongst the in(delpendtis as a whole, ()1lv 3 Ijercent of the inde-
iLx-11hlits Ii e over ,3. 6 aIrrels a day.

e"itor ( II.tl.i '(l0iak yoti very 1 tioI?.St-tl. I la111.,e , do you" liv aylest iols ?

Senator lF.irsSEN, '.t t. Mr. ('ha itin. I would like to express my
alpreciation to the distingm~ished Senator front Texas for his appwt I-
11tu'e here this Itiorning. lie is a ver*. knowledgeable and able repre-
,elnta tve of his State. ie is certainlIv one who understands the me-
(.ldi,.., and fiiiancial problems !iat are extremely important to the
ehlelyrv iI(lust rv.

1 11a,1e in my hand a copy of the Mar h 1975 issue of World Oil. If
I n Ia,,. I would j ust like t (, read a couple of )aragraphls from it, Sena-
tor lent.sen. and then ask you to comment.

The article is entitled 'llere Is What Is Needed To Get Tertiary
Recovery Going."

Ali it 40 Iiloi lln barrels of til are currently rec,,'veralble in the United States
thrmgl comventional ipimary and secondary te'liniqiues. but the tertiary re-
(cfwry target coul(l Illv I tiIIies thit inell winter iropjer eeoliolnoi al1(d Ioitic'al
c''and~it "i... Further techwluohrgy could add even wjiore oil to I" .. reserves. lloever,
to tal this loonanza, the oil industry must take risks involving hune expenditutres
with caital Investments returned slowly over long periods of time.

Turning to the second page of that story, it says-
Economic factors can overshadow physical ones in commercial oil production,

eveln if provisions are ma(le to inpirove recovery by Increasing displacement
and sweep efficiencies, costs to accomplish this can not be higher than added
oil value.

The article goes on to mention that, the variables in commercial oil
production include the estimated amount of oil recoverable, and cost
to conduct the operation in value. The author's schematic drawing
shows it could be done through tertiary recovery efforts.

ANs I said earlier, the present reserves are estimate(] at 4) billion
barrels of oil. With the kind of tertiary recovery effort being discussed,
the estimate is that 59 billion barrels instead'of 40 billion would be
available. Roughly, this would mean 50 percent more or 11/2 times as
much.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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You have pointed out very clearly the importance of depletion to
the independent, I have read some of the majors' reports. I have gone
through and scanned Texaco's report to stockholders and I have one
from Sun. At least these two major companies have been able because
of the money that they have generated, to make substantial invest-
ments in further exploratory and recovery efforts that are important
to this country. Texaco, in 1973, invested $907 million in the United
States and $427 million abroad. That is, as I figure it, about 68 per-
cent. The investments of 10 of the major companies have also been
studied. The letter I have from Texaco, includes this quote:

For Texaco and its subsidiary companies, our investments for 1973 amounts
to $907 million in the United States and $427 million abroad as reported by the
recent study entitled "Profitability in Selected Major Oil Company Operations"
released by the Senate Finance Committee in December of 1974. The study fur-
ther shows that for the 10-year period 1964 to 1973, the 10 selected companies
invested a total of $70 billion of which $42.9 billion was invested in the United
States, and $27.1 billion was invested abroad. Texaco's investments for the same
period were $i.97 billion, or $5 970,000,000 and $3,430,000,000 respectively.

This is my question. However money can be generated by the oil
industry, is it not fair to say that reflecting upon these two facts of
what Texaco has invested and what major Companies have invested,
that the depletion allowance to the extent that it applies is important
to everyone in the oil business.

Senator BENTSEN. Those numbers you have been citing, and I do not
have them before me to study in great detail, but I would assume that
a great part of those numbers in the way of investment in this country
is in the development of already proven fields. And again, the num-
)ers that I have cited you shows that the independent is the one that

does most of the discovery of the new fields, and then in turn, where
there is less risk involved, the major goes ahead with development.

Now I think one of the problems that you run into, Senator Hansen,
in the present regulations is that with the two-tier price system be-
tween old and new oil, the tendency on the part of companies is not to
go in and do tertiary recovery because they have a problem that they
still stay in a no-oil category, and we ought to have some way that we
(an evaluate the dwindlingr reserves. And I think that can be done.
I do not think it is that difficult. I think petroleum engineers can do
it where you can evaluate the dwindling reserves and then, if they had
increased the supply of oil by tertiary recovery, which is a much more
expensive process, that they be given credit for that, above the line of
the depletitig reserves found in the conventional manner and-recovered
in the conventional manner.

I think that is the way to attack that kind of a problem, and I think
that would be helpful and that really does not get into the depletion
question.

Senator HANSEN. Well, I certainly would suspect that you are right
that, a substantial amount of the investment to which I alluded would
go into proven fields. And yet, the point that I wanted to focus on is
the extreme importance of generating enough cash to (1o the entire job.

The oil industry does many things. It explores for oil, and that,
of course, ." you pointed out very accurately in your statement, is
umdertaken in this country largely by independents on the Outer Con-
tinental Shelf. I suspect it is also true in foreign countries. Explora-
tion has been an effort left mainly to the major oil companies.
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I happen to think that we are fortunate that the major oil companies
have gone around the world. Today's world is-comprised of energy-
intensive countries. This is particularly true in the developing coun-
tries. Whatever can be done to add to the sum total of energy world-
wide seems to me to benefit America as well because we are all
competing one with another.

I made a trip to the Middle East with some other members of the
Interior Committee about a year ago, and everywhere we went we
encountered delegations from Japan. The Japanese are' extremely
conscious of their dependency upon petroleum reserves and they were
in the Middle East, Isuspect, to try and work out arrangements which
would insure their supply for future use.

Nevertheless, I mention first about the possibility of an expanded
tertiary recovery effort, making nearly half again as much oil avail-
able as we presently have. Those people who say that we ought to do
away with the depletion allowance and that we ought to try to put the
major oil companies out of the international business, seem to me to
take a short-sighted view. I know you are not saying that, but there
are some who (10 say it.

A look at figures tells a great dea]. You spoke about the cost of
drilling a well now as compared to that cost just before that embargo.
A figure I have from Texaco spans a little broader period of time. As I
remember that figure, to build a 100,000-barrel-a-d-ay refinery in 1972,
would cost $185 million. In 1978 with the inflation and stricter environ-
mental controls required by law, that same refinery will cost $535
million.

So any way you look at it, any part of the industry that you examine
seems to me to reflect a clear picture of an intensified capital need.

Senator BENTSEN. There is no question about an intensified capital
need, Senator Hansen. One thing, though, so far as the international
oil companies, I am not for in any way limiting their work overseas,
but I do not believe that we should have tax incentives for them to do
it overseas. And I am deeply concerned about the foreign tax offset
9nd, some abuses that have occurred in the multiple-country account-
ing approach. I think we should change that because there are some
abuses that have been incurred there.

And I think further that we ought to develop a hemispheric energy
.policy. We made a mistake in this committee when it came to the ques-
tion of the trade bill when we included Ecuador and Venezuela into the
OPEC countries on the question of denying them any kind of favor-
able trade status. And I think the State Department made a mistake
in not really bringing that to our attention.I have introduced legislation to take Venezuela and Ecuador, out
from under that limitation because they did not join in the embargo
against this coufttry. Venezuela increased its production by over 25
percent during that embargo. Now if it had not been for that, we
would have been in much tougher straits than we were.

Senator HANS4Er. Senator Bentsen, youhave worked with these prob-"
lems for many years. Is it your opinion that the Senate can amend the
tax rebate, the industry incentive bill that the Finance Committee just
reported outlast Friday on the floor of the House, and give it the don-
sideration that it deserves? Or would it be your idea that we ought
to keep that bill clean like it was reported by the Senate Finance

49-226--h--7-8
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Committee and consider this whole subject of tax reform legislation?
You have identified a number of important areas that I think are
deserving of consideration but whieh I feel could not be adequately
discussed and understood in the week before us.

Would you comment on thatI
Senator BENTSEN. Well, Senator Hansen, I do not think we can

carry out a total tax reform bill here but I do think we can handle
this depletion question, and that is one of the reasons I am here testi-
fying and that is one of the reasons I assume these hearings are being
held. And the question of the small independent is not a new question.
It is one that we discussed at some length. And hopefully, my testi-
nony will contribute to that dialog.

Senator HANSEN. I think it has indeed. I am not certain, though-
Senator BENTSEN. So what I am saying is I am going to support

such an amendment on the floor to try to preserve--and I will be intro-
ducing legislation for that purpose. Whether it is my amendment or
someone else's I support, I am going to support one that tries to pro-
tect the depletion allowance for the small independent so he is not put
out of business, so all of his business does not go to the majors. I think-
the majors should have the competition of the small independent.

Senator HANSEN. Well, I certainly want to join with you in trying
to do everything we possibly can to protect the independent. I have an
uneasy feeling about what may happen on the floor when we start
gettig into this particular area, though. I am afraid that the ball
may get out of our court and all sorts of things could wind up. given
the emotion that I think characterizes the average person's view of
the oil industry these days and the brainwashing that I think has oc-
curred as a result of repeated headlines in the press and stories on
television, reports on television. I am not certain that we are going to
be able to contain it precisely to the objective you have in mind, or
that we will have enough time to afford all interested parties an op-
portunity to be heard so as to make the right decision.

Thank you very much, Senator Bentsen.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank you. Would any other Senator like to

question?
Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
Senator GRAVEL. Senator Brock.
Senator BROCK. Just a couple of questions for our colleague with

regard to this matter of small versus large. I am sympathetic with
what you suggested. I think I have perhaps leaned toward that same
position. But the problem that I find is that I wonder if it really does
deal with the problem of developing new resources. I wonder if it
would not be more logical, Senator, to tie a removal of the depletion-
allowance for those parts of the marketplace, independent, small, large,
or anything else, that are currently completely deregulated and out
from "under price control, if that does not make more sense, because
in the instance of an existing well, for example, with tertiary recovery,
which is an expensive operation, if you maintain price control, then
you are not going to get that process undertaken and the investment
made if there is not an adequate potential for return on the investment.
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I wonder if we would not be better off or better advised to take a
look at this thing not from the 'point of view of just protecting the
smalls-while I am sympathetic to that-but from the point of view
of enhancing the production of oil.

Senator BENTSEN. Senator Brock, you make a very salient point and
I touched on that just before you came in, but I will do that again, ifI inay.

I te ink that what you are talking about-there is no question about.
tertiary recovery being much more expensive and that we have a great.
addition to the reserves that can be made for this country and should
be made. But your problem in the regulation as it is now structured is,
there is a deep concern about trying to increase the reserves of a proven
field because they feel they come under the limitation of the $5.25 price,
whereas tertiary recovei:y, and particularly in deep wells, is a very
expensive process.

So what I said earlier, what we ought to be able to do is take the
petroleum engineers' estimates of the continuing life of the field and
low those reserves will go down based on the production, and then

we ought to give credit under the new price for the addition to re-
serves by things like tertiary recovery. And you see, they are not doing
that and I think they could, and I think they should, otherwise you are
going to sce those fields wasted and those recoveries not made.

Senator Bnocr. Senator, we have on the floor at the moment a bill
out of the Interior Committee to, in effect, give the Congress a total
veto over any action with regard to pricing, the President's efforts to
regulate or cderegulate in any particular area. I think Senator Han-
sen's question is well founded given the emotional mood of the moment.

Are we, in truth, going to have any realistic price adjustment with
the current complexion of the Congress compounding the whole prob-
lem with this depletion argument which is not related to production?
It is related more to an effort to "sock it to" a particular group.

It seems to me that if we were really going to be constructive on the
floor with regard to the depletion allowance in the tax bill, we would
take a look at tying this removal of the depletion to removal of price
controls-and not so much with regard to maintaining existing price
authority. In other words, you have got to have the money to get that
oil out of the ground one way or the other.

Now either the Government subsidize it, in effect-if you want to
call depletion a subsidy--or the marketplace pays the price. One way
or the other. As it goes now, I do not see either. I think you run a very
sizable risk when you talk about depletion in the context of large
versus small. I just do not think that is relevant to the problems that
have been created by the two-tier price system itself.

Senator BENTSE N. Well, I think, Senator Brock, that we get into a
situation where the major, with his cash flow and with his ability to
finance-and problems in doing it, I understand, but in comparison to
the independent they pale into insignificance-I think the independent
just goes out of business. I do not think he can be funded without the
depletion allowance. Therefore, I am trying to save that, and I would
like to take the other approach that I just outlined to you, which, of
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'course needs some additional study, and that is when they try to add
to reserves by doing something that is a very expensive process.

Senator BoCK. What we are going to do is we are going to drive
the independents out of business and the internationals out of the
,Coulntrv.

Senator BzNTSFN. No, I really do not think so. I think the interha-
Itionals are going to stay in this country. You get into a situation with
the internationals overseas now. What they are becoming more and
more aware of is that they run a very major political risk in some of
these places with expropriation, and that is what has been happening
to them. A lot of them 1iave been transferring their profits into their
downstream operations, into their retailing outlets and that type of
thing. I do not think they will be leaving the country.

Senator BROCK. Tley have, though. They have up until now.
Senator BErSEN. They have for their exploration.
Senator BRock. That is correct.
Senator BwxTSEN. But you see they have had some things in the way,

as you know, in their accounting practices that have been conducive to
some of this exploration overseas. And in addition to that, in the past
they have been able to find great reserves over there with a much lower
cost of production than what they have been able to find here. But
now that problem overseas is compounded with the very serious politi-
cal situation of expropriation and nationalization.

Senator GRAVEL. Does anyone else have any questions?
Senator FANNIN. M r. Chairman.
Senator GRAVEL. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. The Senator from Texas is certainly right in

wanting to protect the independent. I feel that what we must look
at, though, is the overall situation and I do not want to be repetitious.
I noticed you quite thoroughly covered this important area of con-
cern and I know how astute the Senator is in his expounding on these
particular issues. He has a world of experience and a good back-
ground in this field. But I feel as the Senator from Tennessee that
this is too complex an issue to deal with on the floor without hearings
to substantiate our actions. We need to get the rebate checks in the
mail to the people I am so concerned that we will get into a turmoil
on the floor we will still be here a month from now working on this
same problem.

I ask the Senator whether he thinks that it would not be wise to,
as the Senator from Tennessee has suggested, consider this issue
in an overall review of the laws pertaining to this area of oil.

Senator BENTSEN. Senator Fannin, I do think that insofar as the
more complex part of the issue, these questions that Senator Brock
and I have been discussing, I think you are going to see that a part
of a major reform bill that, hopefully, we will have before us this
summer with retroactive provisions to January, as was discussed by
the chairman of the full committee. But I do believe that the question
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of the independent and the depletion allowance is one that has been
discussed for a long time in repeated hearings and again, we are
doing that today.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I think tle Sezator will agree that it is prob-
ably the most misunderstood forrnimtt in' existence today in so far as
its actual operation and effect on the oil industry. The general public
thinks that the repeal of the oil depletion allowance would be to its eco-
nomic advantage. Whereas the Senator knows that this tax advantage

.. is just as much involved in the final price of the product as any other
factor.

Senator BE.-TSFIx. There is no question but what it gets invol-ed in
the cost of the product. All taxes do in one way or another.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I would hope that if we do anything on de-
pletion, we would do it when we have total consideration of the problem
rather than just this one issue at hand. But I was not here to hear the
Senator's testimony; so I do not want to delve into it and just be repeat-
ing some of the things lie no doubt has mentioned.

Thank you.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, Senator Bentsen.
Senator BNTSE.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAVEL. I would like to commend to the members of the

committee a memorandum prepared for me by the staff analyziii' the
data utilized by Senators Kennedy and Hollings in their testi on
before the Finance Committee urging repeal of the oil depletion al-
lowance. And also, I would like to ask that this memorandum be
distributed to the press so that they could be privy to an analysis as
to the data submitted to the committee.

[The memorandum referred to by Senator Gravel follows:]

MEMORANDUM
U.S. SENATE,

COMMIrrEE ON FINANCE,

To: Senator Mike Gravel. Washington, D.C., March 13, 1975.

Subject: Data utilized by Senators Kennedy and Hollings in their testimony
before the Finance Committee urging repeal of the oil deplention allowatkce.

This memo has been prepared in response to your request for an analysis of
the information presented by Senators Kennedy and Hollings in support of their
argument for the elimination of the depletion allowance. In their testimony
Senators Kennedy and Hollings set forth a number of arguments both procedural
and substantive for repealing the provision at the present time. The substantive
argument for repeal boils down to an assertion that the present high prices for
oil and the healthy profits within the industry make the allowance especially

VA inequitable and unnecessary as an incentive for production. The statements of
Senators Kennedy and Hollings say that the average effective tax rate within
the oil industry is only about 6 percent. More specifically, the Kennedy/Ilollings
statement says:

"For large corporations, the tax rate specified In the Internal Revenle Code is
48 percent. But as the following table indicates, the average effective tax rate
for some of America's largest oil companies is only about 5 or 6 percent:
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FEDERAL INCOME TAX RATE PAw BY LARGEST OIL COMPANIES, 1974

(Source: U.S. Oil Week Computations Based on Company Annual
Reports and SEC Reports)

Poroit Percent
Exxon --------------------- 6. 5 Sun ---------------------- 13. 2
Texaco --------------------- 1.7 Union --------------------- 6. 4
Mobil ---------------------- 1.3 Cities Service ---------------- 8.3
Socal ---------------------- 2.05 Getty --------------------- 2. 5
Standard Indiana ------------ 10. 2 Marathon ----------------- 5
Shelf --------------------- 21.6 Ashland ------------------- 32. 4
Gulf ----------------------- 1.2 Standard Ohio -------------- 12. 8
Arco ---------------------- 3. 7 Kerr-McGee ---------------- 23.8
Phillips ------------------- 12. 9 Amerada Hess --------------- 7. 5
Conoco --------------------- 8. 2 Average -------------------- 5. M)

In the current state of high profits and low taxes, it is only crocodile tears
that can legitimately be shed by the oil companies when the percentage deple-
tion allowance passes from the scene.

The staff attempted to obtain a copy of the publication of U.S. Oil Week which
is cited as the source of information for the above table. The Library of Con-
gress received its last issue of U.S. Oil Week in 1070. A 1968 copy of the _publica-
tion revealed that it is a newsletter published by the Observer Publishing Com-
pany, now located in Arlington, Virginia. The publication appears to be directed
to a readership composed mainly of "small businessmen in petroleum marketing."
Reached in Arlington, a spokesman for U.S. Oil Week stated that the Infor-
mation relied upon by Senators Kennedy and Hollings was probably "taken front
our June 1974 isue which is based mainly on 10K forms filed by major compa-
nies with the SEC." The staff is attempting to obtain a copy of the June 1974
issue. In any event, it is impossible that the June 1974 issue of Oil Week could
contain the Federal Income Tax rate paid by oil companies for the entire year
of 1974.

Whatever the reliability of the sources of information on the taxes paid by
oil companies which was presented by Senators Kennedy and Hollings, the coin-
putations appear to be based upon a misleading and distorting technique of taking
total world-wide income of major oil companies and comparing that figure with
taxes paid only to the U.S. Federal Government. This would seem to be the only
way to reach a conclusion that "the average effective tax rate for some of Amer-
ica's largest oil companies is only about 5 percent or 0 percent. This is a nis-
leading comparison for two reasons: (1) It suggests that oil companies owe

.taxes to the U.S. on their world-wide income, no matter where it is earned or
whether it has any reasonable connection with the country at all, and (2) this
approach is misleading because It ignores taxes paid to State and local govern-
ments within the U.S. A much fairer way to measure the tax burden of oil
companies is to compare total taxes (excluding excise taxes at the pump)
against total income.

The staff of the Committee on Finance carried out a comprehensive study of
oil companies' profits on domestic and foreign income which was published by
the Committee in December 1974. Table 3 in the attached Committee print pre-
sents the overall effective taxes paid by 10 major companies to all governments,
excluding consumer excise taxes paid at the pump.

In addition, the January issue of Forbes magazine containing information of
profitability in U.S. industries places oil company profitability in its proper
perspective by comparing oil company profits with those of other companies in
other industries. For example, Texaco ranks 142nd and Exxon 155th when meas-
ured by their respective returns on equity. Exxon, whose five-year return on
equity averages 16.3 percent, moved from 209th to 155th, while Texaco, whose
five-year average return on equity is 16.6 percent, moved from 235th to 142nd.

Finally, it should be pointed out that Senators Kennedy and Hollings in their
joint statement are arguing for repeal of the depletion allowance for oil and
gas. While it Is true that the price of new oil has increased during the last two
years, it should be noted that the price of natural gas has not undergone a price
Increase anywhere near equivalent to that of new oil. It would be a disaster to
take away depletion from gas when the average wellhead price Is still about 300
in the interstate market.

"Attachments.
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TABLE 3.-EFFECTIVE TAX RATES PAID BY 10 MAJOR OIL COMPANIES, 1964 TO 1973--INCLUDES ALL TAXES,
OTHER THAN EXCISE TAXES, PAID TO FEDERAL, STATE. LOCAL, AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964

Total:
Exxon ...........................
Gull ............................
Mobil ............................
Phillips I .........................
Shell ............................
Standard of California .............
Standard of Indiana ...............
Standard of Ohio ..................
Sun........................
Texaco ...........................

10-company average 2...........

781 79.8 76.9
67.2 70.2 63.7
62.4 63.2 63.9
44.5 51.9 47.5
43.6 45.6 43.7
59.2 65.1 63.6
46.6 43.0 40.9
!0. 1 56.6 35.6
54.1 55.4 54.2
74.3 75.3 70.5

70.3 .............. 66.6 .............. 62.4 ..............

United States:
Gulf .............................
Mobil ............................
Phillips I .........................
Shell ............................
Standard of California .............
Standard of Indiana ...............
Standard of Ohio ..................
Sun .............................
Texaco ...........................
Exxon ...........................

10-company average s ...........

41.0 28.5 30.7
41.5 38.9 45.9
50.0 48.6 52.8
44.0 45.7 44.0
49.2 44.8 45.6
41.6 46.0 48.1
48.5 56.2 31.0
50.5 47.7 47.5
37.2 35.6 35.3
42.3 40.8 41.3

42.9 ..............

31.6 26.9 19.4
44.1 38.9 34.7
50.5 45.3 45.8
46.1 38.3 36.2
44.6 34.9 36.3
48.1 44.2 48.3
26.6 59.4 46.7
48.3 42.0 37.7
36.6 30.3 25.7
43.7 40.2 40.5

42.4 ..............

29.6 33.3 30.9
39.7 39.4 42.7
45.1 43.1 38.7
35.8 36.9 36.5
36.5 37.5 34.6
40.6 39.3 42.0
43.0 43.0 50.4

NA NA NA
25.3 NA NA
39.3 38.5 37.4

35.6 .........

Foreign:
Exxon ........................... 83.7 87.0 84.4 85.4 85.4 83.1 84.4 83.8 82.7 81.3
Gulf ............................. 72.1 88.0 79.1 13.2 69.6 67.0 67.9 63.8 63.4 56.8
Mobil ............................ 67.9 71.3 71.3 65.5 67.0 66.4 57.8 54.7 53.7 50.4
Phillips ...............................................................................................
Shell 4 .................................. ..............................................................
Standard of California ............. 61.' 71.2 69.3 67.4 66.0 61.7 55.6 26.2 25.2 23.5
Standard of Indiana I .............. 61.3 22.1 10. 1 4.8 .............. 57. 7 95.7 ..............
Standard of Ohio ....................................................................................
Sun .. .................... 59.2 77.6 77.1 93.0 .............. NA NA NA NA
Tpxaco ........................... 80.5 84.6 80.5 79.3 79.4 81.6 80.4 NA NA NA

10-company average I ........... 77.8 .............. 79.4 .............. 78.2 .............. 70.4

I The rates of profitably of taxes for Phillips were recalculated using the tax and income figures supplied by Phillips;
however, Phillips points out that the income shown Includes earnings of companies accounted for by the equity method,
whereas the tax figures do not include taxes paid by such companies. Hence, the taxes are understated.

I This average includes total company income and total taxes paid by the companies; since Exxon accounts for almost half
of the total taxes, the average tends to reflect Exxon's experience.

5 These companies had losses on foreign operations in certain years not shown.
4 Foreign operations of these companies are, or were. relatively Insignificant. I.e., less than 5 percent of net assets.
Note: Data in this table were supplied by the 10 major oil companies in response to a questionnaire from the Senate

Finance Committee asking for data from petroleum operations. 5 of the companies reported profits on petroleum operations
is requested, 5 companies reported total corporate proM data. 4 of the 5 companies reporting total profit data, Mobil, Gulf,
Shell, and Standard of California, all indicated that the nonpotroleum portion of their business was relatively insignificant
and Its inclusion should not therefore create any distotons in the data.

Source: Responses from the 10 major oil companies listed above to a questionnaire from the Senate Finance Committee
asking for the rate of profitability to taxes, other than excise taxes. The responses to this question showed net income, taxes
(other than excise taxes), and the ratio between net income after ax and the sum of net income after taxes and taxes (other
than excises) paid to Federal, State and local governments and to foreign governments. The reciprocal of this ratio is the
ratio between total taxes (other than excises), paid to Federal, State and local governments and to foreign governments,

' and the sum of such taxes and aftertax net income, i.e., the effective overall tax rate paid by the 10 companies to all glov-
'* ernments. This reciprocal is shown above in the tables. Caution; This is not the effective tax rote paid to the S.,

Government.

Arguments against repeal of the depletion allowance In the absence of a
comlrehenstlive energy program can be made on substantive grounds, as well as
simply refuting the misleading Qr inaccurate data that has been bandied about.

Sentor lollings made the following assertions which can be rebutted by the
arguments which follow:

1. It (the depletion allowance) has not been effective as nn Incentive for
exploratory drilling. In 1969, for example, the revenue loss front this deduction
was $1.4 billion while only $150 million worth of oil reserves were discovered.

This argument is based on a 1968 CONSAD report which has been thoroughly
dis.redited. The CONSAD study was, in fact, inappropriately conceived. Its
lisle ,matheinaticnl model contained fundamental flaws. As described by an
independent team of university economists In 1973, it was "a dry hole." The

77.8
55.5
57.1
46.8
46.0
60.5
41.1
29.2
57.0
6e. 8

76. 3
50.2
55. 4
42.5
39. 1
55.8
39.7
58.8
53.0
66,6

75.5
45,3
54.1
42.2
36.8
52.9
42.0
47.2
48.4
63.0

76.5
47.5
49.6
41.9
36.1
48.4
40.9
43.8
NA

61.9

76.4
46.448.,5
42.3
38.0
32.5
39.8
44. 1
NA
NA

76.4 74.9
45.0 43.2
49.1 47.8
36.2 34.4
38.0 35.7
30.6 31.2
44.5 39.1
50.5 48.5

NA NA
NA NA

55.8

33.1
43.3
39.9
34.5
36.8
34.7
47.8

NA
NA

35.1

31.6
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quoted cost-benefit conclusions of the study are of no use--if for no other reason
than that it assumed that oil production would remain constant regardless of
the level of price. As a matter of fact, the CONSAD study was never intended
to determine how exploration and the total level of reserves would respond to
changes in lirice. It was designed to determine how the olitimum amount of re-
serves held in the ground would vary with jirice assuming a constant level
of production. That exercise is quite similar to determining how the optimum
level of inventories in a retail store would change If price were to change as-
suining a constant level of sales.

It is not correct that carefull economic studies have indicated unambiguously
that perce ,tage depletion is very ineffective relative to its large cost in stimulating
exploratin." On the contrary, economic studies other than the misformulated
CONSAD endeavor have shown quite the oppj-site. One such effort showed that
crude oil imports in 1971 would have been double the actual level in the absence
of percentage depletion because, petroleum re.,erves would have b(en 22.5 Iper-
cent lower. Another careful study in 1969 showed that, in the long run, a 3.3 per-
cent reduction in price would mean a 55 percent rnduvtion in discoveries. Siniwe
the effective percentage depletion rate In excess of ,oist depletion was something
over 15 percent after 1969, that study Implied at leas t it 25 percent decrease in
the level of reserves if per ntage depletion had been eliminated t(55/33) XI3=
25).

2. Further, since depletion only alqldies to successful, producing wells., there
Is greater Incentive to drill multiple wells in known fields than it is to take the
one in ten risk of exploratory well drilling.

What is "overdrilling"'? With higher prices (or price plus depletion 1, It may
be economical to produce a reservoir faster, but that does not mean that oil
will be wasted in the snse of dlmini shing total recovery froit the field. When
there is a shortage, obtaining oil soonter Ls certainly not undesirable so Iong as
the producing rates do not damage the reservoir by exceeding the naxintui
efficient rates for the wells in the reservoir. This does not halIoen be-ause the
maximum efficient rate of production for each well is normally determined
by state or Federal regulatory agencies Issed on rthe physl(-al characteristics
of the reservoir. To the extent that wasteful over-(llilling and over-pro luettion
of reservoirs may have occurred in the past, the basic cause w's the "Rule of
Capture." The oil beneath an individual's land could be legally drained o% by
any neighbor who could produce it from wells loc-ated on adjacent proiperties.
It was diverse ownership of mineral properties and hick of effective unitization
and conservation laws rather than porceirtage depletion that caused such over-
drilling as may have occurred In past years.

Insofar as preference for drilling in existing fields is concerned, the fact that
the industry has spent billions of dollars in the past few years in the hpsile
environment of the United States Arctic and offshore areas in the quest for
new reserves belies the assertion that oil companies "prefer to .)(end money
drilling in existing oil fields."

3. Additionally, the Treasury Department has estimated that 42% of the
allowance goes to non-operating interest.s, such aq royalty owilers.

In the first place, 42 percent is not "most." Furthermore, over half of what
CONSAD included in the 42 percent was the nominal depletion allowance on
foreign oil. This was done despite the wellknown fact that foreign depletion
usually does not lead to a reduction in United States income taxes because the
foreign tax rate is usually higher than the United States rate. Hence, the foreign
tax credit offsets potential United States tax liability with or without depletion.
(An Important exception is in Canada, which also has a form of percentage delile-
tion.) Anyone who has studi(ed the question recognizes that virtually all of the
benefit of the depletion allowance accrues to domestic optrations. Quoting from
the Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on II.R. 11462, the Oil and
Gas Energy Tax Act of 1974: ". . . your committeee is aware that the limitation
oil the amount of creditable foreign taxes takes away most of the advantage of
the deduction for foreign percentage depletion. .. ."

The royalty owners' share of the total amount of percentage depletion taken
annually cannot be very great. The average royalty in the United States Is about
15 percent of gross revenue. And perhaps 35 percent of that goes to governments

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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(Federal, state, and local) which, of course, take no depletion. Thus, it would
aplpear that about 10 percent of the annual percentage depletion allowance goes
to landowners.

It is also inaccurate to contend that royalty owners have "nothing to do"
with the exploration press. They contribute significantly to the finding and
developing of new reserves by making available for exploration the land under
which the reserves are located. Moreover, the royalty owners' capital values
are r(lucled as the oil is produced from their land; and they are entitled to an
appropriate allowance in recognition of this fact. Also, It must not be thought
that the landowners who retain their mineral rights simply "sit back and collect
royalties" and "take no risks." They could sell their mineral rights before explora-
tory drilling, hut they elect to share in the risks of exploration by contributing
the iire-exploration capital value of their mineral rights to the exploratory
pri-cess. Hence, they are entitled to share in the success-if any--of the operation.

It was also contended that percentage depletion is dissipated to landowners
In the form of lease bonus paynients" "Landowners get depletion oi their
royalty income, and they also get higher prices for leasing their land, because
thet availability of depletion encourages prOilucers to bid the value up."

The essence of this argument is that it percentage depletion were eliminated,
lease bonuses would (heline accordingly. And the loss of percentage depletion
would. in effect, have been shifted back to landowners-not forward to con-
sunters via higher prices.

4. 'The recent and substantial increases in oil prices provide a generous return
on investment for oil producers arid more than offset any profit allegedly lost
by depletion rejK'al. Industry profits have risen 52 percent over last year. In
1973. (oil was selling at $3.50 poer barrel and depletion was worth $.77 per barrel.
Sinct oil is now selling at an average of $7.50 per barrel, producers have in-
crea.ed their per bnrrel profits by five tines that depletion factor.

A nisconception of the additive inventive effect of percentage depletion ap-
peared continuously throughout the Senate debate. For example, one Senator
cited Professor Otto Eckstein (of Harvard University), who contends that the
depletion allowance is obsolete because the increased "market price of oil pro-
vides a far stronger incentive to the development of additional reserves than any
tax i-entive such as the delpletion allowance could provide."

Arithmietically. it is quite true that a $7.50 Increase in the price of new oil
from $3.50 to $11 Is a more 1Kmwerful increase than deducting 77 cents (22 per-
cent of the $3.50 price) from taxable Income--$7.50 is always better than 77
cents. But, it Is also true that eliminating percentage depletion on the $11 would
have the same type of effect as reducing the higher price and hence reducing the
effectiveness of the price Increase. (The magnitude of the price increase required
to offset loss of depletion is discussed in Section VIII below; for a taxpayer in a
48 percent marginal bracket, a $2.23 increase in the $11 price would be required
to offset the loss of 22 percent depletion.) Moreover, a given price increase with
Percentage depletion is more effective than the same increase without depletion-
since the company receives the percentage depletion allowance on the increase in
price as well as on the base price. Conversely, it loses the depletion on the amount
by which a price is reduced.

From the point of view of the producer, eliminating percentage depletion at
any given level of price has the same type of effect as cutting the price. And
that can only mean less petroleum exploration and development. As we have
seen. more prospects become economically attractive with a higher price--espe-
cially those prospects it. costly frontier areas such as the North Slope of Alaska,
the deepwater offshore, and very deep geological horizons onshore. And fewer
prospects are attractive with a lower price. Hence, a price plowback would mean
less exploration (and less development). A reduction in percentage depletion
would have the same sort of effect--unless there were a compensating price In-
crease. Actually, a 22 percent reduction In price with depletion in effect would be
somewhat more serious than the elimination of 22 percent depletion because the
effect of the price reduction would be compounded by loss of part of the depletion
formerly received.

In abort, the incentive effect of percentage depletion is additive to the effect of
price. At any given level of price, there will be more exploration with percentage
depletion than without.

49-226--75------4
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5. Former energy chief Simon recognized the unimportance of depletion to
drilling incentives when he stated in a letter to the Senate Interior Committee
that: "in the short run, changes in percentage depletion should have little effect
on the rate of expenditure of discovery efforts . . . In the long run, a change In
depletion should have no effect, per se, on the rate of production."

One of the numerous rhetorical questions raised during the debate observed
that If depletion were such a fine exploration incentive, why did exploration and
the number of independent operators decline so sharply after 1956 "if this deple-
tion allowance was so beneficial we would not be dependent on foreign sources
• . . the oil depletion allowance is not worth a lot because the oilmen have had
it and they have gone out of business anyway."

This is said to be "the best argument for doing away with the oil depletion
allowance." The fact is that without percentage depletion and import restric-
tions the domestic industry would have suffered substantially more than it did.
And the impact of the recent Arab oil embargo would have been much worse.

We have seen that the sharpest decline In drilling was experienced when de-
pletion was reduced in 19069. It is frequently overlooked that the political and
policy climates affect investment. These climates must be ones in which all in-
vestors, large and small, have a reasonable degree of certainty that the ground
rules regarding such basics as prices, taxation, and profits will not be altered
drastically. The primary motivation for development of additional supplies for
any commodity in free enterprise economies Is the prospect of making reasonable
profits on each new project. Without this prospect, there will be little or no
competition because there will be little or no investment by firms of any size and
little or no new entry into the industry.

Percentage depletion allowances have served the Nation well by encouraging
widespread new investment and providing sources of funds for a large United
States oil and gas industry made up of thousands of firms and individuals. How-
ever, starting with the 1950's the potential financial contribution of the deple-
tion allowance has been partially offset through price controls. Prices and profits
of oil were controlled indirectly to 1971 through Jaw-boning and the controlled
importation of low-priced oil. In addition, prices and profits of interstate natural
gas sales have been controlled by the Federal Power Commission since 1954. In
August 1071, the Federal Government started limiting prices and profits through
direct controls have been removed from almost all other commodities, they still
apply to oil and gas.

The value of depletion as an incentive was also questioned in view of the
current decline in production in the face of higher prices and correspondingly
higher amounts of percentage depletion "production in this country has actually
dropped by 2 percent. One wonders, if higher prices automatically bring forth
more production, where it is."

Rome wasn't built in a day. It will take several years for the effects of the
current accelerating growth in exploration, development, and workover activity
now under way to be reflected in production rates. Active rotary rigs in the
first half of 1974 were up more than 25 percent over the number active in the
first half of 1973. And, according to the Chase Bank, domestic petroleum capital
expenditures by 30 companies in the first half of 1974 were up by 122 percent
over the first half of 1973. Spending by these companies was at an annual rate of
$13 billion, about the level of their worldwide profits.

Thus, the industry is clearly responding as quickly as it can to the prospect
of Improved after-tax profits through higher prices and continuation of the deple-
tion allowance. Just as production in future years will reflect today's increased
activity, production today reflects curtailed activity in the past. The recent sharp
increase in activity should not mislead us however. It should be remembered
that substantially greater levels of investment are necessary even if we are just
to maintain the current ratio of domestic oil to imports. And we have seen that the
industry's past investment rate must be increased several-fold to some $36 billion
annually (in 1974 prices) to achieve a reasonable degree of energy independence.

0. Depletion allowance discourages production of cheaper, alternate energy
sources. The tax benefits are based on the value of the minerals in the ground.
Hence, a $7.00 barrel of crude oil gets the full benefit of the allowance, about
$1.30, while a $7.50 barrel of oil made from coal only receives the benefit of the
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original coal cost, about 10 cents, and a BTU equivalent of energy based on solar
technology would receive no depletion benefit.

This argument proceeds from a correct premise to an incorrect conclusion. In
shale oil extraction, for example, percentage depletion is computed on the value of
the "kerogen," that is, the raw oil-type material after it has been separated from
the shale. Then, it is necessary to upgrade the kerogen by a refining process to
make it into a synthetic crude oil comparable to conventional crude oil from the
well. Thus, percentage depletion applies to the full value of conventional crude
but to only part of the value of the synthetic crude.

The easy way to solve this problem is to put the computation of allowable per.
centage depletion for shale at that point in the process where it becomes a syn-
thetic crude oil comparable to conventional crude. In order to equate the incen-
tives, it is not necessary to destroy the incentives on conventional crude oil-a
move clearly counter to the national interest in achieving more domestic energy,
conventional or otherwise.

Moreover, elimination of percentage depletion on conventional oil and gas
would do nothing to improve the rate of return on alternative sources and, hence,
to encourage accelerated development of those sources. Making one domestic en-
ergy source less attractive does not make another domestic source more attractive.
It makes domestic sources, in total, less attractive relative to imports. Alternative
sources have been slow to develop because their higher costs have required selling
prices far in excess of the equivalent price of conventional crude oil or gas in
order to generate an acceptable rate of return. That rate of return would not rise
because the rate of return on conventional oil and gas would fall with higher
taxes on conventional sources.

WiO'S WYITERE IN PROFITABILITY

In a way, the profitability rankings below are the most telltale Forbes Yard-
sticks of all. Growth is important, mind you. But if it doesn't result III a coll-
sistently healthy return on the stockholders' investment or the company's total
capital, growth can be dangerous. How profitably management uses its money
is what the capitalistic game is all about.

That word "consistently" Is Important. Forbes' rankings are based on profit-
ability over a five-year period, to eliminate the one shot wonders. Even so, con-
iiies occasionally soar into the top ranks on the basis of an extraordinary one-

year windfall or financial fluke that Is large enough to bloat its tive-year figures.
Back in 1971, for example, Diversfled Industries, a conglomerate, suddenly ap-
peared iII the Top Ten. But not for long. Today Diversified Indutries ranks In
,825th place.

Mngnovox, another Top Ten outfit a few years ago, had to lail out via a
merger last year. Its 021st-place ranking below will be its last appearance on
the Forbes list.

Even strong companies can find the very top rank a slippery place. Hleublein
an(d Avet both were in the Top Ten a few years ago. They still earn good re-
turns, but now Ilueblein ranks only 78th and Avnet 143rd.

Among this year's Top Ten, those with the most staying power are Avon
I'roducts, American iome Products, G.D. Sarle, Aerada lhess and Merck. Yet
Avon, in the upper rank since we first published this list, and Snrle were both
trending downward during the latest 12 months. hlow long the homebuilding
and mobilehome outfits will stay in the Top Ten remains to be s een. Another
year of recession in their industry could bring their returns way down.

What about those shortage-plagued basic industries like oil, steel, chemicals
and paper where reported profits soared last year? For most, that was enough
to Improve five-year standings significantly. Exxon moved from 269th to 155th,
Texaco from 235th to 142nd, Inland Steel front 643rd to 581st, Monsanto from
527th to 280th and International Paper from 020th to 510th.

Iow long caV they hold those largely shortage-inspired gains In the face of
n worsening recession? We refer you to the industry stories that begin on page
111). and to the companies' other Yardsticks, which are brought together in the
tables accompanying those stories.
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Who's Where In Profitability
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WHo'S WI1ERE IN GROWT[

Keep in mind double-digit inflation as you read over this year's suit's Ind
earnings growth rankings. It sheer numbers, the growth looks impressive. lint
many of the gains were a product of Inflation and of temporary shortages. 1i1t
of true growth.

Remember, for example, that while the economy's overall inflation rate riln
about 12 percent last year, price increases for nmany industries and Individual
colonies ran much higher. That's why you will find so ilmany food pro s'oilrs,
meat-packers and oil companies at ie tlp of the growth rankings. Antd why
soine of the 1974 growth rates, compared with a 1971-73 base period, looJk soi high.

Bear this In iniiid also: Long term, profits have not l een keeping up with sales.
Among the 859 companies on this list, the medlau five-year annual earnings
growth was only .. 8 lx'reaiit, omllpared with sales growth of 11 peremit. What's
snore. seven of every eight cOilianles lt th, list had an annual earligs growth
rate that was lower tinin last year's inflation rate.

So much, then. for the iuge profit grins hy U.S. Industry. Individual cisht-
paniles were keeping nheaid -if inflation, but iiost were not.

The most volatile figures (In the list are those showing 1974 growth trends, rx.
a three-year 1171-73 base period. A good litany companies showed lii very well
lit Irend, thanks tio the stepped-up illation : but don't exlet those galls Ito re-
peat lit 1975. 141mk wh1t hilipiiled hist year to eoniipanies like levitz ,urnitlire,
Chilmpioll Holles .lind 1uth ludiistries. They were growth leaders over the hltger
period, but fell lIanlly froiti grace in the 1074 trend figures. In thesto eases, elit
trend tells the trur tale.

The growth figures alone can le misleading in many eases. They make nias.ive
Allis-Chalmners (ranked .33rd) and colglomerate City Investing 1.15ith) lok pretty
goil. But in te llroflalllilty ranking ("Who's Nhere Il Profitability." p. 51)
both ranked low, 7T7th and 631st, reslctively. That's because Ailis-('ialners is
growing from a low, low profit base. and because City Investing's growth has
Con(- trolm tacking oil ne'lulisitimls.

So ioni't real these nimiliers in a vaeutli. To irolerly use this isst' tif Ptiries
as a tool for ivestmtient or business management, one mUust look lit the whole
picture on any given company: Its growth, its profitability, its relative ranking
In Its own Industry-and the editors' comments in the various industy articles.

Who's Where in Growth
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Senator Gn.\vvAr,. Our next witness is Mr. John S. Chalsty. president
of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette. Securities Corp.. New York. N.Y.

Mr. Chlisty, and anyone you want to have join you, feel free to have
them join you at, the table.

STATEMENTT OF JOHN S. CHALSTY, PRESIDENT, DONALDSON,
LUKIN & JENRETTE

Mr. (C.l"n.srv. "Mr. Chairman. I am John S. Chalstv. president of
Donaldson, Tlufkin &, Jenrette Securities. a member firm of the New
York Stock Exehange.

The energy subcommittee wid the Senate Finance Committee itself
will lindOllhtdiv hear testimonv from llianv experts in the areas of
enter ' taxation'and related legislation. it tminilwr of whom will prob-
alyl Ne from the petrolelm in(histirv itself or from th, aml,-,nkic
communityy .

I should start out by making clear to voul that I lay elaim to either
of these qualifieatiolls. I do believe. Iiowe\ver. tht I'ean Inin,., to ,oum
here and share with -yol a substantial knowledge of th petrlxhl'1m
isiness with which I was involved for 12 years prior to 19M).

Senator GRAVNl.. Would you pull tile nmircoplhon- a little closer to
you. pleaseI

Ir. Cir.Tys'ry. For the last 5 of those 'eairs I was 1)artieular.v in-
volved with the development of oil and gas in the North Sea .n'd in
Europe. Tn addition, I have as an analyst, an often critical analyst,
continued to study the industry and its problems since 1I9(0. T would
like to make it clear that I am in no way a representative of nor an
apologist for the petroleum industry. i I may claim to resent any-
one here, maybe it would be the American investor. but I really hope
that I might'appear before you as a concerned and, hopefully. knowl-
edgeable citizen, and it is on that basis that I welcome thlie oplortunity
to appear before the subcommittee today.

The petroleum industry, as you gent lemen well know. is relete with
statistics. Rather than offering you here yet another quantitative anal-

sis of these statistics, I thought I might. with your inidulw nee. liave
this statement refer to only three broad areas. sutiported by only a
limited amount of rather straightforward quantitative data one. the
need for exploration and development spending on oil and gas in the
United States; two. a broad consideration of depletion: and, as I think
germane to the points I heard being addressed to -Senator Bentseu just
a few moments ago. the need, in our view, for a total coordinated inte-
girated approach towards oil and gas tax and price policy changes; and,
hiill., some comments on specific proposals on depletion that have
been put forward.

A rather simple straightforward calculation, in my view, will put
into quite meaningful perspective the gap between the need for spend-
ing on petroleum exploration and development in the United States
and the actual level of such spending.

If one translates into equivalent barrels of oil the annual U.S. con-
sumption of petroleum products, oil, natural gas, natural gas liquids,
the result is almost exactly 10 billion barrels. In other words, we as a
Nation consume annually some 10 billion barrels of petroleum or petro-
leum products.
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Now, I believe there would be no disagreement that it is in the vital
interest of the United States that we move as a Nation towards a
greater degree of energy independence. To approach this goal I think
we would also agree that we should at least- replace each year, in terms
of oil and natural gas discovered and developed, the amount we con-
sume, in other words, that same 10 billion barrels.

Now, the cost of such replacement, exploration and devehlto) ient.
may be very conservatively estimated at some $2 a barrel. Recent

_46 experience in the Louisiana offshore, I might add, would indicate that
a number perhaps twice that level might be appropriate, but even as-
siting $2 a barrel, that really means that we as a Nation shotlhl be
devoting at least $20 billion a year to the exploration for and develop-
t-lit 1l new doinistic oil and gas reserves.

In fact. of course, we fall veiy short of that goal. Our numbers indi-
cate that after a number of years at an even lower level such expendi-
tures, influenced by higher prices for oil and gas in 1974, grew to some
S illion in l974. 'lihat means that eve'i with the increase in explla-

tion and development that took place as a result of the higher pri(bes
IOrev iing last year, we were still, if you will, two and a half fold
below the kind o~f level of spending which mi ht lead toward develop-
nunit of reserves to replace those consumned. I think this calculation,
this concept, if you will, really pervades much of what I have to say.
If we as a Nation should be spending $20 billion a year-and I think
that is a huminer easily demonstrated-and we are only spending some
tiny fraction of that,'then, of course, one needs to be concerned about

Vany jm.als wichl would draw cnsh flow from the industry.
senator GnAv.r,. Excuse me, sir. Do you have the backup data any-

whero in vour testimony or enclosure, up to $20 billion a year?
Mr. CTALSTY. Senator, it is in the testimony, yes. Very si1-

Sly expressed, it is in terms of the actual energy consumed ill the
United States, oil and gas, some 10 billion barrels a year tines alI av-
erage cost to explore and develop of some $2 a barrel.

Ts I mentioned in your absence, that number may be considered viry
('onstirvative in the light of the most recent experience we have hald
in the Lomisiana offshore where, for example, in the 1970 lease sale,
the only one in which we have thus far good up to date data, the cost
of such exploration and development looks to be closer to $4 a barrel.
But, even using the $2 per barrel figure, we are talking of $20 million
of needed spending.

Senator GrnviE,. When you say the cost of exploration and( develop-
ment, then what is the total cost of oil, then, in the marketplace today,
if $4 is the cost of exploration and development here of refining. tran's-
portation, and marketing?

Mr. (C.nm'I s. Indeed, I am referring only here to the actual cost of,
if you will, replacing the oil and gas that we as a Nation consmne
over a year. This, Senator, was in the context of a belief that if we
aro to move toward energy independence, we should, at the very least,
IV relqlacing each year that energy that, we consuine, and I wans refer-
ring in addressing myself only to the specific costs of that replace-
ment of energy in the ground. That does not include, for example. the
per barrel cost of the production of that energy, the transportation,
the refining, and all of the other costs associated with it. This is a
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'1fai1ital cost. Slpeificallv Zitsiated with tie finding and developing of
oil in tie ground.

Senator GRAVFiLt. Well, that is a new cost to me and I am fairly
familiar with the figures. and I am really surprise. So, for explora-
tion and development it is $4. You would still have to add the rest of
that on for the marketplace.

Mr. CHALor'. Absolutely. Again, if I may specify, what I was
addressing myself to here was the required need of exploration and
development spending. We have had here many proposals which
would address themselves directly to the incentives for and the cash
flow in the spending on exploration and development, and the thrust
of what I was saying here was that if you look only at the money
spent domestically in the United States on exploration and on devel1op-
ment and not further than that, in the generation of reserves which we
might call, therefore. additions to proven reserves, the point here was
that if we consume 10 billion barrels a year and if we wish to replace
that. 10 billion barrels a year, in terms of our proven supplies, then
the exploration and development indust ry, be it major or minor,
needs to spend some $20 billion a year simply to reach an equilibrium
level where we are no longer drawing down our reserves.

Senator GRAVEL. I will come back to that question after you have
finished with your statement.

Mr. CHALsTY. Mav I then, turn to the second of these points, which
was a discussion of depletion, if you will, in context with other
proposals, in that either adding to or lowering the actual cash flow
of the industry? The House of Representatives. of course, on Febru-
ary 27 voted to eliminate percentage depletion retroactive to Jlanu-
ary 1 with only a modest and temporary exemption for natural gas.

This subcommittee is considering a number of variants, of course,
on the same theme. At the same time, there is discussion here and else-
where of other energy-related proposals, windfall profits taxes with
or without plowback, changes in pricing and/or deregulation of oil
and gas et cetera.

I will, in further testimony, comment on these proposals and on
the specific proposals involved in the depletion allowance, but I think,
in general, I would like to urge a great deal of cautious deliberation
on your part before you take action which will serve to draw funds
away from this industry. Certainly few, if any, institutions are not
-subj'ect to improvement, and I am sure that the total package of in-
,centives available to the petroleum industry, price tax treatment, et
cetera, can be improved upon, both in structure and in effect.

I can assure you, however, that a hasty and/or, worst of all, a piece-
meal approach to reform this structure will be disastrous. It has been
calculated that the House depletion allowance measure would cost
the petroleum industry some $21/ to $3 billion a year, and other
proposals, such as the administration's original windfall profits tax
without plowback might draw out another $2 or $3 billion. Reduc-
tions of this magnitude, with no offsetting price and/or other tax
changes will have a direct immediate impact on investment spending,
since all available funds in the industry are currently being put to
work.
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rhus. by o1r calculations, for example, production cash flow for tile
petroleum" industry-essentially net income pilus depletion, delecia-
tion. and antortization-was jtist under $10 Ibillion ill 1973 and rose to
$16 billion in 1974 under the influence, again, of higher oil and gas
prices. However, it is notable that exploration and development invest-
nuent plus lease acquisition payments, including, for example. over $5
million lease bonuses paid directly to the Treasury, grew preciselv in
line with this cash flow increase* as the industry'again continuedc to
s peid its available funds.

We can assume that a reduction in cash flow will be translated into
a reduction of petroleum, which seems to me is precisely the opposite
impact the Congress should be wanting to achieve now. Not oi,ly do
many of these proposals curtail internally generated funds, but'iheir
impact on reported profits will he such as to reduce the tittractiveliess
of this industry for investors, and tis to aggravate further the out-
si(le capital problem.

Many of these items of )rol)ose(l legislation are regarded by in-
vestors as punitive in nature and are serving to scare off those inves-
to.s, both large and small, who have historically provided the pe-
troleum industry with the funds necessary to fill the very large and
continuing gap'between it capital needs and its internally generated
funds.

The depletion allowance has served to provide exploration corn-
panits with an invaluable source of cash flow and the economic incen-
tive to put that cash flow to work. With the rapid escalation in oil
prive over the last 18 months it has heen argued that the industry no
longer needs depletion. Based on the industry cash flow discussion in
this report, I do not believe this to be the case, although it is obviously
fair to say that decontrol of prices for old oil and new natural gas
would certainly diminish the relative impor-tance of the deple-
tion allowance for these products. If the depletion allowance were
eliminated, prices would have to increase simply to maintain the same
incentive, and it would be the consumer who would therefore make up
the (difference. Although petroleum is only one of the over 100 products
enjoying a depletion allowance, it is petroleum alone that appears to
have been subject to intense political pressure for elimination of its
de letion allowance.

If it is the eventual, considered decision of Congress that the oil
depletion allowance should be so singled out, I would urge that the
dlepletion allowance at least be maintained permanently for natural
gas and for some floor level of oil production. The natural gas exemp-
tion is a logical imperative since gas is generally committed under long
term contracts which assume the continuation of the depletion allow-
ance. and while natural gas itself is still a vastly undervalued com-
modity. An exemption fora floor level of production for all producers,
as Senator Bentsen has said, would at least provide partial help to
the independent producers for whom depletion is a critical element of
cash flow, while not simply discriminating arbitrarily against others
on t lie basis of size.

Inl any case. I would urge that modification of the depletion allow-
auince only be considered in concert with other items, most specifically,
for example, as Senator Brock has pointed out, price deregulation.
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The ease for natural gas deregilat ion ]hs been made so often al(l so
pesluasively that I can really add little further. Suffice it to say that
ill-considered regulation of g'as is one of the important reasons for our
current energy crisis. At today's average price of some 80 cents per
thousand cubic feet. equivalent to less than $2 per barrel of oil, and
recrilated new gas prices of 50 cents per thousand cubic feet, or $3 per
barrel of oil. this commodity, intrinsically, and by its location the most
valuable energy source in the world, is being sold at a price approxi-
matelh one-sixth that of imported OPEC oil.

No, we find that rather than learning from the Federal Power
Commission's dismal experience with price control, the Federal Energy
Agency has recently regulated natural gas liquids almost as restric-
tively as that of the FPC regulation of6natural cras. Deregulation of
natural gas liquids and new natuiral gas is an es.s'tntial part of a total
energy package and an essential part of our search for energy inde-
pendence. We would urge deregulation of both.

The case for deregula-tion of old oil is less persuasive that that for
natural gas. Once again, however, one must marvel at the anomaly of
a domestic product *whose production we wish to encourage but which
we regulate at a price less than half that of its imported competitor.
We would urge stepwise deregulation of old oil over an appropriate pe-
riod of time, vith appropriate protection against what have ben called
windfall profits.

There is logic to the statement that, the deregulation of old oil would
produce wind-fall profits to the extent that. the price Fenerating these
profits is the result of arbitrary and excessive world oil pricing. Tn ,ul
view a windfall, or to give it its correct name, an excise tax on prices
above a long-range equilibrium value, possibly $8 to $9 a barrel, is ap-
propriate, but only if accompanied by a plowback provision whih, to
quote from the Energy Tax and Individual Relief Act of 1974 hfore
the Committee on Ways and Means, would "allow the companies to
plow back their windftill profits in the form of certain types of oil and
gas or energy-related investments to take a credit for these investments
against the windfall profits tax otherwise payable." Through such a
provision companies would be encouraged to pursue aggressive pro-
grams of exploration with both the incentive for this exploration and
the cash flow to finance it being achieved simultaneously.

In our view, the windfall profits tax with plowback is an example of
the kind of responsible fiscal innovation that Congress might develop
to help resolve the current energy crisis.

A tax and energy package basedd on these considerations above, but
based in total on these considerations above, but not a piecemeal con-
sideration of any one of them, would, in my view. equitably and fairly
encourage investment by the U.S. petroleum industry. By moving us
toward independence ol high and arbitrarily priced imported oil, it
would eventually confer great benefits on the U.S. consumer.

Mr. Chairman, it was over the weekend that I received from your
office a specific request for comments on the depletion proposals here,
and I would like to make just a few comments on those. They have
been attached to the written material submitted to you, and those
comments will all be brief and stummary in nature.

The specific proposals addressed are that in H.R. 2166, the so-called
Green amendment proposed in the House; the Hollings-Kennedy-
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Magnuson amendment to H.R. 2166; and finally, the Energy Revenue
and Development Act of 1975,.title VII, section 701 of Mr. Gravel.

1 might add, as I go by, a brief comment or two on what I heard
Senator Bentsen saying this morning. Each of these proposals, if en-
acted into law, would reduce total income tax deductions available
fromn percentage depletion and, thus, reduce the domestic petroleum
industry's cash flow. As I have indicated before, I believe such reduc-
tion would have an immediate negative impact on investment spend-
ing, an unfortunate result at this time of critical energy need. If, there-
fore, the depletion allowance must be amended, such amendment
should be affected only in the context of overall energy legislation
whose total effect is to increase, not reduce, the cash flow and invest-
ment incentive available to this industry. Of the three proposals, only
that of Senator Gravel meets this critical criterion.

It follows from the above, that my overriding objection to the Green
and lollings-Kennedy-Magnuson proposals, and as I have heard it
described here today. Senator Bentsen's proposal, is that they separate
out this single emotional issue of the depletion allowance for piece-
meal and, certainly in the case of the first two proposals, for misguided
treatment.

The proposals would depress exploration and development spending
by reducing available cash flow. The first two proposals do suggest
that loss of the depletion allowance for natural gas be offset by price
increases, but ignore the fact that regulated gas prices are currently
too low to provide aggressive exploration incentives, even with thedepVlotion allowance."dC*'ould suggest, as I heard Senator Bentsen's proposal this morning,

that an additional feature of that proposal which may address itself
to this question of price would be that in the case of natural gas, were
his proposal eventually to be adopted, in part of an overall energy
packflcae, there should indeed be a retention of depletion on regulated
natural gas and natural gas on a long-term contract.

By not providing for permanent retention of the depletion allow-
ance for some floor level of production, the first two proposals work a
particular hardship on independent producers to whom depletion is
an important and critical element of cash flow. and on small royalty
owners to whom it represents an element of their livelihood. These
proposals would do significant harm to U.S. exploration expenditures
and. hence, in our view, to the Nation's efforts toward energy
in(lenen dence.

Mr. Chairman, the depletion proposal hearing your name is, of
course, much more constructive. it effect. it would retain depletion
imichanged for 100 percent domestic exploration-production companies.

A weakness, in my view is its perhaps excessive penalty for foreign
energy spending: not only is foreign depletion eliminated, but foreign
C1n1VI!, exnlenditures serve to reduce allowable domestic depletion al-
lowatvce. This may not always be in the United States' best interest.

Thus, for exampDle, increased ("anadian producibility. despite some
recent United States-Canadian differences, directly improves the
average degree of security of U.S. imports, particularly if Canada
werp able to become a signifi-ant net exporter ofoil and gas.

The United States. T would submit, also benefits. albeit less directly,
from increased exploration and development in non-OPEC countries,

49-226-75---0
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to the extent, that such activities serve to generate additional non-
OPEC supplies, and thus put pressure oil world oil prices.

It seems to me that we should at least not discourage and, hopefully,
encourage increased production in or contiguous to major energy con-
sumption areas, for example, the North Sea Continental Europe, Aus-
tralasia, Canada, and Japan.

The proposal-and I have said this so many times that I would
rather not say it again-the proposal. in my view, has a great advaii-
tage that it is advanced in concert with an integrated energy program.

In conclusion, in my view, the United States today faces an energy
problem whose potential consequences, if not. unique in our history,
are at least unusually grave. In the attempted resolution of this prob-
hkm Congress must act with responsbility and dispassion. I urge you
to avoid precipitive piecemeal change.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Gri.m%-. Thank you very much. Mr. (halsty.
I will impose a 15-minute rule. We , will put a bell on it, including

myself, because we (to have other witnesses we want to hear.I think you have given us very fine testimony. I fould just like to go
to page 3of your testimony where you talk of windfall profits tax.
When we talk of these windfalls, are we not talking about inventory
profits, that is where the price goes up and a company may own a
certain quantity of oil. Of course' since the price went up after the oil
was discovered. Is it called a windfall I

Now, if the Government were to tax that on a windfall basis, or
if the company pays accelerated tax because it has accelerated income
because of this extra value that it has received, that is a windfall; that
here, but if the company is going to be in business the next year, does
not that company have to go out and buy oil at that new market-
price, so that, in point of fact there is no windfall to the company in
question; it has to replenish the oil that it has lost at a higher level?
And so my question to you is, are we really talking about windfall
profits, or are we talking about a paper transaction, the results of
which mean the companies have to pay more taxes, but, in point of
fact, they do not acquire any more wealth. Once they have pumped
out this cheap oil they have to buy expensive oil to replace the cheap
oil, and so there is really no gain other than a mathematical computa-
tion is that a correct assumption?

:Mr. CITALSTY. Mr. Chairman, I think it is very close to being en-
tirely a correct assumption. I suppose that one might arg-ue that the
use of inventory analogies here is different only in that companies
develop their inventory of resources over an extended period of time
and do not replace in' any given year what they consumed the yeai
before.

Nevertheless, the generation of increased supplies to replace those
consumed is an ongoing process, if you will, of adding to inventory.
And if I might make just a general statement, it seems to me that a
windfall profits tax, as I have understood the definition used in the
Congress, no longer becomes a windfall profits tax, or no longer has
a windfall nature if those profits are used in the generation of new
reserves. And I think that again is analogous to the point you have
made.
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If the moneys are reinvested in increased exploration and develop-
ment such that both the company and the Nation will develop more-

Senator GRAvm. Mr. Chalsty, they do not even have that option,
because if the money that they get, as a windfall, has to be used to
buv new supplies of oil, then they cannot take this paper profit and
build refineries and go look for new oil. They have just got to re-
plenish the inventory at this new cost.

Mr. Casmr. Indeed, sir.
Senator GRAvm. So even inside of this company these paper )rofits

are not used for anything other than replenishment of lost supplies.
Mr. Cr9ALrY. I am postulating that only the replenishment of those

lost supplies for an exploration and development company takes place
over a continuing number of years, with that replenishment taking
place via investment rather than purchasing on the market. So only
to that extent would I say that the inventory analogy is extended!
rather than compressed.

Senator (GTrANI,. I will forgo any f either questions that I have.
Senator HansenI
Senator lT AxsY.N-. T would be lappy to yiell to the ,'lairman.
Senator GRAVEL,. We will violate the early bi'd rule cIieuse lf th.,

chairman.
The CTAIRMAX. I would not ask such special exception.
Senator GRAV:L. We are giving it to you.
The ClA,\m~.Ix. Well. I stepped out of the room to read your state-

ment. Mr. Chalsty, because I wanted to read it from the beginning. I
think that vol have in y'our statement one of the Sinlplehst al)plrt.ehes,
amd I believe perhaps the most correct approach to this problem that I
have seen. that is if von view this as a critical matter. enerlgy-indepel)d-
ence. and a matter of urgent national priority, we should start out by
seeking to determine how much do you need to put into drilling an'd
geophysical search-that is, seismographic. thins of that sort, for
new energy in this country" because that is the energy that we eall
rely upon. We cannot rely upon what you have in Saudi Arabia or whlat
somebody has in Venezuela or even Canada. If worse cones to worst.. in
times of emergency, you cannot, rely upon anybody's energy except
your own. and so w e havo to think inl terms of Iow n'mel we are goi lg
to need to drill here in this country, and what we are going to need
for other activities, such as opening coal mines and developing other
sources of energy, atomic, solar, or what have you.

And then on whatever basis you want to do it. you then need to
think in terms of what is it going to take to do enough drilling and
enough development of atomic energy and various other source's to
have some hoe of restoring energy independence, and that is what
we should be shooting for.

Now. some show up with the idea of a Fogeo. Federal Oil and
Gas Corporation. or an Energy Production Board which T notice
would have the power to actually invest in dlrilling itself. :'atlhei than
to make loans the way the Government did in World War TI to help
private enterprise do the job.

Now, this seems to me, like-that old situation in the French Revo-
lution where they would make a man carry the basket to the guillotine
with him, to require businessmen to pay taxes for the purpose of put-
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ting themselves out of business. The fair way, it woidd seem to me,
would be to first give private enterprise a chance to do this job and
some hope of attracting enough capital to do it before the Government
gets into it.

If it cannot do it that way, then the Government perhaps might want
to get into it. If the Government does, I think it ought to start out by
lending money to private enterprise to do something before it puts the
Government in the business of displacing private enterprise.

In the last analysis, taxpayers support the Government. The Gov-
ernent does not support the Government, and it would seem to me
that we ought to arrive at some figure, some estimate of the amount of
capital that is needed to do the jol. and I notice that you start out here
by estimating it would take $20 billion a year just to do the explora-
tion and development of new sources ot domestic energy and gas
reserves.

Now, that is somewhat alarming to me because you indicate that we
are only spending about 48 billion -a year in that endeavor, and you
also say* that you think that $20 billion fiture is on the low side. Now,
if that is the',ase, how do you think we ought to go about attracting
enough capital to do that job I

Mr. CH.S'rTY. Senator, we had some discussion about this $20 billion
number, and I explained to the chairman how that number had been
arrived at. It was, as you correctly expressed, simply an estimate of the
cost of replacement of energy consumed in a given year-oil and gas
energy consunied in a given year in the United States.

CleArly, if I may start with the negative answer to yollr q(lestion, we
do not go about attracting that kind of energy by removing incentives
and cash flow from the industry. A major objection that and others
have had to the proposals we have heard from Congress are that they
seem to be directed toward the reduction of cash flow.

There has been description of profits as being not justified-I have
heard worse adjectives than that-in the l)etroleum industry, and the
intention seems to have been-or the pressure seems to have been-to-
ward the removal of profits on cash flow and hence incentive.

I would argue that the first thing to do, Senator, in answer to your
question is to make sure that that does not take place. If we do take
away the depletion allowance from the industry. it clearly needs to be
replaced by something of at least as great, and I would argue greater
incentive and a greater provision for cash flow.

Now, the industry has traditionally been dependent on outside
solurees of financing.'The profits that the petroleum industry has made
in the United States have traditionally been somewhere between 50
and 60 percent of its total spending. In other words, it has bee n outside
capital that has come into the industry to provide it with the addi-
tional financing needed to proceed with its investments up until now.
Again, it would seem to me that if we are calling upon the industry-
and I think correctly-to spend more money, again from the point of
view of the outside investor, that has to be an attractive investment.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chalsty.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chalsty, I am very impressed with your testi-

mony, and I think Senator Long has touched upon a major concern I
have. With tax laws as they are presently, we are not anywhere near
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approaching the effort we need to make to achieve the goal that we
have set for ourselves. I gather you are saying that with the present
incentives there is not any way to generate the necessary capital, and
an thin that we do which might further restrict that capital would
only addto our problem.

I notice in the Oil and Gas Journal for March 10. 1975, in a story
entitled "Hopes Wane for Big New Reserves in the Eastern Gulf." t
is pointed out that 10 unsuccessful wildcats have badly wounded hlpes
for finding major reserves of oil and gas under the first crop of leases
in the vast Northeastern Gulf of Mexico. I think the industry paid oit
$1,490 million for 87 tracts in bonus bids for that area (lownI there. a1d
I understand this area where the 10 wildeats-inisccessful, each one
of them-has been drilled represents an investment of $S.50 million.

I know that the depletion allowance is critically important to in-
dependents-but my question is, is it not also important to these
majors? Does that not help theimt generate the necessary cash to muake
further exploratory drillings on the Outer Continental 'Shelf?

M11r. Clim.sTV. Senator lhansen, it certainly does. and again while I
am in synipathy with what Senator Bentsen said this morning aboit
the need to provide incentives, or at least to maintain incentives'for tlie
independents. there is no question about the validity of these
statements.

It. does seem to tie tat it is not necessarily mutually exclusive. that
the need to provide continuing incentive auid cash flow for the larger
-ompanies is equally as pressing,. I do not accept the fat that simply
beease it (.o1)1,any is lar:.e me11s that it has easier finlaicing. On the
contrary that "is absolutely not the case, and these huge bonuses Vou
described are an oexanple -if you recall, I mentioned that sonie $5
billion last year was paid in lease bonuses directly into the Treasury
for which the industry in effect got no direct benefit. Not a penny of
those funds were spent on anything other than into the coffers of theTreasury, to give the com banies the opportunity to go out and make
the kind of exploration expenditures which yo'i have just described
and which in tile case-I am sure that article refers to tle expendicg
of the Mexican dome-where many of us hoped that, a major newv
discovery would result. It has not.

Senator. if I may refer to the first part of your question, I th;nk it
is-once again in terms of the incentive to tie industrv-I thinl- it is
important to recognize that the $8 billion number whiell we quoted for
spending in 1974 is a very substantial increase over the level of 19T%2

- and 1073. and that increase did come as a result. of much higher prices
for oil and gas. To answer both the questions of Senator Long and
yourself. sir. in terms of incentive-clearly the incentive of price was
working. We did start developing momentum in 1974 for major new
spending.

The thing that I feel most conce" ned about is that we may be, in the
process of impeding that momentum, of slowing it down again.

Senator HANS ,N. You say in your statement, Mr. Chalsty, on
page 8:

It has been calculated that the House depletion measure would cost the
petroleum industry some $2% to $8 billion a year. The Administration's original
proposal for windwall profits, without plowback, would draw out another $2
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to $3 billion. Reductions of this magnitude will have the direct and immediate
imlpaCt on Investment spending, since all available funds are currently being put
to WOl k.

Before that statement you say,
I can assure you, however, that a hasty and/or worst of all a piecemeal ap-

proach to reform of this structure of incentive will be disastrous.
I want to compliment you for that observation because it just seems

to me that the worst possible way we could undertake legislation in this
-a .rea at this partieuiar time is to (10 it with a time limitation imposed

on us. Wo are trying to get the bill reported out by early enough this
week in order to permit the House-Senate conferees to get together to
iron out differences, and to refer the bill back to each body for final
approval and finally to send it on down to the White House. I am
frightened to death-as I suspect you are from your statement-that
we are ii a situation where we could make some very bad mistakes.

I think that we need to take the time to know what we are doing.
The northeast a few years. a go inveighed against the mandatory oil im-
ports program, and wanted to buy cheap foreign oil. I (1o not hear
umamny of them now wanting to buy that cheap foreign oil because there
is no cheap foreign oil.

Mr. CHIALsTY. And there never will be again.
Senator hANsEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAvEL. Senator Brock.
,Senator BROCK. Mr. Chalsty, you make a case persuasive to those of

us who-already agree with you to begin with. I am not sure that we
will change many approaches in this particular hearing.

But I would like to ask you one question. If we did not have the two-
tiered price system on oil or natural gas-if the marketplace were al-
lowed to determine the price of any particular source of energy, then
would your argument for depletion, in effect, for a special tax incen-
tive for investment and new exploration and development technology
and so forth-would it be as persuasive ?

Mr. CIrALSTY. Not nearly, and in fact one might well argue that
thero wimid indeed ih no need for a depletion allowance in the context
of a totally free marketplace. What I said, you will re,,all, Senntor. is
that if depletion were to he eliminated, that eliminetion would have
to he offset by an increase in price. You really are dealing with a num-
Iher of issues here, all of which are so closely integrated one into the
other, that one needs to discuss them all together in such an integrated
fashion.

And so, to answer your specific question, I am sure that a structure
of price tax incentive can be improved upon in the industry, and pos-
sibly one of those improvements may well be that depletion in the total
context may no longer be necessary. It is indeed necessary as long as
we have mandated, regulated prices for oil and for natural gas.

Senator ltocK. Well, the essenep of what I am sayin!r is that perhaps
our tinwillingness to deal with inflation in real terms by allowing the
market, response coupled with our unwillingness to deal "with depletion

-led us to a situation where we were politically required to impose price
controls, so one control begets another. One incentive begets more Fed-
vi-al incursion into the marketplace.

Perhaps we would be better off if in exchange for a removal of these
particular tax advantages we could exchange a return to a marketplace
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system which would allow any particular source of energy, be it nat-
m'al gas or oil. to compete openly in the marketplace if it were able to
compete, to require tile resources for that industry then to continue
their own development program, but it does bother me that we continue
to lay one control after another on an industry, simply because we do
not Ilike the profits that they have had in prior years or the profits they
may have in 1974.

I think that. is true, and you may want to verify this. At least the
~idications are, to me that profits would be substantially lower in 1975
thau they were in 1974. Is that a fair statemientI

.Mi'. CIIALSTY. I think that is a fair statement.
Senator BIiocK. Even if we do not deal with depletion I
Mr. CIIALrST. Yes, sir.
S 1nator BloK. So we have all of the ingredients of a much, much

1ar1rer problem in the next 3 or 4 years than we have had in the last
2 or 3.

Alr. CI AUSTY. Yes; we do.
Senator Bito'cK. I appreciate your testimony, and I share your coi-

cern. Thank you very much.
Senator GRAVEL. Senator Fannin.
Senator .'xix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clalsty. I commend you for your statement. You have brought

olif som, ver" forceful datha regarding what hs happened and what
volt project. vill happen in th, fitture If we would just look back to
tlie year after the depletion allowance was brought down from 27/2
j)!Ir,.-nt to n2 peree '. I think we could take my own State as an illus-
tration and see tip disaster that came about. We dropped in drillings
by more than,25 percent.Was this fairly true around the country?

Mr. CHJFATY. Yes.
St.nator FANIXt.,. And here we are talking abott doing away with

the incentive that. made it possible for us to go forward with explora-
tion. Do you think it would do any good if we changed the name of tile
tic letioii allowance to "Consumer Product Supply Insurnnce?"

M Ir. CJ AUTY. I am sure it would to some people, sir.
Senator FA,'ix. The total retained earnings of corporations in 1965

was approximately $20 billion. In 1973 that had dropped to $7 billion,
and now in 1974 1 have heard figures all tile way from a minus $10 bil-
lion to a minus $16 billion. We are in serious trouble as far as depeid-
ing upon retained earnings for any part. of that $20 billion which you
indicated are needed to continue'development. Didn't foreign earn-
ings account for about $8 billion of the amount spent on domestic(.x loration ' "

1[r. ChAlSTY. We tried ifour analysis to separate out the total, if
you will, foreign cash flow from the domestic. It is a very difficult cal-
culation to make, and I hold no brief for its complete accuracy, but it
was an attempt to separate out dofiestic and foreign, and it d'lI in fact
turn out that in 1974 and in 1973 the cash flow was very similar. The
cash flow, which is earnings plus depletion, depreciation and amortiza-
tion, was very close to total spending on exploration and development.

In other words, the industry used all of its funds, and as those funds
increased in 1974, so did the level of spending increase in 1974.
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Senator FANNIN. We are talking here about the earnings prior to
nationalization and the dollar devaluation must be taken into consid-
eration also. So many factors were involved of one kind or another in
these matters.

Bitt then we are talking about $20 billion, which is just one portion
of our total energy investment requirements that, is for exploration and
development of petroleum. We must also talk about coal gassifieation,
coal liquifaction. and the development of our sl:le oil industry.

Are we dependent upon the oilindustry for dollars that will be go-
ing into those developments?

.M'. CIrALSTY. Yes, sir. The oil industry. if it is allowed to do so,
will clearly be spending money in other areas as well. Again, for the
pIupose of this hearing, we tried to separate out. precisely those flows
which had been attributed to and might be attributable to oil and gas
spending itself, but you are quite right. There is a great deal more to
the total energy picture than simply oil and gas.

Senator FANiN. And as I understand it., the oil companies are tie
ones that have been involved so far in the bids for shale oil produtioil.
whiich is one of the sources that we talked about. as having a signiflant
potential. Although at this point price is such a great factor that we
are not in a position to know just what can be done in that regard. --

Do you feel that the availability of the $20 billion you referred to
would allow us to better meet the'goal that the President has for in-
dependence by 1980 or 1985?

Mr. CIIAILSTY. Senator. certainly it will better enable us to meet that-
goal. There are many of us wioe are concerned about our ability to
mieet that goal in any case.

I guess I am answering your question in a negative sense by saying
that unless we spend those kinds of funds. we greatly impede o6r abil-
ity to come even close to that goal. What we need to do is to be able
to replace every year what we consume. Otherwise, we will have no
chance of ineeting that goal.

It sems to us it take, s at least those kinds of funds-and many woild
argue more-but at least those kinds of funds to meet that objective.

Senator FANNIN. You remember the figures that Chase used, $1.3
trillion? Now. do you recall whether that was until 1985?

Mr. CIHALSTY. f am sorry. We have those data, but I do not have
them here.

Senator F.NxxiN. Well. I feel when we talk about the $20 million
we are probably not below the figure that others have indicated will
Ib needed. If w"e are talking about one rig in deep waters such is we
have in the North Seat, or if we have some coastal areas in the Noth
.American Continent, what are we talking in money? Do you have any
idea?

Mr. CAUR.YT. Let me give an ex'imple closer to home, sir, if I might.
In the 1970 lease sale, the industry has spent $21/2 billion in bonuses and
exploration and development of that sale up until now. Working on
our best indications of what that sale has produced in terms of new
reserves, we find a cost of those new reserves of, as I mentioned earlier,
almost twice the $2 per barrel number that I used in reply to Senator
Gravel's question.

So it has cost the industry some $2 million in that 1970 sale to
develop reserves in an area which most of us would feel is one of the
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more prolific for new resources, and yet the number there, the cost in
-terms of dollar per barrel for replacement, was significantly higher
than the number71 have used in this calculation.

Senator FAxNxIx. Thank you, Mr. Chalsty. I appreciate very much
your testimony.Senator GRAVEL. [ would just like to close up with one question about
colloquial wisdom. Is it possible for oil companies to hide profits? I

< think you have heard as much as I the charge-oh, they are making
terrible profits, but they are hiding then. You are an analyst of com-
panies in our free enterprise system. Can any company hide profits

Mr. CiALSTY. Senator, I am sure there is temptation in companies
in all industries at times to hide profits and to a lesser or greater de-
gree sotae kind of success might be achieved in doing that.

In my view the oil industry does not hide profits. We spend a great
deal of effort in my firm and many, many others trying to find pre-
cisely whether that is the case. I think we bring to bear--I say not I
alone, but we in our industry-brin to bear a great deal of expertise
and effort and time to try to find whether that may have occurred. It
is our conclusion that that is not the case.

And let me say only that that is not a conclusion arrived at simply
by looking at balance sheets or 10 K's. That is a conclusion based on a
fundamental knowledge and understanding of the cost of exploration,
refining, marketing, transportation, so that-one may build up from the
bottom, as it were a company, and we do not find major discrepancies
between that fundamental analysis, starting with the volume data, as
compared to those numbers that are reported, so I think I can answer
with all sincerity that, no, there is not hiding of profits in this industry.

Senator GRAVzL. As you know, this is an emotional issue and the
Congress many times makes emotional decisions--evidence the House

* Representatives wiping out depletion by over 100 votes-can the
marketplacee correct an error like this made by Congress? In other
Words, if we were to devlate gas and oil, and wipe out the alloca-
tions program, is the marketplace sufficiently sound in your mind that
the incen-tive would be there to generate sufficient capital through
market mechanisms alone ?

Mr. CHAuLST. Mr. Chairman, my answer to that is yes, it would
happen. It would not happen overnight. When one gets into a systemof regulation, as we have been required to have in the United States,
various imperfections in the markftplace and in, for example, account.

VOW ing treatment of profits, become ingrained in the system, and it is a
-. fact, for example that the elimination of depletion-a further com-

plexity that I w go into if you wish-that the elimination of deple-
tion has a disproportionate effect on the report earnings of companies
because of a requirement for establishing a deferred tax.

Again, I would be happy to go into that in detail if you wish. Suffice
it to say that that is almost a~n artificial constraint, an artificial con.
straint which I think over a period of time would disappear with the
workings of a free marketplace, so although I answer yes to your
question, I fundamentally believe that a free marketplace would work
out Chese problems. t

It will not happen overnight, and there will be dislocations in the
capital markets while that is faking place.
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Senator GiLvz&, Have you had occasion to analyze the excessive
profits tax proposal in my bill, S. 11121

Mr. Cnww. I have. I would confess not in the detail I would like
to, and I would like to ome back toyou on that, if I might.Senator .GRAv&L All rght, I will orgo any .question on that..

I was going to ask what effect it woulc have ma. free market situa-
tion, if it would be a debilitating effect on capital acquisition, but I
will forgo that. Very good.

Does anybody else lave any questions ?
The CuAutAx. I would like to ask just one other thing. I am very

much concerned about this need of the dependent producers to find
funds to drill the many wells that they drill in this country. How do
you think investors in money markets, such as the biggest one, the
New York money market, would look upon proposals to Invest money
with independents in their drilling operations, the drilling syndicates
or whatever you might call them, where someone has some Ieases and
he wants to go out and drill them in the hope of finding wildcat wells
or devlopin-g a field.

If the depletion allowance is reeled, do.you think that there
would be sufficient attraction to aract investment money in com-
petition with the other potential investments that people coidd make ?

Mr. .ut r. 8onatbr, it gO without saying th t there would be an
nmediate 9hang in the relative attrakivenem of these.various pro.

posals, and the clangs for this industry would be negative
I think it also goes without sayingthat, it Imay ep up a stage tosome of those companies whose shares are publicly traded in the New

York. Stock Exc the behavior of the shares of these companies
over the last few months would indicate a great investor concern over
the intent in Congress-or what investors perceive as intent in Con-
gres --to penalize the industry.

I think one can draw from that conclusion also the fact that a reduc-
tion in the incentives available whether it be at the individual drill-
ing fund level or in the securities for publicly traded corporations,
would have a negative impact on the investor's willingness to put
funds in the industry.

,The ChAmiRMA. I was talking to a man 'who recently has more or
lews specialized in investment ventures to drill for new Qil and to drill
offsets, and what he told me was that he felt that if depletion was
repealed, he would not be able to convince anybody in ew Yorkthat
they ouqht to invest anything in any further drilling ventures. Does
that make sense to you ?

Mr. C Ouurs. Well Senator, I have not been involved in this par.
ticular venture that the gentleman ih describing, or these particular
ventures. I can again only refer to the fact tat you will certainly
have a deterioration in the incentive, and that deterioration, Senator,
in my view will show itself directly in a drying up of funds going
into the industry from the outside, from outside capital funds.

The CHAMAx. Thank you.
Senator (GiRAvL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chalsty.
I might add that since you are acquainted With Senator ennedy

and play ed rugby with hfm, maybe you could stp b office and
talk to him about the capital problems you ind in industry. It
might help us tomorrow.
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And you could stop by Senator Hollings' office when you are done
with Senator Kennedy, even though you have not played rugby with
him.

Our next witness was due to be John Miller, president of the IPA,
but apparently Gerard Brannon, chairman of Ee economics depart-
ment at Georgetown University must leave by 12 :80 and I would like
to recess the hearings at 12 and come back at 1:80 i we could-there-

S abouts 1:80 or 2.
Mr. Miller, can you make it this afternoon also I
Mr. MUuiz. Yes, sir.
Senator GuvzL AUI right, let us hear Mr. Brannon. Thank you,

Mr. Miller, for accommodating us on that.
Professor, the floor is yours. Proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OP GERARD X. BRANNON, CHAIRMAN, ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT, GEORGETOWN UNIVEISITY

Mr. BRANNoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to submit
this statement for the record and try to summarize it briefly.

Senator uRAvn. Thank you. We will accept it for the record.
Mr. B Rwzox. One can no longer rely on the private market econ-

omy. Businessmen will not serve the national interest by pursuing
their own profit in the marketplaces Business needs to be told by the
Congre hbw to make a buck.

Now, that paragraph summarizes the cose in favor of retaining per-
centage depletion. As I see it, the supporters of depletion are advo-
cat-n a Soialist-type government intervention in favor of one kind
onf over othii. Supporters of repealing percentage deple-tion are as tin the conservative pmition of reming
on the marketplace will work here. So the issue is, do we need a Social-
ist type of government intervention in favor of the oil and gas indus-

%Yow prior to 1970, there was some reason for depletion. It served

part oi a program of protecting a high-cost U.S. industry from lower
cost foreign imports. -I think, and it is developed in my paper, that
that progih was largely unsuccessful. We did not have a reserve
capacity when the foreign embargo hit us. But it is still possible that
the change in the situation in the 1970's would make depletion appro-
priate, even though it did not work well in the past.

On the whole, I think there is nothing that has changed so as to make
depletion a more appropriate energy policy. In the first place, per-
centage depletion says that for any particular end product, the more
that end product comes from using up valuable resources, the lower
will be the tax. You can imagine in the extreme, if some scientist were
able to invent a way of producing energy out of a valueless resource,
common dirt, and by expending a ot of money on manufacturing and
processing the valueless resource, all of the income earned from that
process would be taxed at regular corporation rates, and all of the
capital that would be necessary to build up those manufacturing facil-
ities would have to come out of income after tax.

What we say in depletion is that if you use up something valuable,
if you reduce the available resources for the future of te United
States, we will charge you lees tax. Now, this has to be a poor environ-
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mental policy, or a poor policy from the long-run standpoint of the
United tates.'If you look quite specifically at this in energy terms, it
turns out that we have an incentive that works very heavily for uing
oil. The tax benefit for oil is about four times that given to coal. It
would be almost eight times the tax benefit that would be given to oil
that was obtained by liquifying or gasifying coal. There is no benefit
for energy from solar sources.

Now, another reason why percentage depletion is wrong is that it is
structured to provide the greatest benefit for the oil production least
in need of incentives. Basically, this oil depletion allowance says that
the more you get for the oil, the more the tax benefit. It is particularly
appropriate to a point that came up during the discussion today about
tertiary processes The depletion ii structured such that the more the
income from the property, the greater is the benefit. With tertiary re-
covery, where it was economically sound, it expected relatively low
income from the property and relatively low or almost zero percentage
depletion. You would expect the percentage depletion in those cases
to be less than the cost depletion.

Finally, I would make the point just with regard to this efficiency
of percentage depletion, that it is a poor way of dealing with risk.
Basically-and several people have pointed out this connection be-
tween depletion and the price-in the long run righer percentage de-
pletion means a lower price, so that the loss prospect for a marginal
operator is increased at the same time the after-tax rate of return for
the highly successful operator is increased; so that, you increase the
spread-between success and failure. Basically, this provision increases
risk in the industry.

If you really were serious about being concerned over the riskiness of
this investment, you would do something about investors who lose
money, and you would look to narrow that return between success and
failure which would be a way of reducing risk.

I would say specifically on this that there has been too much talk
about the profit of oil companies. An oil company does a lot of things-
it refines oil, it ships oil, it runs circuses and owns dry goods stores and
real estate developments. The total profit of an oil company reflects
all of these things.

Now, there has been nothing to change the market situation in any
)articular way in refining or marketing, except that these firms have
iad a little less raw material to work on lately. The windfall profit
has been exclusively a matter of the production of crude oil, and it is
the price of crude oil which reflects the development of windfall profits.

In an aggregate company, it may well be that these crude oil gains
have been offset by losses on their real estate business or on their circus
or on their refining operations. But it is that price of crude oil that
is the peculiar development in the U.S. market which is associated
with the OPEC controls that you ought to keep your mind on. Very
clearly this price has gone up approximately 800 percent for new oil
over the price that it was about a year or two ago.

This is more than enough of a price incentive to bring about an in-
crease in resources devoted to drilling and expansion of productive ca-
pacity. Much of the statement that you have heard this morning has
been in the direction of saying that it is not enough of a price increase
with ordinary taxes to permit existing oil companies to pay for the
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expansion. Now, this is particularly where I draw your attention to
my opening paragraph. Believe in a free market economy. Ordinarily
in a market economy when we need more of a particular product, the
price of that product rises. Various resources that were not previously
in that business find that this is a profitable business to go into, and it
will expand. Repeatedly you have been subject to this argimmnt that
the ones who are already in this business would like to do all of the
expansion, so give them the money so that they can expand. tax them
less than other people so that they can stay in the business and keep
control of it.

Now. turning to these two s~ )CcifV aendllments tlat your telegram
referrel to, I w would say that ti eU' is 110 justification for- a pernmllLnt
exemptioll for (he so-Called ildepenlent prodnl.."'is. Again, look at
this total oil bIsines-s. In a sense, tile indepelendet f)roduver.ilre tl
richest kids on the block. That is where tile willdfall profits have oc-
currei. In the whole oil InsilC.s lhere are id('lepoldent refierS. and
thele are independent 1Ikcetej. 'o. pick oUt in efie('t the most success-
ftil small businesses in the country, to say that tly should get per-
(entiage depletion on a million barrels a year, or $h million to $1o mil-
lion of income a year, really makes no sense. If you were concerned
about concentration in the oil industry, you would design in sonie kind
of relief for these independents that wvere not getting tiese fantastic
winlfalls; namely the independent refiners and the independent
marketers.

Fuitherinore, small producers are not necessarily people with small
il(vomlies. Notice the peculiarity of this percentage depl6tion deduction
that you have. It is an incentive that is more valuable the richer is tie
intvestor. It is most valuable for the 70 percent investor. It is woithlless
for the fellow at the poverty level of income. For this reason the
market has developed a whole set of tax shelter arrangements so as to
attract rich investors into this business where they could treat it better
than other people. If you persist in having a permanent exemption for
something like 1,000, 2,000. or 3,000 barrels a day, which is irspeetively
one-third, or two-thirds or a million barrels a y'ear, wlat you will do
is aggravate these tax shelter arrangements whereby this limitedl
amount of depletion is so to speak farmed out to the richest invest(ors
who can take it against 70 percent bracket rates. Increasingly you will
find that oil Iinaneing arrangeniets involve shifting off the prodim-
tion to separate companies so that they can he worked into tax shelter.
an(I get the att ractioli of rich investo..

I think if it is necessary to make some concession for small inv veto.
it would b lfar more sensible to (10 this on a hasis that plhises out in it
short number of years. as is provided in the Kennedy-HLolling" amenld-
m1Int, bweause this gives a minimum tine for rearrallgelmient of owner-
ship patterns and a ,inium time for setting upi tax shelter arrange-
inilemts. On a permuanent. basis this would just x' meat for sha1 tax
lawyer who know how to construct tax shelter. I have done a lot of
work with tax shelters. I think I know what. would happen there.

In a sense. what bas been going on in this drilling thing is that it
has been a rich man's club. We have constructed this arrangement of
providing incentives through peculiar treatment of intangible drilling
expenses on sucecess for wells and percentage depletion, so that rich
investors get a lot more out of it than other people.
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We have constructed a lot of arrangements already where wells are
structured to be financed by rich investors. You get a lot of testimony
to the effect that wells will not be financed next year the way they
were last year if you take away percentage depletion. My answer to
that is "te": I )iave sufficient confidence in the American market
economy, to believe that we do not have to go along running this is a
rich man'ns club.

With regard to your particular amendment to make the percentage
depletion allowable to the extent of a taxpayer's domestic energy ex-
penses over his worldwide energy expenses, I would suggest that this
would turn out in practice to be incredibly complex. You have an ex-
tremely difficult attribution role in this case in which you require that
-firms with any sort of common ownership be looked at collectively, and
that the expenses undertaken by a firm be attributed down to the
individual owner of the firm. All of this attribution is left to Tregsurv
regulations, so that as I said, an enormous amount of complexity would
be involved in following these exemptions. Attribution rules are one
of the toughest areas of the Internal Revene Code. The result of all
of this is a very peculiar set of rewards and Inalties. In a sense you do
not penalize foreign operations. Mhat you penalize- is foreign opera-
tions and domestic operations occurring in the same company. So long
as they occur in different companies, there is no penalty. The reveal
of percentage depletion for foreign operations is completely meaning-
less because of the rate of foreign taxes and the foreign tax credit that
percentage depletion has no effect on foreign operations anyway.

So, in a sense, you have a penalty on corporate structure, not on
either foreign or domestic operations. In effect, so long as they are
handled in the appropriate corporate structures, you leave the law
exactly as it is. For the reasons I have developed before, I think this
would leave us with a very unwise provision with regard to percentage
depletion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GR,%vEL. Thank you very much, doctor.
You made the statement that you believe in a free economy. Of

course, at present we do not have a free economy, because if you take
away depletion from natural gas, gas is regulated so that the market
will not adjust unless you dereg(late natural a as. The same, of course,
is the case with old oil, and then of course with the whole allocations
programs where we do not allocate oil on the basis of efficiency or de-
mand or what have you. It is purely a bureaucratic decision.

Can I interpret your statement to mean when you say that you are
for a free economy that you would agree with me to wipe out depletion
but also deregulate natural gas and deregulate oil and wipe out the
allocations? Would that be- your position ?

Mr. BRANNON. I have testified more extensively on this particular
combination before the House Ways and Means Committee, and I
'have written on this. I certainly favor the deregulation of natural gas
oi new properties. On oil I favor getting out of the present structure
of regulated prices as quickly as we can. It does seem to me that there
is an enormous windfall involved in an $11 or a $12 market price for oil
that is being pumped out of wells that were developed and really de-
signed for a market to sell at $3.50; so that in addition I would lice to
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see some sort of a windfall tax with regard to old oil. But basically, I
would like to see a free market; yes.

Senator GrAVEL. Well, I have in addition to that proposal an exces-
sive profits tax on profits in excess of 15 percent return on capital
invested. There would be a plowback, but excessive profits not plowed
back would be taxed at a confiscatory rate of 80 percent.

Will that meet your criteriaI
Mr. BRANNON. I would thoroughly disapprove of a plowback. In

'trect, a blowback is saying that we are going to provide an incentive
for investment in the energy industry but the only )eople eligible for
this incentivo.are people who are already in the energy industry. It
you want to slbsidize new investment in energy, do it, but do not do
it in a way that limits it to the club.

Senator GnwViL. OK. well, let us say you are in agreement and it
was Mr. Nader's office that brought your testimony to our attention.
I wonder if you could secure-this would be very valuable tomorrow
on the floor- if we could get a letter from Mr. N'ader, if he has a like
view as you that in the process of doing away with depletion that we
would reestablish a free market economy, and that would be to de-
regulate gas and oil, and of course, the old allocation program.

Mr. IIIA -NoIN. I can only speak for myself.
Senator GRAvTr.. But that would be your position except for the

windfall aspect of it.
Mr. BRANxo-t;. Yes; I would.say that there would be a very substan-

tial windfall with regard to old oil.
o Senator Orn.%vr.. But leaving the windfall problem here, that would

be your position.Mr. Br,\.,xow. Yes, air.
Senator GRAVEL. Which is in agreement with mine. Now let us

Address ourselves to the windfall situation. You say in your state-
ment here that windfall profits are indicated by cruye oil prices, not
by profits. I do not have that depth of knowledge of economics, but
would there not have to be, if you are defining windfall profits, would
there not have to be some consideration of cost, which is what is re.
lated to profits?

I mean, supposing. as you stated and as is the conventional wisdom
today. and I might just respectfully correct-I do not know of any
oil selling in the United States for $12 a barrel. The average between
old and new is about $7.25, new going for around $10.25, and the other

5.25.
But regardless of that, if-and I do not know if you were in the

audience When I pointed it out-that if you own a quantity of oil and
all of a sudden the price changes, you have that inventory of oil. It
is now more valuable. Supposing it costs you $2 a barrel to put that
into your inventory and now you can sell that for $8 a barrel. Ob-
viously, you have what you would define under your proposal here.
a windfall profits tax, and that would be so for that year, and the
company would pay more normal corporate taxes on that sum. But
since the company is going to be in business next year, it has to go huy
oil to replace what it has already sold and it has to buy it at the new
price.
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So in point of fact, is there a windfall profits tax or do they now
have to go buy oil at this higher price? And do they not have ill
essence what you call a paper profit for that year and they are taxed
on that paper profit so they pay more taxes I

Now -1 wonder if you could address yourself to that thesis.
Mr. BRANNON. All right. I would recall basically the way Senator

Bentsen responded to that question, which was to say that when you
talk about inventories in the oil industry, you are talking about. oil
in the ground and you are talking about the productive capacity of
this well ov'er 20 years, which is a rather typical well life. Now in
that context your description of the situation was that since the oil
has become so very much more expensive, you need more wells. Do
not tax the windfall for this fellow and help him drill a new well.

Now this *s. agin, this mentality of herlcing out the good boys
in the club, I ieve in a market economy with a rising price of o'I,
we will attract new investment in oil. The list witness spoke specifically
about the process of bids in offshore drilling, and essentially what that
bidding process means is that a particular driller expects to make so
much money from the opportunity to explore this point in the Gulf
of Mexico that he is willing to pay enormous amounts of money to
the Federal Government simply for the opportunity to make a buck
on that. And this is how -attractive that prospect is. In a market
economy other people will find this attractive, and it is not necessary
to say that we will refrain from taxing windfall profits in order that
the people already in the oil industry can outbid other peoph, for the
olmortunity to exploit these developiients. &

But you see, basically lease bonuses are not money spent on develop-
ing oil. They are transfers to the landowner for the opportunity to
get one's hands on this juicy business opportunity.

Senator GRmvmJ. Thank you very much.
Senator Hansen:
Senator HANSENt. Dr. Brannon, do you believe that there is any

logical reason for giving any industry which produces a finite resource
a depletion allowance.

Mr. BmRNNoN. A cost depletion allowance; yes.
Senator HANsNP. Pardon me I
Mr. BraNoN. Cost depletion, the answer is, "yes.))
Senator HANsEN. What do you mean by the cost depletion?
Mr. BRAzNoN. What the tax law says is cost depletion, the initial

cost of developing this well spread over the estimated recovery. pro-
ducing a certain amount of recovery costs per unit extracted similar
to depreciation on a business investment.

Senator HANSEN. Well, my question would be broader than that.
What about the development of any other finite resources where oil
is not involved ? Would the same basic statement apply I

.fr. BRANNqoN. It should be only cost depletion, yes, sir.
S0ntor IIAxsE-N. Were you concerned about tlie growing depend-

ency that we have observed on the I)alt of the Unted States toward
foreign producers over the Inst several years?

Mr. BIAN-ONX. Vell. you are talking specifically about the period
silve the mid-19.0's, yes. and what I said in ity statement that our

- response to this, Which was to adopt a l)olicy of drain America iitst,
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was irrational. The sensible response to this would have been to accu-
mulate a reserve of readily available petroleum. either as current
inventory in storage tanks and salt domes, or in abandoiied mines awl
for the long run reserve in shut-in wells, and at the same time for our
current needs use all of the foreign oil we could get.

Among other things that approach would lave given the United
States the flexibility to increase its purchase from any foreign country
that raised price or' decrease its purchases frol any foreign country
that raised prices. We could increase from price cutters and cut off
price raisers. When we had a quota in effect we were announcing to the
world that there is no use cutting your price to the United States be-
cause you cannot increase your sales that way. We encouraged OPEC
to de'eklp a cartel. We told them that they could not make anything
by the standard business practice of price cuts.

So I would say the policy that we had was a complete failure.
Senator HIANsE. Have you done any figuring on the cost of proposal

you envisage and the cost. to the country to develop standby wells and
res rves and storage tanks and so forth?

Mr. Bnyxox. Something like 75 cents a barrel a year.
Senator , Could you submit that material for the record if

you hAve not already done sof
Mr. BA,\xoN. I would be glad to submit references to this.
(The following material was subsequently supplied by Professor

Brannon :]
Walter Mead and Philip Sorenson "A National Defense Petroleum Reserve

Alternative to Oil Import Quotas." Land Economics, vol. 47, p. 211, August 1971.
Also Walter Mead "The Cost of Storing 011", testimony before the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. Senate, May 30, 1973.

Senator I.xszx. Do I understand vou to mean that for 75 cents
a barrel per year cost we could have sulhicieut standby i'serves so that
if we were dependent almost exclusively oil foreign sources, we could
pickup and utilize these domestic resources almost overnight to fill
tie breach I

Mr. BRA.x-oN. Yes, sir.
Senator HANsE.N. I have no further questions.
Senator GRAVEL. Thank you very much, Doctor. We appreciate your

coming.
[The prepared statement of Professor Branuon follows:]
PREPARED STATEIMENT OF GERARD M. BRANNOx, PROFESSOR OF EcoNoMIcs,

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

SUMMARY

1. Pervontage depletion is a tax-subsidy that served the U.S. badly in the 1060's
when foreign oil was cheap.

2. Now, with foreign oil expensive, percentage depletion for oil and gas is an
Inappropriate pen'y polley because:

it Irrationaily rewards using up valuable resources and penalizes substitu-
tion of cheaper resources:

It provides the biggest advantage to the case of least need ; and,
it aggravates risk.

4. The increase in crude oll prices and the Increases in natural gas prices pro.
vide an appropriate time for outright repeal. Windfall profits are indicated hy
crtt e oil prices not by company profits.
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4. There Is no Justification for retaining percentage depletion for a limited
amount of oil per taxpayer. A permanent provision like this would spawn endless
tax shelter arrangements.

5. Reduction, of percentage depletion in the relation of domestic energy ex-
penses to worldwide energy expenses is an irrational combination of rewards uad
penalties. Outright repeal is far better.

STATEMENTS

Mr. Chairman and Senators:
"()np can no longer rely on the market economy. Businessmen are too dumb to

serve Ihe national interest by pursuing their own profit In the marketplace.
Business needs to be told by the Congress how to make a buck."

That paragraph is the core of the case in favor of retaining percentage deple-
tion. Supporters of percentage depletion are advocating a socialist type of" govern-
ment intervention to favor one kind of investment over others. Supporters of
repealing percentage depletion are asserting that the time tested conservative
position of relying on the marketplace, will work here. The issue is "Do we net-
a socialist type of government intervention in favor of the oil and gas industry?"

Prior to the 1970's there was some, but not much reason for answering thist
question in the affrmative. Foreign oil was more efficiently produced than '.S.
oil and security considerations suggested government intervention to protect the
high cost U.S. industry. This took the form of tax relief for profitable wells pis
imlort quotas to drive up the U.S. price.

This prior policy must be regarded as a failure. A rational response would hav(
been to use cheap foreign oil and simultaneously maintain a readily available
reserve both as inventory and shut-in wells. The quota encouraged the formation
of OPEC since it announced to foreign producers that selling oil to the United
States at a lower price could not increase the market. A program of purchasing
til for a reserve inventory would have given us the flexibility to buy more from
price cutters and less from price raisers.

The policy that we followed produced no reserve capacity with which to me"t
the foreign supply developments of the last year. In the past 18 month, ti' I" %:.
output has been falling. This outcome could have been expected from a poIlhy
that was best described as Drain America First.

Even If percentage depletion and import quotas were bad policy in the 1960's.
Is It possible that the new situation of the 1970's Just happens to call for this
system of percentage depletion? The answer is no for a number of reasons.

Percentage delilrtion says that for any end product, the more of the value
added that comes from using up valuable resources that are scarce In nature, the
lower is the tax. An Incentive for using up scarce natural resources has to he
completely backwards. From n national interest standpoint we should cheer
when a process Is developed to apply manufacturing to a cheaper, more plentiful
resource to obtain a competitive substitute. Under the percentage depletion system
this substitution causes the tax to go up!

This feature of percentage depletion in making the pay-off depend on using
more scarce resources is particularly hinap'opriate from the standpoint of an
energy crisis. Percentage depletion Is zero for solar energy and about four tins
higher for oil sold to an electric utility than for coal. Energy from Uquified or
gassified coal or from oil from shale would get even less percentage depletion
because of the large component of value added by manufacturing in those fuels.
To Impose a competitive penalty on competitive fuels Is madness.

This discriminatory effect of percentage depletion cannot be avoided by ex-
tending the system more generously to coal and shale because the theory Is wrong.
From the standpoint of the energy crisis there i as much value In Investing In
machines that use less energy as there Is in finding new sources. Subsidizing
energy resources simply reduces energy prices in the long run and reduces the
pay-off from Introducing energy economy.

Another reason why percentage denletion Is wrong Is that It Is structured to
provide the greatest hentelit f,r the till proul'iction least i need of Ine.ontlve.s. Inan energy crisis what we want Is production from marginal wells. Percentage
depletion ts a maximum for properties that would be operated anyway, prop.
erties with expenses below 56% of the gross income. Producing more oil calls
for working less productive fields, or for incurring heavy secondary recovery
expenses, but In these cases expenses on the property would be high relative to
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gross income and percentage depletion is cut down. The lowest incentive goes to
the property with the most need for an incentive!

Another reason why percentage depletion is inappropriate is that it is a sub-
sidy that varies with the income of the taxpayer. Along with the deduction of
intangible drilling expenses, it particularly lends Itself to tax shelter operations
which are more concerned with maximizing tax savings than with achieving
greater efficiency in energy production.

My final comment on the efficiency of percentage depletion refers to the argu-
ment sometimes made that this provision is needed because of the higher risk
in oil production. This argument holds neither water nor oil-because percentage

, depletion, if it affects output at all, increases risk. If it increases supply it will
reduce price In the long run and increase losses for sub-marginal wells. At the
same time percentage depletion increases the after tax return for successful
wells. This increase in the range between success and failure is an increase in
risk. If you were serious about reducing risk, you would have to subsidize losses
not gains.

Percentage depletion on oil and gas is an inefficient waste of $3 billion of
federal revenue that would be better applied to general tax rate reduction. Still,
is this the time to repeal it? The answer to this question is yes, because oil op.
erators are enjoying fantastic increases in oil prices. The price of new oil is 300%
of the oil price of two years ago; the price of old oil is better than 150% of that
base price. Even the Treasury Department is proposing windfall profits taxes on
crude oil.

ili looking at these windfalls, do not be distracted by company profit figures.
Al oil company does lots of things besides producing crude oil in the U.S. Sonle

-produce and iefine oil abroad; some refine and market oil in the U.I.K as well as
manufacture petrochemicals; some own circuses, dry goods stores and real
estate developments. The energy windwall problem is specifically a nmtter of
the price of domestic natural resources for energy.

A particular oil company may have had losses or only modest profits on its re-
fining or its real estate developments. Its profits on foreign operations are being
squeezed by the OPEC landlords. These things should be of no interest to this
Committee. That the Mafia loses money on some legitimate business does not
cleanse its windfall profits from illegal gambling. You need to keep your eyes on
the windwall problem by itself and this is a matter of crude oil prices, not the
total income.

Nearly all properties now in operation were planned and developed for an
oil market with a price below $3.25 and they are inow getting an average return
of nearly $8. The percentage depletion deduction on a price of $3.25 would be at
most $0.72 and more typically $0.52. The unexpected price rise is far more than
enough to offset this. Most of the costs on these wells have already beenl in-
curred so the price rise goes mostly into profit. Where this high price brings
into operation some marginal properties with much higher costs, they would not
benefit significantly from percentage depletion anyway.

I have discussed these issues of the efficiency of percentage depletion more
extensively in my book, Etnergy, Tastes and Subsfdies, Cambridge, Ballinger 1974.

In the current debates about the repeal of percentage depletion, several 1terna-
tives have received much discussion. One is a proposal to retain percentage de-
pletion for "independent" producers such as by allowing percentage depletion
for the first million barrels a year.

This is fantastic as a small business provision. There are small refiners and
small marketers in the petroleum business as well as small producers. The small
producers are the richest kids on the block. Unlike the integrated companies,
they don't have the indifferent profits on refining and marketing to water down
their crude oil windfalls. If you were seriously concerned about concentration
in the oil industry, you would do something for independent refiners or inde-
pendent marketers.

Furthermore, small reilners are not necessarily people with small incomes. The
presumption is the other way because percentage depletion is mnore valuable the
richer the investor. For an investor in the 70% bracket, percentage depletion at
22% on $1 of income produces a tax saving of $0.154 which is as good as a 519
increase in price. For a middle income person in the 30% bracket, this deple-
tion saves $0.066 which is as goodl as a 9% Increase in price.

Compared with the standard market procedure of competing for resources by
paying before tax money. the shift to percentage depletion is 5 times as generous
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for rich investors as for middle income people. This is an unconscionable rip-off
on the public.

Preserving percentage depletion on the first $-10 million of oil income is an
invitation to tax shelter arrangements, to find ways to direct the limited per-
centage depletion to the richest investors. These deals will he complicated by
efforts to break up existing holdings so we would be inviting the shoddiest kind
of tax planning. If some political blackmail must be paid, it should be in the
form of a limited percentage depletion allowance that phases out completely in
a few years There will be a very limited payoff to investment manipulation on a
provision that phases out shortly. A permanent exemption for even $2-S million a
year (300 bbls a day) does provide this incentive for manipulation.

I have no sympathy for the argument that since in tile past the financing of oil
wells has been a rich man's club, It must stay that way. A lot of marginal ex-
ploratory drilling, with relatively scientific input of geological and geophysical
analysis has been financed by rich investors simply because the tax system
favored rich Investors, to a scandalous extent. To say that the business of oil
well investment cannot proceed in a normal way, responding to the price of oil,
is simply an assertion that capitalism doesn't work. I don't believe it.

Nor am I impressed by the argument that without percentage depletion inde-
pendents will simply sell their wells. This involves a considerable anticipation of
Income and paying tax now on income that would otherwise be earned in the
future involves a considerable loss of interest. If you are concerned about this
possibility, a more sensible solution is a re-capture provision similar to that
applied to real estate sales. Gain, to the extent of ordinary income deductions
already taken on the property as intangibles, should be treated as ordinary in-
come on sale.

Another alternative that has been proposed is to allow percentage dple-
tion to the extent of the ratio of the taxpayer's domestic-energy expenses to the
taxpayer's world-wide energy expense (S. 1112 Sen. Gravel). This would be
incredibly complex since it would require the application of very complex attribu-
tion rnles. More importantly, this kind of formula Is conceptually wrong be-
,.luse it mixes penalties and rewards for very different things.

If you want to penalize foreign energy operations. you should penalize thet.
This provision imposes a penalty only if the taxpayer has both foreign and
domestic energy operations. With only foreign operations there is no penalty.
(Denial of fQrelgn depletion is meaningless.) If a firm is already heavily in-
vested abroad, it would find the efforts to shift gradually into the domestic
energy business would be penalized. The only thing this provision penalizes is
putting foreign and domestic energy operations into the same company. So longas foreign and domestic operations were handled by separate companies. the
provision has no effect. We are certainly concerned with more fundamental
is.sues than the corporate structure of energy companies.

I .trongly endorse the repeal of percentage depletion for oil and gas that was
provided by the House hill.

Senator GRAVEr,. Next will be Dr. MaeAvoy, and understand that
you have to leave also at 12:30, so we will hear you and then we will
adjourn until 2.

It is nice to have you up here again.

STATEMENT OF PAUL W. MacAVOY, PROFESSOR, MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. ALfcAvoy. A year has passed since we have discussed these
matters. I had the opportunity to sit before you and Senator. Hansen
this time last year with reference to natural gas price. investment tax,
and other incentives. Another year has passed. The circumstances are
not favorable compared to those that we discussed last year. I would
like to spend the time available to me in concentrating on the situa-
tion of natural gas at the present time because Senate consideration
of oil and gas depletion allowances requires a review of the conditions
of production, demand, and pricing in these industries.
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Senator GLtvzi. Doctor,-could I interrupt you for one moments Is
this essentially the same kind of testimony you just gave to the Com-
merce Committee?

ir. MAcAvoy. In kind, yes. I departed significantly from my pre-
pared statement there. I am just about to revolt against my prepared
statement here and make it even stronger, given the testimony that
was given by others before the House Commerce Committee in the

Last 2 hours. The consideration, as you put it just a few minutes ago,
is whether depletion allowances shoulder changed significantly now
on the presumption that we have free markets in energy ana that
elimination of the allowances would move us to a long-term equilib-
rium condition that more efficiently uses resources. This eonsl lera-
tion seems to me to be hardly appropriate because, as you noted quite
clearly, there is not a free market in natural gas at this time and the
present regulated market in natural gas is significantly disrupted by
conditions of shortage which are permanent-not permanent, but
which are systematic and very large in scale.

I would like to discuss these conditions of shortage. I would like
to discuss from there the posibility that these couh be changed,[ so
that a consideration of oil and gas depletion allowances would be
relevant.

It appears f rom a wide variety of sources that there have been per-
sistent and growing shortages of natural gas now for 5 years. The
shortages have affected most parts of the country in that period. They
appeared first in 1971 when interstate distributors were 3.7 percent
Short of meeting consumption demands of communities and industries.
Curtailments alone will probably exceed 10 percent of demands in the
1974-75 home heating season. The shortage of natural gas is greater
than 10 percent of demands because many retail utilities have long
since disallowed the introduction of service to new cutomners so that
their excess demands are no longer being registered.

Also, under full employment growth, the curtailments at the present
time are not indicative of long-term circumstances in the economy.
There probably would have b6en demands under normal conditions
for at least 3 trillion cubic feet more than the 23 trillion cubic feet
consumed this year. This would have been more than 12 percent of
demand.

There is little prospect for reduction of shortages in the next5 years
unless there are large, unexpected discoveries perhaps in Senator
Long's Louisiana, or unless FPC regulation changes in some unfore-
seen way, and excess demand will grow to more than one-quarter of
total demands by 1980. This is not only the prediction of the Economic
Research Group at MIT, but also that of the American Gas Assoeia-
tion's econometric model, which is called TERA, and that of the FPC
staff in the gas division. Indeed, the FPC staff forecasts that assuming
continuation of present day regulatory conditions, the shortages will
be larger than 30 percent of demands by the end of the decade.

Ve have used the MIT econometric model to forecast where the
shortages will occur. Not all regions of the country will experience the
same amount of shortage. By the late 1970's, shortages in the north-
central region of the country are expected to be so great that all in-
dustrial and commercial consumption will have to be eliminated. This
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assumes that the FPC continues to curtail industrial and commercial
consumption before residential consumption. With shortages equal to
the size of industrial demand, these demands will have to be met by
other sources of energy or by reductions of employment or income.
This means that we will forecast that the gas used in drying crops, in
the manufactureof agricultural equipment, in space heating, in the
automobile industry, in processing of glass and furniture, that Michi-
gan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, will effectively be eliminated from
natural gas markets. The use of other fuels will be limited by the
higher price to be paid for fuel oil and propane. The use of other fuels
will be curtailed by the environmental protection regulations on the
qua I itv of emissions from stacks.

I'nder these cirumstances, without being overly precise, we ha11'e
forecast that there will be a significant reduction in employment in the
northern half of the country, particularly the north-central region as a
result of a continuation of the natural gas shortage. The MIT forecast
group dealing with gas and oil problems is considered across the
country to be wildly optimistic. We have forecasts that are much
better than those of other sources. The AGA TERA model forecasts
that shortages will be 5 to 10 percentage points higher than ours.

Senator GiAv Doctor. which page are you on right now I
Mr. MAcAvoy. I am departing significantly from the top of page 3.
Senator GnRAwv, OK. The reason I ask, the data you talk about,

unemployment and so forth, that is not mentioned here. Do you have
any other papers involving Unemployment that you could provide us?

Mr. MAcAvoY. One of the-reasons why I depart from my statement
is that I branch out into the frontier of our work very hesitantly.
We have done considerable work on forecasting sizes of shortage by
reason the shortages will be greatest in the Northcentral, the North-
east. and surprisingly, in the Southeast, Georgia, Alabama. Florida.
and South Carolina. "These regions will experience significant curtail-
ments of consumption of gas energy in industry. Translating that
reduction in consumption either into an increase in demand for fuel
oil and propane or into more unemployment and reductions in output
is very difficult. We do not have the forecast capability to make a quan-
titative estimated at this time.

At the end of my testimony I am going to get into some first attempts
to lo this that, will he carried on at Harvard and MIT in the next
year. Again, I tread perilously on the edge of economic forecasting.

Tho three of you are aware of how perilous it is in the middle of
economic forecasting. The quality ofpredictions in the use of eco-
nomlic models, econometric models, leaves something to be desired. Get-
tint way over on the edge leaves even more to be desired.

So although I am very eager to provide ou with more information
as it. comes, I have not been able to go further than my amendment of
a minute ago.

The demand forecasts of the MIT grout) appear to be somewhat
higher than those of alternative agencies in the business of forecasting
the natural gas shortage. There are reason to believe that the FPC
and AGA forecasts are biased in a downward direction. A series of
studies have been carried out in the Federal Energy Administration
and at MIT comparing forecasts and looking for sources of error
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These lead us to believe that the FPC and AGA forecasts are unre-
liably low when they are estimating the demands for gas using the
MIT demand forecast. But using the more cautious supply forecasts
of the AGA or the Federal Power Commission leads us to predict
with this combination of models that the shortage could be as large
as 40 percent by the late 1970's. Not the early- 1980's, but the late
1970's.

This pessimistic view says that industrial consumers will not get
~ allnost-all of the gas they demand in the Northeentral, the Northeast,

and the Southeast. There will be no more industrial use of gas for
process methane or for space heating or for boiler use. It means that
there may be some curtailment of consumption in households as well.

I cannot myself predict the political process by which households
in the northern half of Massachusetts, including my own, will be
required to reduce gas consumption in weather like we had last week.

lie Conditions that we are predicting then come to a shortage some-
where between 20 and 40 percent. Virtual elimination of industrial uses
of ,as and demands in the Xoith, and some possibility of household
cutailment as well, these are the product of the Federal Power Com-
ni-ssion determination in the 1960 s to "hold the line against increases
in natural gas prices, as they stated themselves in their 1964 annual
rel)ort. lhe Fl C succeeded in keeping new contract prices approxi-
mately the same for the period 1961 to 1969, while prices for distillate
fuel oil at wholesale increased by 15 percent andcoal increased by
more than 25 percent. This made natural gas a desirable fuel for indus-
trial use in tle States in which price controls did not apply and it
dimipened incentives for new exploration and development of gas by
fuel producers.

Reversals in regulatory policy in 1971 and thereafter have not been
sufficiently strong and rapid to reverse the long lags in discovery and
production. The FPO has stopped short of deregulating new con-
tract prices at the wellhead, and as long as it continues to do so, the
shortage will persist.

Are there polices which are in the offing for the Senate which may
aiteliorate this shortage in the next few years? Going through all of
the large forecast vehicles, the econometric models, and the industry's
own forecast, there seems to be general agreement that very little will
occur within a year or two. The lag process from exploration to de-
velopment to commitment of reserves to building of gathering lines
to production and delivering to the North is sufficiently long that,-- nittlug 'an lx' done perhaps to reoduce thle shortages in thle period 197ii.
1977, or 1978. The Congress is now faced with literally thousands of
bills to deal with natural gas price controls. I have not even been able
to conjure up a round number for the number of bills. I foresee Con-
gress doing nothing else for the next 2 years besides reading those bills.
If they were to 0t teiupt to do so, the ph ysical shortage of energy in Sen-
ate and House members and staff would be acute.

However, we can divide these bills down into type and we have at-
tempted to use the MIT model, the most optimistic of the models, to
forecast the effects of changing the price controls according to one type
of proposed legislation or the other. One category of bills might be
callM a continuation of regulation type proposal. This may be of the
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form of either a mandate to the Federal Power Commission to follow
very specific roles in allowing price increases. A number of bills pro-
posed that.

- Another more subtle form of contamination of FPC regulation i. the
bill of the Senate Commerce Committee which proposes that the Sen-
ate become the Federal Power Commission and set price limits for the
next 5 years. This warms my heart because, again, it indicates that we
do not learn efrom history. If one reads tie history of the Granger laws
in the Midwest in the 18T0's and 1880"s, one finds that State legislatures
did this. They set limits in nominal dollars, current dollars. on the
prices that could be charged for transporting grain over the railroads.
The price limit, roughly speaking, may have been 2 cents per ton-utile.
The changes in the economy at that time made that price eitluir four
times greater in 3 years than when the bill was passed. or one-foirth
the ambunt, when the bill was passed.

In one period in Wisconsin inflation was so extensive that with the
piece of legislation and nominal prices effectively being held conslant,
the railroads in the State just refused to stop anymore in th.at State.
The charges were uneconomical for unloading railroad cars.

History has-not been learned for the Senate Commerce Conmittee.
Under these circumstances a continuation of nominal price regulation
by having the staff of the Commerce Committee decide what the cor-
rect price is for the next 5 years in an economy subject again to very
stron inflationary tendencies is likely to lead to more disaster thai
even that perpetrated by the Federal Power Comnission.

I offer these bills as a package. They do not sem to me to N, vrv
different from each other.

The forecasts also have been made for an alternative, and I wold
like to spend an extra minute or two explaining this alternative be%-
cause it lies behind a number of bills and is not very well revealed.

The administration and others have at times proposed something
called phased deregulation. Essentially, the goal of phased deregula-
tion, as I understand it, would be to direct some agency, the Federal
power Commission. the Federal Energy Administration, some operat-
ing branch of the Executive Office, to try to remove the shortage, to
eliminate the shortage by the early 1980's. The target would be to put
tlhe Federal Power Commission out of the business of curtailment po-
ceedings by 1980, 1981, 198'2. This is the challenge. Can we find a price
series, increase prices on new contracts, perhaps on old contracts as
well, which would generate the income necesary to bring forth the
supply to meet demands in the early 1980's.

We have attempted at MIT to use the model. the econometric model,
to forecast what these.prices would be. We now forecast that tinder
conditions in which prices of alternative fuels are slightly lower than
at the present and under conditions in which interest rates. cost of
capital, are about the same as at present, that the target prices woDald
have to slightly exceed $1 a thousand cubic feet in 1980 or 1981.

This is equivalent to wt-ilhcid pri' es of 'f6 a barn) for :,as with
delivery charges for natural gas to tie north-central and Northeast
going down slIghtly. and final distribution charges remaining the same.
This comes out to roughly 542 a barrel equivalent natural gas in that
period. The reason why we forecast delivery charges shoul-d go down
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is I)weause they have been going up. In the face of curtailment of pro-
duction, the pipelines have had the opportunity under Federal Power
Commission regulation to increase their delivery charges with reduced
delivery and fixed overhead costs in the last year or two. With increased
delivery. these transportation charges per thousand feet could go back
(down).*

The combination of rolling in a $1 wellhead price %vlh old contract
prices at their pIvRteIlt level and a reduction ill delivery charges ought
tOhe supliciluit to curtail denlldtls adli ilicrease iupl'is to a level close
to - trillion e!ic feet.

I''ee lre ot)1116tie fonuN wIS. Th ended ritially o ) ability of
the i'nietl Staitcs lo ltir'ihse more tfinn 2 trillion cit1ic, feet fro e te
Cana'liians. Thvey delwd upon ani expanded,, and well-directed offshore
htasi11i Irograi'l. Tl'ey depend as well on a leveling of t he import and
dollestit-prices of oil. These tivte sets of aissmllllptiolls together lead
to a forecast that a dollar will IW enough. Because the econometrics is
Very inexact and Ievausee, as we, kiv)w. these three assumptions are
terribly perilous. one can hold themt for short periods of time but not
w? h1 an ' certainty.

'lhen' I would argue there is a range, an error band, around th'ht
target forccast price as large as :10 cents to 40 vents per thousand cubic
feet. That is. if the ('aladi-lns embargo also natural gas to the level of
a trillion cubic feet a year, if the oirshore leasing progran moves
slowly, if the prices of oil were to go to the level of $12, $13.$14 a barrel
so that resources that would go into exploration for gas are diverted to
oil expvlorAtiol. then I would expect that the rlquir-ed price to achieve
vz.yr e.tuilibriuim in natural gas would he higher.

'l he reason for Stressing this error band is because it seems to me to
he impossible with these conditions for the Senate itself to decide tile
exact just price. say to one-tenth of a cent per thousand cubic feet.
Perhaps this is the iost uncertain of forecasts, and given the strengths
aid weaknesses of the legislative bratlch of the governmentt, perhaps
this is the one case where the setting of price should not be left to
legislative directive, and therefore, anal amendment or quarterly
1uu1i0'dmlent to make sure that it gets to be right in a year or two or
t hure.

The American Gas Association itself, and industry analysts. predict
that the MIT forecasts are a bit. low on price and a bit hligh on pro-
duc ion: perhaps low on price by 20 cents a thousand cubic feet, per-
haps high on production by 2 trillion cubic feet.

I feel it is necessary to stress this in my testimony because industry
analysts themselves. 'those closer to the data thah university for -
casters, are less optimistic than we. Under these conditions,i t t may
well he that one should be setting a target in the FEA or the FPt
of prices in the range of $1 to $1.50 for new contracts in 1980.

We have attempted to ask whether these target prices are inflation-
ary. This is, of course, a concern to Congress. Each bill is now of
critical interest to the Senate Finance Committee in terms of the
effects on general price levels, on production and employment through-
out the economy. Would raising the price of natural gas have a tend-
ency to increase, for example, the GNP deflator, the wholesale price
index, or the retail price index I Would increasing the price of natural
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gas add to unemployment in industry ? This question is the most dim-
cult. to answer in t rms of the capacity and experience of economic
forecasters. This is a classic example of a problem in forecasting that
cannot be worked out oin the back of an envelope and then checked
with a thousand equation econometric model. It is imposible to work
this out very clearly because the relationships 'between the price of
-gas. the demalds for fuel oil. and the relationship between tle epierg.,v
and the prodtition sectors of the economy are quite complex. and1
quantitative estimates have to be made as' to the direction ani tile
extent of these relationships.

I have never made an argument. particularly before this eomumit-
tee, that is a hard sell for an econometric model: However, in this ease
I am going to come close to that. because it is necessary to combine
the large-scale economywide models with the gas and oil forecast
models that I have been using in order to obtain some indication of
the direction of the effects of gas deregulations, phased deregulation
for general prices in the economy.

WP have attempted to do that at Harvard and MIT through the
coupling of the Harvard ludson-.Torgenson economywide model with
the MIT gas and oil model. The Harvard model ;as built for ihe
purpose of evaluating the Ford Foundation energy policy projects
proposals for solving the energy crisis in the 1980's. As you will recall,
the Ford energy project volume entitled "A Time To' Choose." Pro-
vided a series of alternative forecasts of the economy under various
public policies. Those forecasts were worked out isiCn. the 1 rii1-ol~l,-
Torgenson model because that model shows inlput/output relation-
ships between energy and production of goods and Services.

We have pasted with Scotch tape the MIT gas and oil model to thep
Hlarvard economy wide model, and have found that the result of gas
price increases is to reduce the GNP deflator and increase Lreneral
;NP output. The reasons for this forecast are fairly clear ncee one

-'orks the system backward. With a fixed stock of imports of oil from
abroad, the introduction into the American economy of increased
amounts of gas has a tendency to re)lace consumption of high priced
foreign oil andi very high priced domestic propane with lower priced
gas. This has a tendency to substitute fuels for capital and lahor. and
increase output throughout the economy. The change in output is
fairly mlode't, on the range of 2 percent or 3 percent Ihroulghim f he
period 1)76 to 19.3g-41. The change in price is also modest : that is. the
t'GNP deflator is not reduced very much.

However, the sum total of these effects is important because it mnives
us in the right direction: that is. toward an ,fe;pnt use of =ans re-
so,rces to reMlace higher priced imports. and to o to the production
of the economy as a whole.

I would summarize this work as follows. The contimation of pvreq-
ent. national policy with respect to gas regulation will lead to signif-
ieant shortages which will lead to reductions in employment output
and increased cost. for industry in the North and Eastern parts of the
country. A consideration of depletion allowance legislation is not ap-
propriate under these conditions. Until we move to a concerted 5-year
policy of increasing gas prices so as to eliminate the shortages in that
area, we cannot achieve efficient use of resources in the energy sector,
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and the issue as to whether depletion allowances add or subtract fromi
the efficiency of use of resources is essentially irelevant,.

I would hope that the Senate would stop and look around or look
backward as it moves toward a change in (epletion allowance regula-
tions at the gas shortage before it proceeds.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The . [presiding]. Dr. MacAvoy. you have made a fine

statement. I do not believe I have had the privilege to hear you testify
on this subject before, but I have read some of your statements. I am
pleased to hear you testify today because. I think you have (lone very
file work and have made a very good contributions to the solution ;f
t he problem.

It has occurred to me that there might be one way that we could
resolve this problem and get. on with the business of del'eloping the gas
reserves in our country. That would be, at least insofar as these leases
in the Atlantic are concerned, to lel those leases on a basis of royalty
bids rather than on the basis of cash bids. Tf we did that, my guess is
that major utilities very much in need of energy for their customers
would probably bid on the basis of 100 percent royalty. That is. they
would be willing to pay 100 percent of whatever the Government set
th price to be.N ow, it we then proceed to amend the law to make it
somewhat similar to what it is for the interior States such that the
State off whose shores that gas is located would receive 371/2 percent
as it would with Federal lands located inside a State, and put the other
6211 percent in the revenue sharing fund to be spread among all of
the States and communities throughout the entire Nation. This would
then reverse the political pressure on holding the price down. At that
point only the people who are getting that gas directly served to them
would be in favor of holding down the price.

The rest would want to get for it wht it is worth on a competitive
basis with other fuels. That being the case, it would seem to me that
you would then be able to go forward and do all of the drilling and
ill of the developing that might need to be done in this area.

In other words. with the except ion of the States that are havin.. the
gas delivered to them. every other State would insist that the fliasol1
for what. it was worth in competition with coal, oil. atomic power or
any other kind of available energy. On that basis, then, we. would not
be'talking about trying to deliver something for a customer for far
below what it is worth. As long as we continue to project this image
that energy will be available for a lot, less than it is worth on a comn-
lwtitive basis, we will run into all of these impossible frustrations of
trying to make somebody sell something for a lot less than it is worth.

I keep being relmindeI of the story that I have heard many times
before, and I have repeated it several times, about the lady who went
to the store to buy some vegetables, and she asked the grocer how much
are those tomatoes. Ile said they are 40 cents a pound. She says "that's
an outrage." and she says "Shore's sells the tomatoes for 20 cents a
pound;" he says, "Why don't you buy them from Shores?" She said
lie doesn't have any, and he said "well lady, if I didn't have any toma-
toes. you could buy mine for 10 cents."

Xow that is ishout the kind of economics that we are in for nowadays,
where someone is holding out. the image, to somebody that he is going
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to be able to buy gas for a mere fraction of what it is worth. It is
illusory. All he is going to get is a shortage of gas. where there is no
gas available to him.

Now, I know .Nw a~t price can (to. When I built the swimming pool in
nit little home in Louisiana. I was told some years ago that you could
have .50 percent more days of swimming if you would put. a'heater on
that pool and warm the water during the early spring, and then dur-
in. I he spring 11nd the fall. This seemed to e a very Lgood iwea. That
w : orl of p.1r for the eourise for people A who were building a pool,
,.0t'-iderilig wh:'t it cost to build a pool. It was a good investment to
pu1t the heater in. f it since t!e lI'ce of energy went ip T do not
know of anybwolv wrio is heItin,,r the water in his pool. I .now I am
not and nobod- "els is doing it Ietaiise it just costs too mutch money.
So. we economize on that.

I had a little cabin where I would try to get away from the pressures
from time to time. and I hIad some Itane and some electric facilities.
1 also had a chimney where I comlhl burn firewood, so come what may,
if I wanted to Cro ii there in tle wintert inie we might have some chance
of ,".1tiin,. t! cid )ill up. Now. wleim the price of butane .oes ip sky
high. I miirhil buy\ one delivery (if butane. hut that is all. It is too cheap
to go 1) there and pick woo(xi olt the ground and burn it in the fire-
plave, rose tvpe of economies occur when the cost goes up. But if I
could still buy'the butane for what I was buying it for to begin with, I
would not bother picking up firewood around the place.

Now, (toes that not pretty well indicate that people will waste a
. rat (leal and ilso will produce n lot less when you try to hold-the
,'1i e far l)elow tl market .

Mi. .\c.\voy. It does, Senator. T would. Id two footnotes-T would
:d10 three footnotes.

Firs.t. personally I hoie you have not -rivten up swimming. I hope
you swim in the cold pool because it is good for you.

Second, the 20 to 40 cent example for the price of potatoes should be
carried one step further. There is in legislation now before Congress
., ilml~ed set of l)liCy proposals that involve averaRging of those
proposals. They would require that the two grocers get together and
!.)tli evharge 30 cents: one charring 20 cents for the potatoes lie (toes
1144t have, and the-otheir now being brought (town from .40 to 30 cents
ecue it is fair that Ol and new potatoes all sell at the same price.
Tlere are two pernicious effects in these proposals. One is the nro-

Impels to )I'inrl the intrastate prices down to the interstate level. This
will have an extremely strong effect over the next 5 years because in
the last year or two with the significant increases in' the home State
prices. we have begun to experience fer the first time the laboratory
,xjNerilments of how much would be forthcoming if prices were to rise.
The exploratory companies have been looking for gas on the basis of
the hitrher home State.prices. The increase in the number of wells
drilled has been expansive. It has been very significant. The increase
in the number of successful wells has been expansive. The percentage
of total wells that are successful has held up. The size of finds has gone
down. I would expect, this because this is the result of going after many
more smaller deposits that would ot have been economic at the low

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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price, putting them into the market in new contract dedications where
they would have been left alone entirely otherwise.

'to now put a lid on the home State price is to put us back to where
we were ini interstate iglaton in the early 1960s. It is almost as if
when a new Broadway play opens and there is a line outside the
theatre because it is the best )lay in town, that the city rather than
somehow or other reducing the size of the line decides to shoot the
scalper because he is clearing the market. The home State prices have

t. had a strong effect on the supply side and will continue to do so; re-
quiring that they be averaged into the interstate prices will put us
back.

Second, we have averaging in the North as well. The Federal Power
Commission follows procedures requiring the new contract higher
prices for those who wvant potatoes at 40 cents or who would rather
have gas at 150 cents-or 75 cents or even a dollar to have it rather than
do without. These new contract prices are being averaged ill with the
old prices in a roll-in procedure whereby every tling is averaged. That
means that the intensive consumer seeking niw gas is not going to be
allowed to obtain as much as lie wants. It means that the old consumer
who bought contract gas niany years ago is experiencing a price in-
crease he does not want. So the average affects both of theci adversely.

The use of the 40 cent price, or in your discussion more generally,
the going to procedures within the Power Commission, within the
apartmentt of Interior, whereby we auction the gas off to those. or

the properties to those who are willing to pay is a far more direct pro-
cedure. I hiatve not gone through and evaluated it in the detail that I
wish, but I wouh forecast tiat it would speed up the process of elimi-
nating the shortage significantly over what was in illy testimony.

The CHAIaM Ax. Thank you very much.
Senator Hansen
Senator I1ANsFx. Dr. MacAvoy, it is always a pleasure and a thrill

to hear- you testify. I am concerned and disturbed because, I think,
what you know and elucidate so clearly needs to be heard by many
others who are likely not to get the benefit of your observations before
we get into some pretty deep waters changing a lot of laws around.

As Senator Gravel left here he asked me to express his appreciationto you for your appearance and to extend also his apologies, ie had
an appointment and he regretted very much not being able to say to
you what I am trying to say for him.

I gather, just as you colupleted your statement, that you were saying
,.. that on top of everything else the fact that we have not, because of

continuing regulation of natural gas by the Federal Power Commis-
sion. gotten ourselves into a situation where we ought to be compound-
ing that problem by changing the rate of depletion now f Was that tile
thr-ust of your statementI

Mt:. MAcAvoY. Yes. sir.
Senator HANSEN. I could not agree more, and on that note let me

thank you for your appearance here today.
Mr. MAcAvoY. Thank you.
The CUAB , Ax. Thank you very much, doctor.
[The prepared statement of Mr. MacAvoy follows :]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL W. MAoAvoY, HENRY R. LucE PaoFrssoR oF Pusuo
POLICY, hIAsSACUSiexT INsTITUTU or TECHNOLOGY

Senate consideration of the oil and gas depletion allowance requires a complete
review of the conditions of production, demand and pricing in these industries.
This cannot be done in the time available today. But a summary description of
present conditions in natural gas is attempted here, because these conditions are
responsible in major part for the U.S. domestic energy problems at this time. Any
move to change depletion must be made based on whether doing so would make
the gas problem better or worse.

Energy problems most disruptive of the U.S. economy at the present time are
in natural gas production and distribution. Shortages in the last few years in
petroleum, electricity, and coal have caused unemployment and production delays
for periods of time. But these periods were very short, and the causes for the
shortages have been ameliorated by capacity expansion, changes in Import con-
trols, or other policy changes put before the Congress. It is not going to be that
easy to reduce the natural gas shortage.

There have been persistent and growing shortages of natural gas for five years
now. These shortages affected most parts of the country first in 1 71, when inter-
state distributors were 3.7 percent short of meeting consumption demands of com-
munities and industries. The curtailments above will probably exceed 10 percent
of demands in the 1974-1975 winter heating season. The size of the .shortage is
greater than that, since many retail utilities have long since disallowed the Intro-
duction of service to new customers so that their excess demands are not regis-
tered. Also, under full employment growth the curtailment would have been
greater these last two years. There probably would have been demands under
normal conditions for at least 3 trillion cubic feet more than the 23 trillion cubic
feet consumed; this would have been more than 12 percent of demands.

There Is small prospect for reduction of shortages in the next five years.
Unless there are large, unexpected discoveries, or unless FPC regulation changes
in some unforeseen way, excess demand will grow to more than one-quarter of
total demands by 1980. It is not only the MIT prediction, but also that of the
AGA TERA model and that of the FPC staff in the gas division. Indeed, the
FPC staff forecasts that, assuming continuation of present-day regulatory condi-
tions, the shortage will be larger than 30 percent of demands by the end of
the decade.'

Not all regions of the country will experience the same amount of shortage.
Consumers in the North Central, the Northeast, and the Southeast-in that
order-will incur most of the shortage, as they have in the last few years. New
residential buyers, and new as well as old industrial buyers, will be eliminated
from most distribution systems in those regions. By the late 1970's, shortages
in the North Central region are expected to be so great that all Industrial
and commercial consumption will have to be eliminated. This will have to be
done so that there will be enough gas to meet the demands of old households
on the system. In the Northeast and Southeast parts of the country, only one-
third to two-thirds of industrial demands will have to be curtailed, according to
the present MIT econometric forecasts.

This is an optimistic outlook, however. Industry forecasts, as exemplified by
the American Gas Association TERA model forecasts, show shortages as large
as 25 percent as early as 1977 out of demands of only 30 trillion cublc feet,
which is more shortage out of less demand than indicated by the MIT econo-
metric model. The demand forecasts of the FPO and AGA-are low, for a number
of reasons; using the MIT model demand forecasts, but with supply forecasts
of AGA and FPC, produces forecasts of shortages as large as 40 percent by the
late 1970's. This more pessimistic view says that industrial consumers will not
get almost all of the gas they demand and that there may have to be some
curtailment of consumption in households as well.

The conditions are the product of the Federal Power Commission's determine.
tion to "hold the line against increases in natural gas prices" as they stated
in their 1064 Annual Report. The FPC In fact succeeded in keeping new con.
tract prices approximately the same from 1061 to 10e, while prices for distillate

I FRA .luepriat forecasts show little.to-no shortage at all because of the absence of
any growth of demand; this Is a defect In the model caused by the Inspprorate fittingof regression equations to data from early In the 1960's. Ignorlno the FPA-Blueprlnforeeasts, there would seem to be general agreement on the size o the shortage, IC not
on the site of demands.
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fuel oil at wholesale Increased by 15 percent, and coal increased by more than 25
ixrrent. 'hils made natural gas a desirable fuel for industrial boiler use in the
states in which price controls did not apply, and It dampened incentives for
new exploration and development of gas by field producers. Reversals In regula.
story policy in 1971 and thereafter have not been sufficiently strong and rapid
to reverse the long lags In discovery and production. The FPC has stopped short
of deregulating new contract prices at the wellhead and, as long as it does, the
Khortage will persist.

Are there policies which, if put into effect, could ameliorate the shortage in
the next few years? The Congress could pass legislation that allowed new con-
Iract prices to seek market-clearing levels over a reasonable period of time-
for example, by phased dv'ruf nation in which prices are increased gradually, but
with the expressed purpose of arriving at market-clearing prices in 1980 or 1981.
This is ome of many of the proposed new pricing policies-some want higher
freezes or lower freezes, others want lininediate and complete control-but it is
in the middle of the range in terms of price and production effects so that we
will consider these effects here.

The MIT iuoilel forecasts that phn.wl deregulation could be achieved by tak-
Ing new contract prices fron the present control levels of 5¢ per thousand cubic
feet to 650 right away, and then allow 50' per annin increases until a level of
WO were reached in the early 1080's. Under the assumption that oil prices will be
applroxluately $7.00 a barrel, and that the economy operates at full employment,
with growth of 3 percent per annum, this should balance supplies of gas from
new exploration with demand- for gas at approximately 35"trillion cubic feet.
There would have to be 2% trillion cubic feet of imports, and the volume of un-
discovered reserves would have to le close to that posited by the Potential Gas
Committee at the University of Denver (less reserves require higher prices).
If so, phased deregulation would prevent sharp price Increaves on new con-
tracts-to the level of $2.00 or more per Mcf-while acideving the longer term
goals of eliminating the shortage and distributing gas to those who need It the
most.

Other forecasts indicate that the MIT model may be producing optimistic
projections. The AGA TERA model predicts equilibrium, but only tit levels close
to 25 trillion cubic feet at prices on new contracts 50¢ per Mef higher than
shown in the MIT model forecasts. The Federal Power Commission staff fore-
casts, built on the assumption that supplies and demands are not responsive to
price, surprisingly find that supplies and demands are not responsive to price
and therefore there is no way of eliminating the shortage through changes in
pricing policies. Deleting this last forecast, on grounds that it comes from an
agency seeking to increase its authority over the gas industry, then it can be said
that phased deregulation will produce two-to-five trillion cubic feet of produc-
tion, and reduce demands by similar amounts over the next five years. The phases
could require more price increase than predicted by the MIT model; in fact, the
price forecast could center on $1.25 to $1.50 for new contracts for gas In 1980.
Most of the shortage will have been eliminated.

Other policies will not work as well. Excise taxes on gas taxes would have the
effect of reducing demand, but not adding to exploration and development of new
reserves to increase production supply. It is forecast with the MIT model that
excise taxes would have to be as large as new contract price in order to clear
markets by 1980. This implies that, if the Federal Power Commission were to
allow prices on new contracts to rise 700 per Mef by 1080, excise taxes would
have to be 70 to 80 cents per Met on new contracts as well. The consumer would
end up paying 50 more per Met for as much as 5 trillion cubic feet less gas
than would follow from phased deregulation.

Similar prices would follow from a combination of deregulation and windfall
profits taxes. As now designed, windfall profits taxes would take the form of
"taxes on excess prices" and would have similar effects on demands and supplies
as would excise taxes. If the windfall were to apply on prices above the present
level-as indicated in most proposed bills-then it is very likely that prfces
would have to rise to $1.50 to $2.00 per Mcf, with excise taxes accounting for
halt the increase, in order for demands to lie dampened to the appropriate level
of supplies. Of course if excess profits taxes were to apply on previous years'
net incomes, rather than on prices, the effect might not be as substantial. But
in the present circumstances it is likely that excess profits taxes would raise
prices to consumers the most, while reducing total production of natural gas,
while Increasing the receipts to the Federal Treasury. This would not seem to
be appropriate in a time of inflation and unemployment.
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Phased deregulation without taxes would appear to be deflationary. This occurs
because the gas shortage requires consumers to go without gas delivered at the
equivalent of $0.00 to $9.00 per barrel of oil, and to replace this short gas with
$12.00 per barrel oil. If prices of gas are increased, so as to add to suplies,
cheaper gas replaces more expensive oil. Combining the MIT econometric gas
model with the Hudson-Jorgenson inter-industry energy model showsthese effects.
Gas deregulation in 1075 is forecast to reduce the ONI' deflator in 19W4 and to
Increase total consumption and production of energy and energy-related products.
The solution to shwrtages and Inflation would seem to be along the lines of phased
deregulation of gas field prices.

The Cirtl1nM.\x. The committee will recess and meet again at 2 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:52 p.m., tie subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the same day.]

AFWERN0ON SFSION

Senator GRNv,1L [presiding]. The hearings will come back- to order.
Our next witness is C. John Miller, presidtnit, Independent Petro-

leuni Association of America.
Mr. Miller, the floor is yours and you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF C. JOHN MILLER, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Senator, we appr~eiate the opportunity of
being heard here todoy dealing on the very important niatter of lVr-
centage depletion. We have a prepared text which I would ask be put
in the record. and if that can be done, wiy, I would like, then, just to
make some brief coments.

Senator GRAVEL. Very good. It will be included in the record as if you
read it, and if you want to generalize on the points, please go ulhead.

Mr MILLEr.- Thank you.
I think probablyy thle primary concern that is on my mind today is

that thelr does not seem to be any lack of understanding or agreement
within the Congress or the general public or within the- industry-that
this country has a grave problem facing it insofar as developing its
own energy self-sufficiency. There seems to also be recognition that the
resources are contained in sufficient amount within the United States
to achieve a level of rlative self-sufficiency, and there seems to be a
united desire expressed to have the domestic oil and gas industry ex-
pand its work in order that these goals can be achieved and we can
have the energy necessary to build plants. to furnish jobs, to combat
the unemployment, and to reduce our horrendous balance-of-payments
deficit. And vet. in face cf those particular seeming agreements, all
that the industry is hearing at the present time from the Congress
are proposals to take dollars away from the domestic oil and gas in-
dustry and thereby prevent us from going ahead and doing the very
job that we are supposedly to be encouraged to do.

'I'his complete contradiction in the message that the industry is re-
eiving is preventing us from going ahead and developing the energy
that is so vital to the continuation of this Nation as we have known it
to be and appreciated it to be. I am greatly concerned that we are not
seeing forthcoming from the Congress a policy that will allow us to
go ahead and make plans and achieve our goals.
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As I have stated previously, all that we are seeing are plans, basi-
-cally, that are directed at taking away some of the very dollars that we
need so badly. I think the position of the independent in the oil and
gas industry" has been stated before this committee a number of times
before, and I trust that there is recognition that the independents are
a vital part of the development of our domestic resources.

We have introduced into the record on numerous occasions that the
independents are responsible for drilling some 88 percent of all ex-
ploratory wells. We have stated that they were successful-I should
say that they completed about 80 percent of all of the development
wells, that they found approximately 50 plus percent of the new oil
and gas reserves during this past year, that the industry in tote re-
sponded to a better price mec1lanism, and we had a very substantial
increase in all phases of activity last year. And even in spite of this
response, again we are being told, in a sense, we are going to put you
out of business.

Some suggest doing it on a graduated basis, and some suggest doing
it immediately, and, J suppose, at this point I should state that I do
not expect that there ought to be a great concern about whether or not
I stay in business or whether or not a number of other people of my
size and type stay in business, except for the fact that we are the people
that have been answering the needs of developing this domestic re-
soulrce. During the past 20 years, when we have been subjected to
price controls, of oil and gas, about 10,000 independents went out of

business, and as they went out of business, our drilling rates declined
anl our finding rate of oil and gas declined, and this country found
itself in an intolerable position of some 40-percent dependency on high
cost insecure foreign oil.

The independents are important. I think that the facts demonstrate
that the 10,000 independents do play a vital role in supplying the needs
of oil and natural gas consumers. It should be clear that independents
could not continue to perform at their presentlevel of activity, much
less at the expanded level that is required, if percentage depletion is
repealed outright.

Believe that it would be a disservice to the Nation to repeal per-
centage depletion for domestic petroleum production. If Congress does
decide to make this punitive attack on the oil and gas'industry-and I
think it can be demonstrated without question that it is a single at-
tack on a particular industry, because, as you well know, over 100 other
extractive minerals have a depletion allowance; some 42 minerals have
this same 22 percent-no comments have been particularly addressed
to those other minerals.

If this punitive action is going to be taken only against the petro-
leum industry, I think it is iniperative that provision be made for ex-
emption of the independent producer whose profit center primarily is
the sale at the wellhead of crude oil and/or natural gas. I think it can
be stated without fear of contradiction that we are fachg, a situation
here where we are either going to see a vote for maximizing our do-
mestic oil and gas exploration effort or a contrary vote will be a vote
for greater dependency on high priced insecure foreign oil. I do not
believe we can escape that inevitability.

Thank yuu.
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Senator GRAVeL. Well, Mr. Miller, if that eventuality were to occur,
that is that the Senate would wipe out depletion as has the House, it
would not be the first time that the Congress of the United States has
made a mistake in public policy, and, of course, that is the unfortunate
part about it, is that we do, as a Congress, make mistakes.

Certainly, speaking for myself, -and I note for my colleague, Sen-
ator Hansen, we share your viewsin that regard. But if we do not have
sufficient numbers, as happens frequently on issues, and a decision is
made to do that, then I think it, is a very tragic error, as you point out.
And I hope that some of uts can try and persuade, to tie best of our
abilities, a contrary action. But it may well happen.

In the light of that, let me pose this question. Is there sufficient 'esil-
ience in the market-let us say, if we were able to at least have a frve
market, which does not now exist. both in gas and in oil, how would thie
independents fare in that regard I Supposing there is no depletioti and
you have a total free market situation for gas and oil. how woulI the
independents be able to attract capital in that regard, or would they
be able to attract capital ? -

Mr. MIm. R. They would be restricted in their opportunity to elicit
investment capital into a hazardous risky business, such As the oil
and gas business, in the absence of the depletion allowance.

And, in addition, there is another impact that does occur, and that
is that the price mechanism in and of itself does not give equity be-
tween the unincorporated entity and the corporate structure, anl oir
studies indicate that it would take something in the magnitude of $2.63
a barrel to replace the cash flow for the corporate entity. and it would
take something in the magnitude of $6.14 a barrel to replace that loss
which would be sustained by the individual entity.

Senator GRAVw.EL. Could -you explain that a little further?
Mr. MixLLTR. The difference in the tax bracket is. of course. a fartor

that we are dealing with here. If you assume that you lave $11 crude
oil and you apply the 48 percent corporate tax loss that would lbe sus-
tained-that is to the depletion that would be available there-and
take. the, let us say, 70 percent tax bracket that many of the investors
in high risk businesses are in. and as you go through this and remove
their depletion and then give back to them sufficient amount of iuoney
to restore that loss, that is where the inequity would occur, and there
is no way, then, that the price could compensate-for that.

Senator GMV.L. WVell, if that were to be the case, we wodd b% talk-
ing in terms of not giving an incentive or anything unusual to the in-
dependents. We might be able to correct that'deficiency in the tax la.w
itself.

Do you think it is correctable within the tax laws?
Mr:MTLFR. I think that the mechanism that we have now has proven

itself to be the most effective one.
Senator GRAV.L. No question, Mr. Miller. I agree. The problem is we

have got to find other ways to skin the cat. If we lose this outright, then
taking the position that is the only way to do it is finebut that is not
going to solve your problem. And what we are trying to do is, in the
eventuality that these irrational forces would levail in the Congress,
what then could we do to help sol% the problem for the independents?

Mr. MLL.fR. I do not know, Senator, how that could be structured
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within the tax code, not being an expert in that field 'at all, and I
would not be able to comment on it.

Senator GRAVEL. Would you or your organization be able to prepare
a paper for the committee on the consequences of this tax inequity so
that we could address ourselves to that in the eventuality that depletion
is done away with, and that is a very reasonable eventuality. The vote
in the House was over 100 votes difference. That is not what you would
call a close issue. And so not to recognize that that tidal wave is coming

~ is just not to recognize the facts of life, as unfortunate as they may be.
So, if there are other ways for us to get at the inequities between the

independents and the nonindependents through a change in the tax
law, I think we might have a greater receptive, logical ear on doing
that than, of course, on trying-to stern the tide on what we consider
an irrational-

Mr. MAiri. You are couching your question in the context that all
depletion would be removed rather than that which I stated?

Senator GRAVET.. If next Monday you read in the newspapers that
the Congress has removed depletion, then I would hope that you
would be preparing as fast as possible, as broad as possible, this docu-
ment I am asking for. If the Congress has not done that, then you can
take your time with the document.

I think you will find your own enlightened self-interest pushing you
one way or the other.

I think you have answered my question.
One is the ability of the market to correct, and the response to that

is the fact that there is an inequity that exists in the nature of the
enterprises, the structure of the enterprises, being a corporation as
opposed to being an individual.

Mr. MiLr.n. And, of course, as I pointed out also, the loss o'f the
investor capital that is so important for the independent to have.

Senator GRAN.,. But if you had this tax correction, would you still
be able to attract this investment capital from, let us say, dentists,
doctors, and people like that?

Mr. MILLER. Perhaps. -
Senator Gn.vVwL. That is a $61,000 question.
Thank you.
Senator Hansen?
Senator HA.,sFRx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Miller, for your excellent lucid presentation. I

cannot help wondering when I read about how much windfall the
depletion allowance there is why it is that everybody in the country is
not in the oil business. Are there people who have been in the oil
business that you know that have not become millionaires?

Mr. MILLR. Substantial numbers. Some I know rather closely, yes.
Present company, that is.

Senator HAxsEN. I often read about these lottery tickets for sale in
Maryland. Every so often you see a headline in the paper, and a pic.
ture of a couple or of an individual who has won maybe half a mill ion
dollars on a ticket that I suppose may have cost a half dollar, a dollar
or maybe $2. I do not know what they cost. I have not bought aI.
lately. But, I would imagine, in order to have that type of State ft-
nancing working as well as it does, it is necessary to give great pub.
licity to a winner, since the fact is most people are not winners. Tho
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fact is that in order for the program to mean anything to the State
of Maryland, they have got to take in more money than they pay out, is
that not true I

Mr. MIlLER. I would assume so.
Senator HANSEN. I should think it is probably equally true that one

of the reasons that you are able to interest people in this risky business,
this increasingly costly business of drilling for oil, is that there are
quite a few dry holes found every year, is that not right ?

Mr. MILL.R: That is correct.
Senator IIAxSEN'. If it were not for the fact that someone could hope

that by putting some capital in and by making the investment, his
number might turn up on the roulette wheel, and he might luckily
profit very well, you would not get too much interest in the oil busi-
Ile.. Is this reasonable to assume, would you conclude?

Mr. Mix.n. Yes, sir, as you are probably very much aware, that
roughly eight out of nine of the wells drilled are dry holes, and there
have been some studies put together, of the relationship between total
dollars invested in the search for oil and gas, and total dollars
recovered.

-Senator IHAxisN. A number of years ago, it may have been in the
very early fifties, there was a little leasing activity in my part of
Wyoming, I did not know anything at that time about the business.
I did know a young geologist who thought that the action in that. par-
ticular area looked rather promising. Though he did not. assure me
that I would get rich by taking out some leases there, it was his natural
reluctance to try to influence someone else. So I applied for some
leases. Initially, the land office was about 2 years behind schedule. You
enuld make your application, which got you in there, and then maybe
the land office would get around to processing a lease application a
couple of years later. In the meantime you would not have to pay any
rental fee: and what you paid down was refundable if you decided not
to go forward with the lease. But being smarter than most people. I
went ahead with my lease and paid, I think, around $4,000 or $5,000.
Then I thought surely someone will come around and want to buy this
acreage I have leased because anyone would know that it has very good
prospects on it.

The fact was that no one made any inquiry of me. so T started mak-
inq some inquiry of other people. When the second payment became
(ue. it was not too long before I was writing to people. That is and
was my first and last experience in the oil business. I -did have some
advantage from it. I was able to write off half of my loss. Half-of the
anliunt I had paid out for lease feeT-, was able to charge off against
.my cattle operation. I wish that were reversed today, because I am still
in the cow business.

I could not help thinking that it is too bad that more Americans
have notliad the experience-I have had. Not that I am all that worldly
wise, but at least for speaking for one person, I know that everybody
who thinks he is going to mate a fortune in the oil business does not
make it in the oil business. I cannot help thinking that it would be
awfully interesting if we had any way of knowing the number of peo-
ple who make bad investments. I suspect most people do not want to
reveal their ignorance or their cupidity by disclosing that they have
made a bad investment, though I see that the press in recent tits has
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picked up a few-names of people in politics who believe they are going
get wealthy in the oil import business or wealthy in th wine busi-

ness, or something or other.
The fact is it is a risky business. What was the experience last year

nationwide on the continental United States of the number of wells
drilled that resulted in a successful return? One, I mean, that would
pay back the cost of the drillingI

Mr. MILLER. One out of nine in the exploratory.
S Senator HANSEN. One out of nine found oil and found oil in suffi-

cient quantities to pay back the investment in that well, is that what
you are sying?

Mr. MILLER. I think that is the connotation there, and 1 out of 50
insofar as the calculation of major discovery.

Senator HANsEz. Those are not very good odds, are they?
Mr. MIL R. They are not very good odds, particularly in the light

of the extreme increased costs that we are experiencing, and then to
have another wrap put. on the industry on top of that is going to bring
this industry to a standstill.

Senator ^ANa8EN. I have listened closely to the testimony here this
morning and at previous times from those who say a free economy
will work. I am one who has great confidence in a free economy and
in the laws of supply and demand. Congress should keep its cotton
picking hands out of it and not think it can repeal the laws of supply
and demand through legislation. I cannot, however, avoid the conclu-
sion that there are a number of other factors that we have to consider.

One conclusion is that if the world is at peace and if every country
wants to trade with every other nation, these laws will work pretty
well. We have certainly discovered, if we did not know before, though
it was predicted by many, including a number of people in the oil
business, that we were going to get into more trouble as we increased
our dependency upon foreign sources of supply. I am sure one of the
basic convictions that resulted in the passage of the mandatory oil
import program a number of .years- ago, was the fear that as we be.
came more energy intensive i this country and as our dependency
upon foreign sources of supply grew. our vwnerability to the whims
and dictates of foreign governments could be damaging to us.

So we took some action to try to obviate that possibility. One action
was that only a certain amount of oil could come in the country.
Actually we Aid not let the mandatory oil import program work, or at
least I do not think we did. We started building in a bunch of excep-
tions. First, we took one tack and then another to build exceptions into
that program.

And one of the reasons we did not let the program work. was that
the Northeast was able to buy residual oil. even before we abandoned
mandatory oil import programs. Because there were no quotas on its
importation, the Northeast was aware that it could buy foreign oil
more cheaply than it could buy domestic oil. It was damning the
mandatory oil import program, stripper wells, proratiion and every-
thing else.

And then came the 6-day war in 1967.
Senator HANS. Things changed pretty quickly. We found that

fortunately there was some extra capacity that could be drawn upon,
and we were able not only to supply our own needs but to help our
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friends throughout the world get by in fairly good shape for a short
period of time.

I guess that was when we for all practical purposes and intents,
just about dropped market demand proration. Since that time there
has not really ben too much of the balance changed as I understand it.
The capacity of this country was taxed at full MER rate to try to
supply as much of our domestic needs as was possible. Our depend-
ency upon foreign sources increased at the same time. Then, when the
foreign policy of this country did not suit some of the oil exporting
countries, they chose to put an embargo on the United States and cut
back the shipments of oil to this country and to other countries whose
actions they believed were unfriendly to their specific cause. We found
a very significant shift in sentiment in this country.

The Northeast then started clamoring for our lower priced domes-
tically produced oil. Is that not the way it happened here?

Mr. M iLiF.R. Yes, sir.
Senator HANsE.. Now, those in the Northeast are talking about

wanting to go into the intrastate gas market, and we that they get their
fair share of the supply going into interstate gas lines. So I am not
too much persuaded bythe concerns of the Northeast, It seems to me
they are, like most of us, selfish. They want to get by as cheaply as
they can, and have as much as they can for themselves. If the situation
changes, they are very flexible. They can change their position over-
night, and they have sure done that with respect to the oil business.
Now they see great merit in more production here. Unfortunately,
among other things, in the meantime, I think they have become pretty
well convinced that the oil business is bad, and that we have got a
real tax loophole in this depletion allowance. I notice in your testi-
mony, you say:

Itf depletion Is repealed, you can kiss energy self-sufficiency goodbye. We would
sell our chance for $2% to $8 billion more in taxes.

That is assuming that our domestic production and the present
'aiues were to be maintained. Is that the basis for that $2% to $3

billion figure?
Mr. MILLER. Well. the $21 to VI billion would be that loss which

would be sustained if depletion would be repealed.
Senator HANsEN. Of course. a little bit of it would be in foreign

countries, but I suppose most of it would be here.
Mr. MU .R. The repeal of the domestic percentage depletion.
Senator HANsEN. The question that occurs to me is, would it be rea-

sonable to assume there would be a continuation of drilling activity
and the production of oil without depletion, so as to keep viable and
accurate this figure ? I am wondering if, absent some other incentive
or some other inducement, such as Senator Gravel has suggested, if it is
not reasonable to assume that there would be a dropping off again, as
occurred a number of years ago.

Mr. MLr.R. In the 1969 Tax Reform Act, depletion was reduced
5 percent. The following year we had the greatest drop in explore.
tory drilling in the history of the industry, "

Senator HANSEN'. Is there any reason to think that would not hap-
pen again?

Mr. MUAZR. Absolutely none.
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Senator I1ANsE.N. Is there any reason to believe that this 22-percent
dividendd is a real inducement to this person who actually buys a
lottery ticket. When he tells you, here is $10,000 or $100,000 of mine
that I have saved up from another line of business that I want you to
put into that hole.you are going to punch in the Powder River Basin,
is there any reason to believe that, if you remove that depletion allow-
ance, that his interest in joint venturing with you would not diminish

-a t about the same rate as that previous drop indicates?
Mr. AILLr.R. I think the most mobile thing in America today is the

investment-dollar, and if those incentives are diminished, those dollars
ire going to go where there is a better reward. They will not continue
to flow into the oil and gas exploration effort.

Senator ]TxsEx. Eryibody knows that this country needs energy.
We certainly all agree that we do not want to become too dependent,
and thereby have to be too subservient to any foreign power or group
of powers.'So that it is in the public interest to find and produce more
oil and gas in this country. Are the oil men differentt from most other
Nusinessmen ? Do you thiik they would contime in this effort simply
because it is their patriotic duty to see that the Nation has enough
energy ? Or, are they like most of the rest of us? You know them prettywell.

Mr. Miw,. They may be a little slower than the average person.
Blut generally speaking, I think they would get the message that they
had been told to get out.

Senator iTAxs.-. One last question. I certainly do feel that if we
ret down to the bottom line, and someone says. tihe train is about to
leave the station. and if we think that the people who want to do to
this industry which is what their actions seem to me to imply they
would do-if we get to that position, I am going to do everything "
can to try to save as much and I would hole all of the depletion
allowance for the domestic oil industry; I make no bones about that.
On the other hand, legislating as I am fearful we would be doing,
with the constraint of time on us. causes me to worry about what might
happen in that time frame, and under that pressing demand to get
out of hne. The image the oil industry harand which you can tank
tie media for, is that you are all bad guys. There is no doubt about
that. Anybody who does not know you are just has not read the papers
or listened to the TV or radio lately. So I am worried about what
might happen if we start getting into this area.

I have in mind that what we do on the Senate floor is not as bad as
what could happen when we get into conference between the House
and the Sente.

My feeling is that there is a perfectly good reason to pass this bill
as it was intended when first worked upon by the Ways and Means in
the House. The first bill addresses the sriois and critical problem of
recession, and takes all such steps as the Congess in its wisdom deems
appropriate to put some purchasing power back into the hands of
peonle. in order that that will stimulate jobs and get people back to
work. Thus, getting the economy moving again.

I think those are pretty compelling reasons, and T would have every
--reason to support a clean bill that would just move that way. I am fear-

fil, as I say, that if we try to go beyond that, we could get into a lot
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of mischief. It is not too long before the major parties will be nomi-
nating their candidates for the Presidency, and every one of us wants-
to get in on the act, Someone said, "How many people are there in-
terested in running for the Presidency in the Senate I" One man said,
"Well, 17." The newsman said, "You mean 17 who want to get in?" The
man said "No; only 17 who do not want to get in. The other 83 all
think they ought to be candidates"

With thiat sort, of situation, I am worried about what could happen
if each of us gets out there and runs. I would say this as far as the bill'
that. has been suggested by Senator Gravel. anl T have been working
with him on that one: it seems to me to have a lot more merit than
many of them. I would rather. if I.-had my druthers, keep the hill'
just clean, and pass quickly a bill that would put some extra purchas-
S ii power in the hands of people, and try to turn the economy aromd.
Then, in a little calmer atmosphere, 1n'dertake. following an oppor-.
tunity that would be afforded by hearings, for us to hear from knowl-
edgeable people, we might decide what we ought to do by way of an.
overall tax reform bill. I am concerned that we are just pilckinr mp
frarments here and there of the things that seem to be most in the
public eve, and we are likely to legislate on those. Tt will not 1i, neces-
sarily what may have the intended economic effect, but. rather what
has the greatest appeal to the rank and file of our constituency. We all
like to do things that are popular with our folks back home. and I
am afraid that the oil industry, being as badly misunderstood as I be-
lieve it. is today, is not in very good shape to he subjected to the kind of
treatment that we noliticianls could give it, if we, were concerned ii-
marily with doing those things we thought might sell wvell back home.

Do you have any fear or concert about that?
Senator nIRA.., Before he. answers.would you yield for 1 moment?
Senator HANSENY. Yes: T would be lnopy to.
Senator ORAV. If I had got your druthers, too, I would rather do-

that. If we had the sine drithers, I would rather have a clean bill.
Mr. MfiLTrar. I do not feel really competent to express a view as to

the timing on this, except to say that Iwould hope that it would be
in the best atmosphere possible, with the deliberative, process insofar
as possible, rather than the committee of a whole. As you know. we
have indicated our willingness to appear and state our position on all
matters having to do wt" depletion and all other factors in the
energy problem at. any time we were able to be here: andi would
stand ready to continue to do that. if those hearings are held and there
is an opportunity to do so. As you know, we have an extreme concern
about the action or reaction situation that we are in right now, and we.
think it is tremendously important for the Congress to realize that the
independent sector of the domestic oil and gas business cannot operate.
without percentage depletion. That is the primary message that I
would hope to be able to transmit to you, and on to your colleagus-
that.we are in a different operating sphere. We have'different require-
mients. We do use large amounts of investor capital, and we are the
ones that have been doing the vast amount of tie drilling, and have
been finding the bulk of the production. And to levy some punitive
measure against this industry, against the independent sector, would
just forgo any possibility of this country becoming energy self-sufli-
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cient in the near term. And it, seems as though it would not be unrea-
sonable to have some of the proponents of this attack on the oil and gas
industry have to (ome to the bottom line and prove that they are
going to do something for the consuming public, because I see exactly
tile opposite.

I see in my own State gas being made from Canadian oil that costs
over $3 a thousand at the tailgate of that plant. This is not something
you want to offer the Michigan consumer for an alternate to our exist-
ing gas price. We are paying over $2 a barrel more for that crude oil
than we are paying for domestic crude, and we are already told we
air not going to continue to get it.

This is not an alternative to offer to the consumer. Someplace, we
would hope to have someone have to address themselves to the alter-
nate, because the alternate-we are either going to have domestic fuel,or we are going to have some foreign oil at whatever price -we have to
pay, whenever they feel good and ready to let us have it. That is not
a viable alternative, and I am deeply concerned about that posture.
It seems to be that some are saying, "Row far can we cut the industry
and hopefully still limp on through and stay alive I" No one is address-
ing themselves to something that says, let us maximize this thing. And
we would like to see a very ongoing, positive program that says, let usget it all done, and let us see everything we can do domestically-and
excuse me for saying no one.

Senator Gravel, Ihave not had an opportunity to review your entirebill. I think I have spoken to you about this previously, ana I want tosay that I applaud your desire for the price decontrol. And we have
looked quickly at your proposal on depletion. I think there may have
been some language changes made since the material that I have beengiven. What I have read and what I am looking at appears to be better
than anything else by far, and I have not had an opportunity to look
at all the titles. Insofar as your bill is concerned, I hope that you
understand the comment I have made.

Senator GRvwr.. Very much so, and I appreciate your recognition
of it. It is an effort at a totality. Unfortunately, the congresss oe not
legislate totalities. It legislates whatever is popular at the moment, and
right now what is popular at the moment is the issue of depletion--
and I mgi t just add one point. You were suggesting that tl.e peol)le
who are pro doing away with depletion, prove it to the public. What-they are responding to really i conventional wisdom in the public. If
you took a poV today in the United States, and asked the averageAmerican whether or not he. thought depletion was good or bad, I amsure most of the respondents would say that it is bad. It is a loophole,
and that is how it has been characterized by these Senators that are
pushing for it. In fact, they sat right there where you are sitting, andwere talking to the TV cameras and to the press, and they were talking
about this as the No. I tax loophole. And that is the misconception thatexists in the American people, and those who vote that way. The Con-

re-s is the mirror of the people, and so if the people think tis a biq tax
loophole, then obviously the Congress will )6 heroes and will be doinithe bidding of the people by wiping it out. The fact tiat it is irrational,
the fact that it is wrong with respect to an energy policy, the fact
that it it-regressive in sour self-sufcieney rorm, is tragically in.
cidental to the decisionmaking process-tragca ly so.
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Mr. M'1ILER. Perhaps-I guess we are dealing, then, with the possi-
bility of statesmanship, as opposed to rfponse to a constituent. I was
feeling more the idea of the leadership o faperson saying to his con.
stituency, this is what is going to happen. You may have the phrases
"loophole" and "depletion," but you are not really addressing-and I
am not speaking to you-I am saying that that Senator is saying to
his constituency, yoi have to recognize the idea of the inception of the
depletion allowance: it is not just for oil and gas, it is for tiese others.
It is a recognition of not taxing capital, bt cetera, and then build that
bridge and say, without that, we will be in this position, and then take
the poll. Unfortunately. I guess, that cannot be achieved.

Senator GRA EL. W l, I have found, in my short tenure in Congress,
that ignorance and sincerity many times go together. And so, the fact
that, these people may be sincere in what they think they are doing
really has got nothing to do with the facts of the issue: and I have seen
many times the Congress legislate in that fashion. And so, that will not

-be the first time it has done it, and it certainly will not be the last time.
Senator HAN'sEN. I note that you point out and you give the hypo-

thetical situation of an independent producer who is in the 70-percent
tax bracket. Now, I am sure, right off of first base, that the average
person would say, anyone who is in that tax bracket, I am not going to
be too worried about, anyway. But the fact. is, is it not a fact that the
people that you ate going to'be able to get to commit capital into this
very risky venture of drilling for oil have to be people who have a
little bit left over? You are not goig to get some person who is just
able to make it, to put any dough into the drilling operation. Is that
not a fact?

Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir, Senator: and we do lave in our statement in
terms of the investor situation what that investor would have to hope
to achieve in the marketplace to come back the same position as with
the depletion provision.

Senator HiANAz. Sure. On that basis, then, if I read your figures cor-
rectly, despite the charge, the allegation often times m~ade that this is
not a competitive business, if I get the thrust of your statement, an
independent producer in the 70-percent tax bracket, were lie to be com--
pensated adequately and fully for the loss of the 22-percent depletion,
would require a price increase of $6.14 per barrel: whereas the neces-
sary raise in prices to offset the tax loss that would be visited upon a
corporation in a 48-nercent tax bracket would be only $2.63 a barrel.

Mr. Mxnu.. That is right.
Senator HANSEN. I think that is a very significant figure, and one

that I hope we can keep in mind and call to the attention of our col-
leagues on the floor when they start cutting and slashing, as I am
certain they intend to do.

Mr. Miller, I think you have made a very fine contribution. I just
hope that Senators will take the time to read'your testimony; and even
more importantly, to talk with members of that large fraternity of
which you are a part, who come onto the Hill from time to time. and
learn a little bit more about the facts and the economics of the business
than I suspect some of them now know. Thus, we will not make some
bad decisions, because I think the stage is set for us to make some very
bad guesses. As Chairman Long once said, politicians never admit that
they are wrong, though we often times are. We always have some
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excuse. We can always you reasons why it did not turn out the
way that we thought it should have turned out. I foresee that if we do
what I am certain some intend to do to this industry, we are going to
be pretty hard-presd trying to explain to the American people why
there is a heck of a lot less oifand gas to go around than we have now.
We are going to have to explain, also, as you know, that the depletion
allowance has not been the boon to individuals exclusively in the oil

-r industry that some would have us believe that it is; but actually overall,as a number of economists have pointed out, it has made it possible
for the average.American to buy these products at a far lower price
than he otherwise would have been able to buy them for. Is that not
a fact?

Mr. Mfnx=. Yes, sir, it certainly is.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator GPAvrI. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller, and these hear-

ings are adjourned; and the committee will accept testimony from
peo ple in writing for presentation to the Senate.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Miller follows:]
PREPARED STATE.MENI OF C. JOHN MILLER, PRF.SIDET, I\DEPENDEX\T PfrROLEu.

AssocrATnoN or Azuxca
My name is C. John Miller. I am a partner in Miller Brothers at Allegan,

Michigan, an Independent oil and gas exploration and producing company. Iappear here today as president of the Independent Petroleum Association of
America (IPAA), a national organization of some 4,000 independent petroleum
producers id every producing area of the onshore lower 48 states.

Mr. Chairman, I welcome and appreciate the opportunity to participate in this
vitally important hearing. Last year, there was a tremendous resurgence in theefforts of the petroleum industry to increase domestic oil and natural gas supplies.In response to improved prices, the industry in 1974 accomplished the largest
increase in exploratory and development drilling in its history.

This renewed activity is moving the country in the direction of a goal that hasgreat public and bipartisan political support: the freeing of the United States
from OPEC embargoes and OPEC prices.

Despite wide agreement on this goal, we continue to be faced with proposals
to eliminate percentage depletion for domestic oil and gas production, and to im-
pose so-called "windfall profits" taxes.

What Is being said about our energy goals and what is being proposed as tax
policy are In direct conflict. The Congress cannot remove billions of dollars frontthe domestic industry and expect It to continue to expand its expenditures and
to increase domestic petroleum supplies.

In a time of an energy supply crisis, the industry is faced with a proposal thatwill discourage investment and Increased activity whereas the realities plainly
call for doing just the opposite.

In representing Independent producers, I can assure this committee that the
. army of 10,000 independent producers will be severely restricted if these pro.

posals are adopted. Domestic energy scarcity would be aggravated. Declining
supplies will imperil our entire economy. Worsening shortages would bring into
doubt, plant and industrial construction and development, causing widespreadunemployment It is becoming all too apparent that we must deal forcefully with
our energy problems, because permanent energy shortages will mean permanenteconomic recession. Beyond the domestic problems created by energy shortages.
we would be Increasingly subject to embargoes, OPEC prices, intolerable balance
of payments costs and pressures to compromise our country In its International
affairs. Independents In the domestic industry drill more than 80 percent of all
wells and find more than one-half of the oil and gas Independents are indispen.sable in achieving relative energy self-sufficiency during the short term of the next
decade or so, before meaningful supplies of alternative sources come on stream.

If depletion Is repealed we cannot hope to attain energy self-sufficiency in
the short term. We would sell our chance for Independence for $2.5 to $3 billion
more in taxes. This Is what we are talking about today.
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Percentage depletion is absolutely essential to the 10,000 independents in.th
domestic Industry for the following reasons:

1. Depletion repeal would impair eaploratory capital formation. Petrolpm.
exploration is a high-risk enterprise for which Independent producers historically
have depended' on venture capital from outside investors. Thi is a principal
source of capital for them. Ihe American Assoelation of Petroleum Geologists
(AAPO) recently released a study showing that of 25,562 exploratory wells

drilled in the years 1969-78, when only one well in 9 produced anything, only
one it SO was a significant discovery of as much as one million barrels.

Percentage depletion has been an essential factor in attracting risk capital into
.exploratory drilling ventures. Such Investors are in high-income brackets, and
would not find high-risk exploratory ventures as attractive as other types of in-
vestment in the absence of percentage depletion. Indcpedeat producer depend
heavily on these investors for exploratory capital, and independents would be
adversely affected by the drying up of risk dollars that would result from repeal
of percentage depletion.

2. Depletion repeal would cost independeats more than "major*." Most inde-
pelent producers and their investors do not pay the 48 percent corporate tax
rate, but are in higher Individual tax brackets. In the case of a producer in the
70 percent bracket selling $11 crude oil, for example: the loss of depletion at an
effective 22 percent rate would mean an increased tax of $1.69 per barrel, com-
pa, ed with $1.21 for corporate producers. To offset this loss independent produc-
ers would require a price increase of $6.14 a barrel, whereas the higher tax
could be offset with a higher price of only $2.63 for corporate producers. Inde-
pendent producers could not hope to recoup through the price mechanism, there-
fore, because the prices of independents are determined by crude oil purchasers
who are the major companies. Independents therefore would Just arill less.

3. Depletion repeal would inhibit competition. Repeal of depletion would have
an additional m.,ative impact on the financial stability of Independent producers,
immediately reducing their cash flow to an extent that would impair the ability
of many producers to meet debt obligations, and other commitments. Thousands
of Independents have debt Incurred under an assumed continuance of percentage
depletion, and repeal of depletion would make it impossible to retire such obli.
nations. The only option facing many producers simply would be to sell out and
get out of the industry. The result would be accelerated concentration of the In-
dustry, and a loss of the great multiplicity of oil and gas exploratory effort by
the 10,000 Independents who drilled 88 percent of domestic "wildcat" wells di-
rected at finding new oil and gas supplies In 1974.

4. Depletion repeal would sharply cut drillitg by independents. In the period
1969 through 1973, independent producers in the United States drilled 9 out of
10 exploratory (wildcat) wells, found 54 percent of the oil and gas discovered,
and accounted for 75 percent of the "significant" petroleum discoveries as defined
by the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, (AAPCI).

In 1974 independents drilled 80 percent of total wells in the United States,
spending approximately $3 billion for exploration and development. Repeal of
percentage depletion would cost independent producers approximately $1 billion
per year. To close our oil and gas supply gap, U.S. drilling needs to be doubled, at
least. Repeal of depletion would unavoidably mean less drilling, and would fore.
close all chance of expanding petroleum exploration since it would hit hardest
the independent producers who account for the great hulk of domestic oil and
gas exploration, and more than half of the reserves found.

In the almost two decades that the domestic oil and gas producing industry
was in a state of decline, some 10,000 independent explorers quit exploring. The
membership of IPAA dropped by more than half. So what? Why would anybody
care about a bunch of oilmen going out of business? Nobody did care, Mr. Chair-
man, but the result Is the deteriorating energy supply position in which this
country finds itself today.

So I cannot help but wonder If many did not care only because they did not
understand what was happening?

Mr. Chairman, 10,000 independent oil and gas producers were forced out of
business by unhealthy economic conditions and as a result we have a dependency
on foreign oil that Is equivalent to 40 percent of our requirements and Is growing.
We are In the seventh year of natural gas shortages that are worsening with
each passing day. It is evident from these facts that we are still in a desperate
situation and that any tax action which would result in less exploration will only
compound our oil and gas shortages. Even with maximum conservation, there is
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no way we can solve our energy problems without greatly expanding the search
for, development and production of domestic oil and natural gas.

To do what can and must be done to reverse our declining production and restore
relative self-sufficiency in the next decade, explorers are going to have to double
our present rate of drilling. To double drilling will require more than a doubling
of the average expenditures for exploration and development, because costs are
rising at a phenomenal pace. In many areas, our members are reporting the cost
of drilling and equipping wells today at 70 to 100 percent of the cost a year ago.
Yet if we do not double drilling, energy self-sufficiency will not be attained.

Most of the thousands of independents in domestic oil exploration and devel.
opment have a commitment to and a pride in their role as energy suppliers. They
have a Justified conviction, particularly at this Juncture in our history, that they
are engaged in efforts that are of extreme importance to the country and to the
future availability of energy to the consuming public. Independents feel an obliga-
tion -to maximize their efforts to find and make available increased petroleum
supplies, but they are perplexed and discouraged by the unceasing Iolitical
proposals which would prevent them from making a maximum contribution.

In considering the tax treatment of domestic petroleum exploration and devel-
opment, the decisions of Congress will have a tremendous and I believe controlling
effect on whether this country will, in fact, maximize petroleum exploration and
development in the next few years when the adequacy of petroleum supplies will
be so crucial to the country in bridging the way toward development of alternative
energy sources.

The facts demonstrate that the 10,000 independents play a vital role in supply-
ing the needs of oil and natural gas consumers. It should be clear that inde-
pendents could not continue to perform at their present levels of activity, much.
less at the expanded level that is required, if percentage depletion is replealed out-
right. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that It would be a disservice to the nation to
repeal percentage depletion for domestic I*,troleum production. Should Congress
eliminate the depletion provision in a imnitive action directed only at the I*-
troleum Industry, it is imperative that provision be made for exemption of inde-
pendent producers whose profit center primarily is fi the sale at the wellhead of
crude oil and/or natural gas.

I hope this committee will unemotionally weigh what is really in the best
interest of the nation and the consuming public: more oil and gas or more tax
dollars? If Increased energy supplies are important, percentage depletion is more
vital than ever.

As of this moment, Congress is confronted with a critical choice. If it does not
take actions to maintain maximum incentives and efforts to increase domestic
petroleum supplies, It will be in the posture of voting for Increased dependence
on foreign oil with all its attendant uncertainties and adverse economic ililpacts.

[Whereupon, at 2:48 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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STATEMENT OF TRAVIS B. RZW, ExbCuTvE Viot PREImIT, GmE~OREM.L
Rr.souaozs INTIENATIONAL, IO.

This statement is submitted in accordance with the Committee's announce-
" ient inviting the public to testify concerning H.R. 2160. The statement recom-
mends that Title IV of the bill be amended to provide more clearly and compre-
hensively for continuation of the present 22 pet. rate of depletion applicable to
geothermal wells. Such amendment would aid In implementing the stated policy
of the Congress to (1) support the development of geothermal energy as a sub-
stitute for Imported oil; and k2) encourage private industry in fostering such
development.

Geothermal Resources International (GRI) Is tin Independent holder and de-
veloper of geothermal resources which are situated on lands held In fee and
lands leased from private owners and the Fteral Government.

As the Committee knows, geothermal deposits as at The Geysers,-in California,
have been held by the courts to be depleting assets, contained In a closed reser-
voir in finite amounts, with no significant liquid influx; Reich v. Comistsieonr of
Interiial Rcvctuc, 454 F.2d 11.57, 0th Cir. 1972. Under the Court's interpretation
of the term "gas wells" in the Code, production from The Geysers is subject to
depletion allowance at the 22 pet. rate. There Is no sound reason, and none was
advanced during the house consideration of 1I.R. 2106, to believe that geothermal
delsits which may be discovered and developed elsewhere in various forms
should not be accorded percentage depletion at the same rate. s

The present language of Title IV concerning geothermal deposits Is vague and
Inconclusive. Congressman Green did not explain the language and no questions
were asked in debate. It appears that the language, at See. 102 of Title IV, Is
technically inadequate because It falls to provide a workable definition of the
term "any geothermal deposit which Is determined to be a gas well within the
meaning of section 613(b) (1) (A)." The time has long since come to free geo-
thermal energy from Its-present tenuous dependence upon the terni "gas wells".
This Is a good tuie to provide positively for the tax treatment of geothermal
energy.

"Steam" or "dry-steam" fields, to which the Refoh case may more directly ap-
ply, are considered geologically to be filled mainly with steam itself, under pres-
sure and at high temperatures. "Wet-steam" field are considered as filled with
hot water from which some of the steam may flash on the way up the well.

"Hot-water" fields may require pumping from the reservoir, and little or none
of the water may convert into steam. The water's heat may pass to a heat ex-

- changer from which a liquid expands to drive the turbine. According to some
estimates, this may be the most common kind of source, and it Is the one in
which Geothermal Resources-International Is mainly interested.

The vast geopressured deposits underlying the Gulf and the bordering States
may be more in the form of "ht water" than "steam".

- "" Other kinds of geothermal fields include those containing hot brines, and hot
rocks. All of these forms of geothermal deposits have the common characteristic
that the natural heat source, and the wells by which they are tapped, will tend
to deplete themselves front u over a period of time. Accordingly, all of the
forms deserve equivalent tax treatment.

Depletion of a wasting natural resources is a hard and Irrefutable fact which
must be dealt wth in tax policy. Sales' made from a depleting asset resemble long-
term capital liquidation more than they do current income. Some kind of reward
should remain for finding and establishing newly discovered sources of geothermal
energy. The depletion allowance for geothermal deposits, if clearly and compre-
hensively stated, will serve these various functions.
--- The Tax Code originally recognized the importance of natural resource discov-
eries by allowing for "discovery depletion". Such depletion was usually based
upon the fair market value of the discovered deposit as determined within 80 days
after discovery..
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Percentage depletion was first introduced by a 1926 amendment, limited at tle.
time to oil and gas wells. The innovation was intended as a substitute for-
"discovery depletion", which was causing legal and practical problems of'
administration.

The Executive Branch tried for several decades (1933 to 1951) to eliminate-
or reduce percentage depletion but the legislative response, at least until reent-
years, was steadily to the opposite.

If, by chance a movement should gain momentum to eliminate percentage de-
pletion across-the.board, then a strong case could be made to restore "discovery
depletion" so as to recognize the value added by discovery of natural resources
and to help in providing the wherewithal to replace discovered assets which are
depleting or have depleted.

Meanwhile, at least for the time present, a proper depletion allowance--one
that is clearly and affirmatively stated--should be provided for geothermal,
deposits of all kinds. The present language of H.R. 2166 does not meet this.
requirement.

In 1974, when the Senate was about to consider the Riblcoff-Magnuson-Jackson
depletion amendment, Geothermal Resources International became very much
concerned because the text of the amendment would have eliminated percentage
depletion not only for oil and gas but also for geothermal deposits. Our contacts
with Senators who supported the amendment showed clearly that this result ha&
not been Intended. In fact several Senators have Rsured us thaf,-when the
matter comes up again, they will see to it that geothermal energy is not adversely
affected by any measure designed to eliminate or reduce the depletion allowance
for oil or natural gas. We believe that Congressman Green and his colleagues may
have had the same thought in mind. However the language he has provided lq
unsatisfactory for that purpose and does not affirmatively and clearly establish
a comprehensive policy.

Geothermal energy can and must provide a 81gnlficant contribution toward'
meeting the Natidn's energy requirements during the present decade and beyond.
The research and development program which Is getting under way through
ERDA will aid in the longer.run. But an immediate need exists to provide F 'A
eral support for the development of geothermal resources based upon known
technology or technology that will become available to private industry within a
reasonable period of time..

Geothermal Resources International suggests that Title IV of H.R. 2166, if it is
to be included in the tax reduction legislation, be amended as follows to meet,
the objectives recommended in this statement:

1. Amend Sec. 101(a) to read as follows:
"(a) Section 618(b) (1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by strik-

ing out the words "oil and gas wells" and by substituting therefor the words "cer-
tain gas wells as defined in subsection (e) and any geothermal deposits coming!
within the meaning of the term "geothermal steam and associated resources"
as found in the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1666.""

2. Strike out all of See. 102(e) (1) (C).
8. Amend See. 108 to read as follows:
"The amendments made by sections 101 and 102 of this Act hall apply to oil,.

gas, and geothermal deposits produced on or after January 1. 19075."
In the first of these three grouped amendments, reference s made to the deflnl.

tion of geothermal energy which was provided bt' the Congress in the 1970 Geo.
thermal Steam Act. That definition reads as follows:

"(I) all products of geothermal processes, ebnrclng indivenous steam, hot
water and hot brines: (1 ) steam and other gases. hot water nod iot brines result-
Ing from water, gas, or other fluids artificially introduced into geothermal fort.
tions: (iII) heat or other associated energy found in geothermal formations; and'
(iv) any byproducts derived from them."

This definition has operated satisfactorily for purposes of Fmderal goothermal
leasing. It was incorporated by reference Into the Geothermal Research. Develop.
ment. and Demonstration Act of 1974. If the Congross should now elect to Inerpo.
rate the same definition into the depletion allowance provisions of the Tax ('ode.
all apparent requirements of accuracy and comprehensivenens would IW-met and"
the objective of.uniformity In the U.S. Cod- -Taws would he furthered.

In adopting the 1974 Geothermal Act, the Congress found it to lie a fact that
national energy prbolems can be solved only it there is a commitment to devolon
gpothermal resources. This commitment can be strengthened If the menmrs of'
thig Committee and other Senators will favorably consider these proposed amend-
ments to Title IV of H.R. 2166.
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'ane, , ,,as now appeared in the records of the Senate another approach to
amending H.R. 2166, in the form of Amendment No. 72, the Hollings-Kennedy-
Magnuson Amendment. If Amendment No. 72 should receive active Floor con-
sideration, it should be amended as follows *o as to provide clearly and compre-
hensively for a depletion allowance at the current rate for geothermal deposits
of depleting nature:

Amend Sec. 613A(b) (1) (0) as it would be provided for in Amendment No. 72
so as to read as follows: "(C) any geothermal deposit coming within the meaning
of the term "geothermal steam and associated resources" as found in the Geo-

Sthermal Steam Act of 1970, 84 Stat. 1566."
If, as part of H.R. 2166, the depletion allowance for oil and gas wells is to be

eliminated or curtailed, and if at the same time a clear and comprehensive provi-
sion is not made for a depletion allowance for geothermal deposits which are
depleting in nature, then the result would be the discriminatory treatment of
geothermal energy production, inasmuch as percentage depletion would be con-
tinned in effect for the other competing forms of energy such as coal, ofn shale and
uranium. Such discrinination would be unfair and would be Incompatible with
the stated policy of the Congress to aid and assist private industry to de'elop.
geothermal energy.

At an appropriate time, the Congress should also consider extending to geo-
thermal energy in a comprehensive manner the provisions of the Tax Code allow-
ing deduction from current income of intangible drilling costs associated with
exploration for geothermal deposits.

Because of the Imminence of Senate Floor action on H.R. 2166 and In view of
the critical nature of the present domestic energy situation, these recomnienda-
tions deserve the immediate attention of the members of the Committee on
Finance and of other Senators.

We appreciate the opportunity which was afforded by the Committee to submit
our recommendations.

FEDERAl INEROY ADuirvsmRATroN,
Washington, D.C., March. 11, 1975.Mr. KARL, S. IA.YDSThOM{,

Attornei at Law.
Arlington, Va.

DEAR MR. LAxDSmOMr: This is in reply to your letter of February 12, 1975,
on the tax treatment of geothermal energy.

The Federal Energy Administration Is aware of the unequal tax treatment
that Is currently being given to geothermal resources. We believe that. at least,
the disparity should be eliminated, and also that it should be considered whether
geothermal resources should have special treatment, sul generis. We hope that
a policy decision will be made In the near future.

Thank you for writing.
Sincerely, D, r R. LMNo

Aasistatit Adninftrator.-
Rnergy Resource Dctelopment.

--- AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION.
Arlington, Va., March 14, 1975.

Ohairman, Subcommittee on Encrgy, Sernate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate,
Watultngton. D.C.

DAa SEATOR GRAvEL: The American Gas Association appreciates this op-
portunity to present these brief views on 8. 1112, hearings on which we tnder-
stand will be held on Mondayv-March 17.

We have not had sufficient opportunity to review and establish a position on
certain provisions of your most comprehensive approach to solving our energy
problems: however, we would take this occasion to express strong support for
the principals you espouse in three basic a' ss. namely. (1) removing field price
controls on new natural gas, (2) adjusting the domestic percentoge deletion
formula for oil ajid natural gas to encourage exploration and drilling in the
U.S., and (3) establishing an Energy Trust Fund.

The current critical energy situntinn should convince Congresx and the Anieri-
caen public that the Urnited States is I - depening energy crisis with -erio1s
effects on our Nation'.s welfare. However. we nre concerned that there remains a
tremendous undertaking to make the United States self-sufficient in adequate
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energy supplies. Until this is achieved, we will be Increasingly dependent upon
foreign supplies with increasingly perilous uncertainties. Our problem, there-
fore, Is a both present and long-term one that Is certain to escalate with critical
inqmct on our economy.

We in the gas industry feel that we have an additional, special problem in'
that the importance of natural gas to our overall national welfare is seldom
recognized. Six points in support of the fact that natural gas is indeed the key
to our Nation's domestic energy self-sufficiency are set forth in the attached one-
page memorandum. We appreciate the faet that three provisions of your bill go
directly to the point of improving our domestic natural gas supplies. 8. 1112 pro-
poses to aggressively attack the natural gas supply as well as the overall energy
problem and We applaud this golal. Our comments on three principal points noted
above are as follows:

1. A.G.A. strongly supports the deregulation of the field price of new natural
gas only. It is in the area of providing clear icentives for new exploration
and drilling that legislation should focus its priorities. While A.G.A. does
not agree with removing old gas from FPC Jurisdiction, we would encourage
Commission policies which would permit realistic price levels for old gas
which would assure optimum development of presently committed acreage
and which would prevent premature abandonment of production.

2. A.G.A. wholeheartedly supports the provisions of Title VIII, Variable
Depletion Allowance. We believe this is a particularly vital and timely incen-
tive for expansion of natural gas exploration at this time, and one which
would help improve the interstate natural gas supply situation. The Title,
which eliminates foreign depletion and establishes a new formula for domes-
tic depletion, would encourage more of the producer profits to be devoted to
the exploration and development of oil and gas prone areas within the con-
tinental United States. Further, the percentage depletion incentive Is of
particular importance to the smaller independent producer, expansion of
whose activities we would all welcome. The decline in the number and activity
of Independent producers in recent years has been a particularly discouraging
statistic for the domestic energy outlook. The retention of the depletion allow.
dance for domestic oil and gas production in proportion to an operator's domes-
tic energy expenditures, provides an incentive by which we can move rapidly
toward U.S. self-sufficiency and enhance the competitive position of the
small independent, producer. This provision coupled with the deregulation of
new- natural gas would result in dramatic strides toward alleviating our
present critical natural gas supply problem.

3. A.G.A. applauds your recognition that the funding of energy R&D is of
utmost importance, as set forth in Title II. While ERDA will directly ad.
minister a program of research and development, massive efforts will only
arise If the monetary support can be provided. The Energy Reareh and
Development Administration must be funded on a sustained bas--a trust
fund which would provide ample resources. This Is essential so that needed
fundR can be utilized without time lag, and that long-range commitments can
be readily made and Implemented with continuity. The usual year-to-year
nuthorization and nppronriations procedure could severely retard proper
progress of the program. The provisions of Title II of .. 1112 to establish an
Energy Trust Fund financed by a tax on energy sources meet this criteria.

We would appreciate your including these views In the hearing record of
March 17. If we can provide additional information or there are points which
you or your staff would like to discuss further, please call on uq.

Very truly yours,
OnOR T H. LAwRR r.

NATURAL GAS AND U.S. ENIFOY SELr-SUPVfcrz/rOr

During these times of concern about energy and the environment, It is Im-
portant that the role of natural gas be understood. Following are six specific
reasons why the development of U.S. natural gas supplies should be the focal
point of the drive toward domestic energy self-sufficency:

Natural gas Is our dominant domestic energy source. It provides %. of our
nation's total energy requirements. However, when we eliminate oil Imports
and focus bi U.S. energ.v production, natural gas is our principal source of
energy. Natural gas and natural gas liquids whilh are produced from gas
wells account for 41.1% of total U.S. energy production, compared with
30.0% for crude oil, 22.1% for coal, and 6.2% for hydropower and nuclear.
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Natural gas is the key to our economy. It provides over 50% of the energy
used by U.S. industry, more than 3 times that supplied by any other fuel.
If our nation's economy is to be stimulated and unemployment reduced,
natural gas supplies must be increased.

There is a huge resource base of potential natural gas supplies in the U.S.
In addition to the proved reserves of 250 trillion cubic feet at the end of
1973, estimates of potential domestic supplies range from a low of 1,450
trillion cubic feet to nearly 3,000 trillion cubic feet. This compares with
1973 U.S. consumption of 23 trillion cubic feet. Long before these sources
are exhausted, supplemental gas supplies will be making a substantial con-
tribution. However, while this is an impressive resource base of natural gas,
it is at this point still a projected potential which must yet be found, devel-
oped and delivered to consumers.

Natural gasis our cleanest fuel. It is virtually free of sulphur and par-
ticulates. It does not pollute land or water and offers the best hope for allevi-
Rting air pollution, especially in urban areas. Every other fuel, including
uranium, requires expensive emission control devices to protect land, water
or air environment. As we take the needed steps toward domestic energy
self-sufficiency, the contribution which natural gas can make toward our
national environmental goals cannot be ignored.

Natural gas is our most efficient fuel. Delivered through a million mile un-
derground pipeline network, 03% of the gas produced at the wellhead Is util-
ized directly by the consumer. This high efficiency is achieved because there is
no need for downstream energy conversion as in thme refining of crude oil
and in transforming the primary energy of coal or oil Into electricity. In
addition to the energy losses in these conversion pro~sses. each has its own
environmental, capital and time-lag problems. Again, if we are to move
toward domestic energy self-sufficiency as soon as possible, natural gas can
make a very special and timely contribution.

Natural gas is the least inflationary fuel. The higher prices necessary as
an Incentive for developing new natural gas supplies will have a gradual
application to consumers. This is because essentially all of the proved re-
serves are under long-term contracts, usually 20 years, at historically low
price levels which result in the average field price for natural gas of less
than 25 cents per Mcf, or per million Btu. This is the energy equivalent
price of less than $1.50 per barrel of crude oil. When the higher prices for
new supplies are rolled in with the lower prices of existing supplies under
long-term contracts, the Impact on the consumer Is reduced. Other energy
sources do not have this backlog of long-term contracts. Inflation is a serious
national problem; however, natural gas not only can nmke the greatest
contribution to domestic energy self-sufficiency, it can do it with the least
inflationary Impact.

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION.
li'i7shi1Qt03, D.C.

MEMUORA NDUM

From: Charles B. Snunders. .Tr.. Director. Office of Governmental Relations.
Subject: Impact of the President's energy proposals on colleges and other non-

profit institutions. -

To identify the potential impact of the President's energy proposals on the
higher education community, the American Council on Education and the Na-
tional Association of College nd University Business Officers requested John F.
Emberslts. Director of Operations at Yale University, to conduct the study which
is attached.

Colleges And universities throughout the country must do their share to cnn.
tribute to the national effort to reduce energy consumption and strengthen the
economy. However, the Embersits study make clear that the President's pro-
posals would Impose particularly heavy fuel costs on institutions of higher edu-
cation, as well as private schools, hospitals, Museums, and other nonprofit Instl-
tutions. This cost burden is unique because the President's proposals to date
make no provisions for nonprofit institutions. This omission has been called to
the attention of top officials in the Federal Energy Adminiltrtion and other
agencies of the Executive branch, who are currently studying possible amend.
ments to their initial proposals.
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In the meantime, the proposals now under review by the Congress pose the
,following problems for colleges and universities:

1. There is no provision for the exemption from excise taxes and import
fees traditionally accorded nonprofit educational Institutions.

2. Nonprofit institutions are not Included in the proposals for revenue re-
distribution through tax refunds for individuals, corporations, utilities, and
agencies of State and local government. Thus nonprofit institutions alone
bear the full brunt of the proposed tariff and taxes on foreign aud domestic
petroleum products.

3. The tariff and tax proposals accordingly would result in staggering in-
creases in fuel costs for colleges and universities, many of which are already
in precarious financial condition and unable to pass their Increased costs
along to their "consumers," the students and their families.

4. The proposals are unlikely to effect significant reductions In the fuel
consumption of many colleges and universities, which have already made
substantial efforts to reduce their energy consumption.

The attached report also outlines a series of positive recommendations to
relieve nonprofit institutions from undue financial burdens of higher energy costs,

-and to stimulate the search for new economies in energy consumption.

IMPACT OF ADMINISTRATION'S ECONOMIC AND-ENEROY PROPOSALS OF JANUARY 15,
1075 oN NONPROFIT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

(By John F. Embersits, Director of University Operations, Yale University, and
David I. Newton, Project Analyst, University Operations, Yale University)

On January 15, 1975, In his State of the Union message, President Ford outlined
programs designed to strengthen the economy and to reduce national energy con-
sumption. Colleges and universities will be subjected to hardships unintended
by those who have authorized these programs: hardships which will place an
excessive financial burden on non-profit institutions without stimulating further
conservation activities. It is the purpose of this brief memorandum to outline the
major areas of financial and energy discrimination which Impactducational
institutions and to suggest actions which can aid colleges and universities in
working toward the President's national goal of energy Independence. The seri.
ous nature of the financial pres.itres plaguing colleges and universities cannqt be
exaggerated, nor aggravated by otherwise constructive attempts to saabilize
the nation's econonlc and energy posture.

This document will illustrate the magnitude and scope of the cost Impact of the
$3.00 crude oil Import fee upon educational institutions, emphasizing the absence
of revenue redistribution afforded other sectors of the economy in the President's
program and the lack of exemptions traditionally given to non-profit educational
institutions. The failure of the current program to stimulate further energy
economies in educational institutions will be highlighted as a major shortcoming.
The petroleum product pricing policies as developed by the Federal Enerev Ad-
ministration (F.E.A.) and-executed by the major oil companies have resulted in
a pattern of discrimination against residual oil consumers, a major energy source
for non-profit Institutions. Finally, the report makes recommendations for relief
to colleges and universities in ways which will reduce consumption while avoiding
the financial burdens which are explicit In the current Administration proposals.

An accurate composite of the financial impact for all educational institutions
Is Impossible to assemble in a short time. For that reason, the energy costs expe-
rienced by Yale University are highlighted as an attempt to represent those with
which-other institutions must contend. Yale is a complex private educational in-
stitution, with resident graduate and undergraduate degree programs, a full
range of federally-sponsored resarch, and a medical center engaged in the de-
livery of health care at the research, teaching and clinical levels. As such, it rep-
resentq, in microcosm, the problems facing educational Institutions Involved in
one or more of the above-mentioned activities. __

L FINANCIAL IMPACT OF THE $3 IMPORT FEE

A new $3.00 per barrel import fee passed on t6 residual oil will have a signify.
cant impact on many non-profit'educational institutions. Brown University esti-
mates an increase of $420,000 should the cost of residual oil increase by $3, while
Princeton predicts an increase of $600,000. Similarly, the University of California
at Berkeley is burning fuel oil which costs $15.95 per barrel, thus any Increase
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would pose serious financial problems.-Even a relatively smaller secondary insti-
tution such as the Lawrenceville School estimates an energy cost increase of
over $60,000 as a result of the Import fee proposals. In Yale's case, this increase
would cause energy bills to rise by an additional $1,70,O00--$900,000 for fuel oil
and $800,000 for electricity. None of these Increased energy expenditures result
in improvement to an Institution's educational or research output.

Prior to the proposed $3 import fee, Yale's annual energy bill had risen $6,800,-
000-from $2,400,000 in 1969/70 to $8700,000 In 1974/75. While a rebate system
for Imported refined products is proposed to offset the full Impact of the Import

ifee, It Is unclear that such a system will provide relief for many Institutions-
especially those burning domestically refined residual oil.

Many non-profit institutions rely either solely or heavily upon residual fuel oil
as a primary fuel for the generation of steam and electricity, and many sectors of
the country will be Increasingly dependent on residual fuel oil as an energy source
due to the trend of curtailments In natural gas. Dramatic cost increases may be
expected as a result of the switch from gas to oil; some institution.0-energy
lmudgets will nearly double. Those Institutions fortunate enough to still receive
natural gas service will be severely Impacted by the Imposition of the 37 cents per
Mcf excise tax on this commodity.

IT. FEDERAL PRICTIVO POLICY DISCRIMINATION-RESMhUAL OIL
Government pricing regulations explicitly discriminate against Institutional

users of residual oil. This discrimination is manifest in two distinct policy posi.
tons expressed in the FEA pricing regulations:

1. Gasoline, 2-D diesel fuel and #2 heating oil are artifically subsidized.
"FEA pricing formulae prohibit the passing of full cost Increases to these
'special products."

2. 'Major oil companies have the flexibility to allocate to residual oils ali
Increased costs which cannot be absorbed by the "special products." As a
consequence, residual fuel oil prices hare grown nearly 200 percent under
FEA pricing regulations, or at twice the ate of the "special products" which
have been protected from frll cost absorption.

The nevO proposed Federal Energy Administration regulations (Federal Regis.
fer. Vol. 40, No. 15) do not eliminate the discriminatory policy of the past year by
"limiting the proportion of Increased product costs that can be passed through
and reflected In prices charged for the group of products, taken In the aggregate,
consisting of all covered-products other than #2 oils. gasoline and crude oil."
However, the proposed ,regulations do not address the problem of past discrim-
Inatory pricing policy, and they still allow a refiner a great deal of discretion
within the category of general refinery products:

"In apportioning the total amount of increased product costs allocable to gen-
eral refinery products (i.e., all products other than gasoline, #2 fuel oils and 2-D
diesel fuel), a refiner may apportion amounts of Increased production costs to a
particular general refinery product in whatever amounts It deems appropriate."

In sum, residual fuel oil will continue to absorb a disproportionate share of
refinery costs which otherwise would have been absorbed by such general re-
finery products as lubricants, kerosene, naptha, and aviation fuel: a situation
which agetirvates the discriminatory cost absorption to which this product has
been exposed during the past year.

ITL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION

A fundamental test of the proposed energy program's effectiveness In Its ability
to stimulate conservation activity. Increasing the price of residual fuel oil will not
mensnrably reduce Its consumption nor the amount of crude oil which the nation
requires. Residual fuel oil represents less than 7 percent of refinery output na-
tionally. The non-discretionary demand for this product by utilities, non-profit
Institutions and geographi sections of our nation impedes efforts for significant
short term consumption reductions.

This is particularly true for educational Institntions which rely on residual
fuel oil as the basic source for lighting, space heattng, research activity, health
care delivery and food processing. As such, the consumption of residual fuel oil is
iint discretionary it Is a umage which sustains the express purposes for which
educational institutions have been chartered.

Most non-profit Intitutlons have Implemented energy conservation programs
which have reduced fuel consumption to optimum levels. An increase in the price

Nm of energy will not stimulate such Institutions to reduce further; it merely in-
N. creases cost.
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For example, Yale University will consume less residual fuel oil in 1974/75 than
that used in 1965/66 and less electricity than that used 1968/69, in spite of new
building additions during this period totalling 1,000,000 square feet and a loss
in combustion efficiency of 9 percent due to the use of low sulfur oil as required by
the State of Connecticut. It is unlikely that similar consumption reduction per-
formance can be projected for the future, regardless of the Increased price of fuel.
Further consumption reduction will be effected by withdrawal of basic services to
the institutions.

IV. EXCLUSION OF NONPROFIT EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FROM REVENUE
REDISTRIBUTION

The President's program calls for a redistribution of energy fees and tax
revenues to various sectors of the economy through a complex mechanism of tax
refunds, investment credits, reduced corporate business taxes and Incentives for
directed utility expansion. The exclusion of educational institutions from sharing
in this redistribution of energy surcharges and investment incentives is high.
lighted by the following factors:

1. No portion of the $80 billion revenue from higher energy surcharges will
be refunded to non-profit institutions, even though they must pay the inflated
energy costs.

2. An investment tax credit program and a reduction in the corporate tax
rate from 48 percent to 42 percent will have no effect on non-profit ilustitu-
tions.

3. Capital support or other financial inenetives designed to encourage
energy conservation are not offered to non-profit institutions either for past
projects or future plans.

4. Federal appropriations for sponsored research have been leveled. In-
creased energy costs and the consequent rise in indirect expenses will con.
tinue to reduce funds available for the conduct of scientific research, thereby
further diluting the output of the scientific community throughout the
nation. This human resource is one which the contry can iII afford to waste.

V. POSITIVE PROGRAM FOR ENERGY REDUCTION WITH MINIMUM FINANCIAL HARDSHIP

Traditional,y. non-profit educational organizations which are exempt from
income tax under section 801(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, have also been
exempt from excise taxes imposed by Congress and from Import tariffs and fees
imposed pursuant to Executive Orders. The ,!*ecial problems which the Presi.
dent's energy proposals will create for non-profit educational institutions would
be eliminated if this traditional tax exempt status were to he applied to excise
taxes on domestic crude oil and Import fees on imported crude oil and refined
products.

Should the Congress and the President elect not to exempt non-profit educa.
tonal institutions from the import fee, they should recognize that these insti-
tutions will be severly penalized. Most non-profit institutions, unlike utilities
and many business firms, cannot pass on their energy price increases directly to
customers. In the case of educational institutions, "customers" are students who
already suffer heavy financial pressures due to rising tuition, and research nctiv-
ities with limited funds which are unable to absorb increased costs of energy.

In the absence of tax exempt status and with a recognition of the precarious
financial condition of many non-profit educational institutions. a series of rec-
ommendations is offered to relieve such institutions of increased financial burdens
due to high energy costs and to stimulate the search for new energy economies:

1. Residual fuel'oll, as an essential non-discretionary source of energy.
should be afforded the same pricing treatment as #2 home heating oil and
2-D diesel fuel.

2. An institutional import fee and excise tax waiver for demonstrable
energy economies utilizing a specific time designation, perhaps two years, as
a measuring period.

S. An increase to existing federally sponsored research grants and con-
tracts to cover the rising costs of energy to those institutions which have
demonstrated consistent annual energy efficiencies.

4. Special relief to those federally sponsored grants and contracts for
projects which incur direct energy costs as a result of energy intensive
research.
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5. New research programs and incentives for capital investments which
reduce energy consumption or which afford conversion to more desirable
energy forms.

ti. A mechanism to recognize in financial terms the efficiency of the central-
ized production of energy for heat, electricity and food processing typical
within colleges and universities.

7. Design and construction support for the development of new buildings
with innovative energy support systems which otherwise might be built with
conventional but less efficient energy systems.

8. Relief for those institutions which, under local and state environmental
regulations, have expended capital to convert central steam, electrical and
chilled water plants to "cleaner" fuels. Many previous conversions will have
to be reversed in order to return to energy sources more compatible with
emerging national energy policy.

9. The establishment of a Joint federal/non-profit institutional panel for
the review and approval of institutional energy conservation programs and
performance.

10. The formation of a joint federal and non-profit institutional committee
to aid smaller institutions which lack technical expertise in energy conserva-
tion and to disseminate and co-ordinate energy conservation activities.

STATEMENT OF PROF. JEFI A. SCHNEPPER, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEw YORK, COL-
LEGE OF ARTS AND -CIENC, DEPARTMENT OF EcoNOMICS AND MANAGEMENT
SorzcE

When Congress creates, increases, or decreases a tax deduction, It Is in effect
giving or taking money out of the pockets of the American Taxpayer. Special
deductions, in effect, are hidden grants of money to special interest groups.
When President Ford projected a governmental budget outlay of $349 billion, It
did not count the money "spent" on these grants. When our international oil
companies are allowed a 22% depletion tax write off, this reduction of their taxes
must be made up. It comes out of the pockets of all non-oil company taxpayers.

This deduction equals grant analysis is known as the tax expenditure concept.
Hidden away from our regular budget, the value of these secret congressional
gifts has risen yearly since their identification In 1967 by Stanley Surrey of the
Harvard Law School. The cost of grants given by non-collected tax revenue has
been calculated as follows:
1967 -------------.------ $36.6 1972 ---------------------- $59.8
1968 --------------------- 44.1 1978 ---------------------- ()
1969 ----------------------- 46. 6 1974 ----------------------- 74.8
1970 ----------------------- 43.9 1975 ---------- ------------- 81.0
1971 ----------------------- 51.7 1976 ---------------------- 91.0

Not available.
This tripling of tax benefits over the last ten years includes such non-loophole

items as deductions for charitable contributions (as opposed to having the gov-
ernment collect the money and then redistribute it) and deductions for state and
local taxes paid. It also includes, though, such true loophole benefits as allowing
petroleum producers to deduct from taxable income 22% of their gross income

. from oil and gas properties, up to half their net income.
This depletion allowance will cost the American taxpayer $3 billion In fiscal

1976, a 50% increase over the past two years-a time when oil profits climbed to
unprecedented highs! Why are these deductions allowed to continue?

The answer, from the oil companies, Is cost. Continental Oil Company has
valued Its depletion allowance at $00 million directly and $30 million In lost
borrowing capability. In Pittsburgh, Gulf Oil Corporation said elimination of
the depletion allowance would force it to cut its 1975 spending for domestic
exploration by 20%. Gulf estimated that it would gain up to $110 million this
year from the depletion allowance. If the tax credit were to be scrapped, they
would not have that money to invest in searching for new oil and gas. With
decreasing supply availability, the energy cost to the American consumer would
be forced up.

But let's take a closer look at exactly how the depletion allowance works.
Remember we are dealing with Integrated oil companies, corporations who not
only drill, but "sell" their crude to themselves as refiners.

Let us assume a corporate tax rate of 50% rather than 48%, and that the
company produces 100 barrels of gasoline at Its refinery and sells them for $1.50
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each. Tdtal income Is therefore $150. The cost to recover the crude oil at the
wellhead is $.30 a barrel (total $30.00) and to refine it $.40 a barrel (total $40.00).
The normal consequences are:

Crude oil level

-Cost to recover crude oil ----------------------------------- $30. 00
Gross income from sale of crude oil to refinery ------------------- ). 00
Net income ----------------------------------------------- 30.00

Refinery level
Cost of crude oil (from above) -.-------------------------------- 00
Cost of refining ------------------------------------------- 40. 00
Total cost ----------------------------------------------- 1if). 00
Sales at $1.50 a barrel -------------------------------------- 150. 00
Less total cost of goods sold -------------------------------- 100. 00
Income before taxes ---------------------------------------- 50.00

Tax liability
Oil depletion allowance (22 percentX$60-=22 percent of gro.qs income

at wellhead) -------------------------------------------- 13.20
Taxable Income ($30 wellhead+$50 refinery-.$13.20 allowance) ------- 6.80
Tax at 50 percent ------------------------------------------ 33.40
Set profit after tax ---------------------------------------- 33. 40
Real net profit $33.40+$13.20 --------------------------------- 4. 60

If this was not bad enough, hire a good accountant and see what you get.

Crude oil level
Cost to recover crude oil ----------------------------------- 0. 00
Gross income from sale of crude oil at higher prices ---------------- 110. 00
Net income ----------------------------------------------- 80. 00

Relj ery level
Cost of crude oil ------------------------------------------ 110. 00
Cost of refinery -------------------------------------------- 40.00
Total cost --------- ------ -------------- .00
Sales at $1.50 a barrel ----- ---------------------------------- 150. 00.
Less cost of goods sold ------------------------------------- 150. 00.
Income

Tax liability
Oil depletion allowance (22 percentX$110=22 percent of gross income

at wellhead) ------ -------------------------------------- 24.20
Taxable income ($80-$24.20) --------------------------------- 55.80
Tax at 50 percent. ------------------------------------------ 27.00
Net profit after tax --- -------------------------------------- 27.90
Real net profit ($27.90+$24.20) -------- -- ------------------ 52.10

Comparison

1 2

Net Income after tax ........................................... $33.40 -$27.90
Oil depletion allowance ...................... 13.20 24.20-
Real net Income ....... ............................... ............... 46.60 S. 10Net income if oil depletion allowance were to be pealed (50 percent of $80) .......... 40.00 40.00Value of oil depletion allowance .................................................. 6.60 11.10.

As the price of the barrel at the wellhead Increaseq the percentage of total
income that is tax-iree is increased. With an oil company that supplies oil to its
own refinery, total income can be increased artifically by raising crude oil prices.
Any wonder why oil prices have Jumped so over the last 2 years.

The American taxpayer gets hit twice. First, by the Increasing cost for his oil
products and secondly, by the increased tax he must pay to compensate fothe
increased oil depletion allowances caused by increased prices. It's a beautifut
cycle, unless of course you're not an oil company.
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Our present Administration is seeking to make the 17.S. self sufficient in terms.
of energy resources. It proposes to do this by stimulating domestic oil produc-
tion. Maintenance of the oil depletion allowance for domestic production would
aid lit this goal.

Oil though, is a limited resource. By stimulating domestic production today we
are in effect burntpg our bridges for tomorrow. I would though. suplprt domestic
stimulation in the name of energy independence and in the hope of developlrg
alternative energy resources.

As for international production, no such rational exists for the eontinlintion
of the oil depletion allowance. If our objective is to stimulate domestic produc-
tion, the last thing we should do Is grant fiscal Incentives to drill overseas.

I therefore propose the following resolutions for committee consideration:
(1) the 22% oil depletion allowance be discontinued Immediately for all

overseas production.
(2) the 22% depletion allowance be retained for domestic production. but

only for 2 years. At the end of 2 years the allowance shall expire auto.
matically unless reinstated by Congress.

In this way, the American taxpayer shall no longer be forced to pay for In-
creased international oil company profits. Production resources would then be
diverted to domestic production with energy independence a hopeful result. The
automatic expiration at the end of two years would necessitate an active rein.
stitution of the allowance by Congress. Its decision would then be determined
by the dominant circumstances at that time.

I would like to thank the Chairman for the chance to be heard and for his
constant efforts in behalf of the American taxpayer.

WooDs P rIOLEUY CORP.,

Mr. 31CUARL STERN, Oklahoma Ofty, Okla., March 4, 197i.
Staff Director, Comm Ifttce on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR it. SmsN: We, as an independent oil company and as a small busr.l
exploring for and producing oil and gas, are extremely concerned that the legisla.
tion now pending In Congress will directly or indirectly run our Company and
other small independents like us out of business. Our Company Is and has been
one of the most active small independents In the Mid-Continent Area. Our Con.
pany drilled 111 wells in 1974 including both exploratory wildcatss" and develop.
meant wells, and we were successful in finding new oil and gas reserve. Our
exploration effort Is funded almost equally from corporate earnings and out-
side investors. Elimination of depletion on oil and gas will necessarily ellminate
the Incentive for the small investor to participate in programs like ours and
certainly will curtail "risk" expenditures on the part of the small company,
itself.

Of ourse, depletion and pricing are interrelated and properly should be con.
sidered hand-in.hand. When and if we-eliminate depletion, we must either find
relief elsewhere in the form of an Investment tax credit or in the form of oiland gas prices or drill fewer high risk prospects with the ultimate result of
losing out to the major oil concerns.

- It is the small independent who Is offering the most with elimination of
<, depletion and Imposition of price controls at the well-head. Punitive lesidRntion

amnst the entire oil Industry without regard to the anatomy of the oil Induntry
will destroy the small Independent, place ever-more power in the bands of the
major, and utlimately will be a disservice to the public.

There are a number of pertinent questions that need to be asked and those
questions answered from knowledgeable and honest sources before we respond
to the energy matter as it relates to oil and gas:

I. Who is doing the most drilling and finding the most oil and gas domes.
tieallv-the independent or the major?

2. If the Independent Is doing the most toward finding new oil and gas. how
is he structured financially to get the Job done without the benefit of refining,
pipe lines, or marketing?

S. Who is making the so-called "windfall profits", and how are the profits
being, reinvested to find more oil and gas?

4. Where are most of the so-called "windfall profits" derived-from foreign
or domestic crude?
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5. What are the "risks" and present day costs for drilling?
6. What have we learned from 21 years of gas regulation by the Federal

Power Commission?
The apswer to the last question is, of course, that we have an "energy crisis".

The government has interfered with the "supply and demand" concept to the
extent that we have had no incentive to develop other sources of energy over
the years, that we have not had the economical means or incentive to find new
natural gas reservoirs fast enough, and energy that is available to the public is
being used wastefully and irresponsibly. Finally, this period of control has con.
tributed further to the economic instability our Nation is now experiencing.

We urge you to eliminate the depletion aspect of the tax bill that is presently
before the Senate and more properly deal with depletion as a part of a more
comprehensive "energy" package. If we cannot do the above, we urge you to
consider leaving depletion on natural gas and exempting those persons or
companies who do not have refineries, pipe lines, or marketing and have produc-
tion of 5,000 barrels per day or less of oi1

As a part of total "energy" package, we would recommend the following:
1. Reduce or eliminate foreign tax credits against United States income tax

as it applies to production of foreign oil and gas.
2. Eliminate depletion on foreign oil.
3. Maintain present percentage depletion on domestic production of oil and gas.
4. Allow "old" oil to rise to the level of "new" but impose an excise tax on

"11od" oil and all6w a plowback provision for drilling exploratory wells on a
portion of the tax.

. eave "new" oil priced as it Is presently to provided for the increased costs
experienced over the last year and an incentive to continue drilling for "new"
oil.

6. Exempt from "old" oil control oil produced from bona fide pressure main.
tenance nnd secondary or tertiary recovery projects where extraneous fluids are
being injected to improve recovery.

7. Impose a weight-horse power product tax on new automobiles commencing
in 1977 phasing in the tax over a three-year period (i.e., 100 hp x 3000#-no tax
and 250 hp x 6000#-a $2,500 tax).

8. Impose a moderate gasoline tax to curb usage.
9. Impose quotas on foreign oil with such quotas to be set and adjusted by a

Committee or Panel of knowledgeable government-industry representatives.
10. Encourage utilities and industry to convert from natural gas or fuel oil to

coal and nuclear power.
11. Maintain present regulation of "old" gas with periodic price adjustments

where necessary and deregulate "new" natural gas.
12. Stimulate research on the part of both government and private industry

for development of coal, nuclear power, and solar energy.
The above recommendations represent a multi-point plan that will preserve our

Nation's industries, will minimize government control and manipulation of
economic forces, and he of the greatest benefit to the public.

Once again, we urge you to deal with "energy" matters in an "energy" bill and
noft as an irresponsible rider on an unrelated tax measure such as the one you
are presently considering.

Yours very truly,
LEE POWELL,

irecutite Vice Pre.ident.0


